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Occasional
:
Cloudiness Tonight
And Wednesday

Wisconsin School Bus Law Held Illegal
Violation of
Constitution,
Court Holds

Duluth' Woman
May Seek Spot
Oh GOP Slate

MADISON; Wis., at — The Wisconsin Supreme Court declared today that the law te provide public
transportation for parochial and
private school student s is unconstitutional. Justice George Currie
announced the court's decision and
said the law would be in direct
violation of thev Constitution .
The law would have gone into
effect in July.
As adopted y . afteV a l«ngthy
wrangle in the 1961 Legislature,
the measure would have provided
transportation to . an estimated
52j000 non-public school students
at a cost of some $4 million a
year.? :
It was brought before the high
court as a test case with the
commissioner of the Department

MINNEAPOLI S (AP) - A
woman was being discussed as a
possible candidate for secretary of
state on the eve of the state Republican endorsing convention ,
starting a three-day run Thursday.. ¦? ¦ ¦' ¦
She is Mrs. Dorothy Nelson, St,
Louis County ¦GOP chairwoman
Since 1959.
.¦ ¦:f' - - .:. - ¦
Mrs. Nelson conceded Monday
night that she had ' heard talk
abou t her entering : the race , for
nomination to run against DFL
incumbent Joseph Donovan but
hasn 't yet made up her mind.
Announced candidates for GOP

DEATH IN VENEZUELAN REVOLT '. '. .• ,.? .
Two government soldiers run across rain-soaked
street in Puerto Oabelld, Venezuela , past bodies
of three comrades killed in battling Communistbacked rebels in two-day revolt at the Puerto
Cabellp naval basev Other governmient troops

p//of

can be seen moving behind tank in center background. Presiden t Romulp Betahcourt's government arrested.Venezuela's fop Red Monday night
after crushing remnants of the revolt. (AP Photofax) ? ' - ,? ' v .

endorsement for secretary of state
are Norbert McCrad y of Owatonna
and Edward Bayuk of White Bear
Lake/ ?.
/ . - . ""
Chairrnan AI Ruvelson of the
convention 's platform committee
announced that the group would
hold a public hearing starting at
8; 30 a .-rn.
¦ on the proposed document; . •"'¦?.' . .'
"We want the platform to incorporate the thinking of as broad a
base of Minnesotans as possible,"
Ruvelson said.
Te expedite preliminary efforts,

Plane Before Crash
By RODNEY ANGOVE

Primaries in
Five States
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Five states hold primary elections today,. tov .,determine , .party
nominees for state and national offices. Most of the attention centers . on California where former
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
i.s bidding for the Republican gubernatorial nomination.
In addition to California , primaries are being held in Soulh
Dakota , Idaho , Montana and Mississippi. The Connecticut stale Republican Convention also nominates its gubernatorial and senatorial candidates today.
In a light turnout Monday, Republ ican voters in Iowa nominated Gov. Norman Erbe for a second term nnd Sen. Rourke B.

GOP Nominee For
Governor of
Georgia Killed

WOODBURY , €n. lfl - A. Edward Smith , Republican candidate
for governor of Georg ia , was killed
today in an automobile - truck
crash,
Smith' s wife was injured. She
niiiicrcci a pu.i.*>i-

ble skull fracture
nnd was taken lo
St. Francis Hospital in Columbus.
The state patr ol
reported Smith' s
car crashed head
on into a truck
owned by the
Truck ins
Neal
goLines of i Mont
.
rr*i.—
mcry, mu.
in-_ » ,,
'the
A. E. Smith
d r i v e r of
truck , Paul Boggs , was not seriously injured.
Smith' s body was taken to his
home in Columbus.
'The patrol report said Smith' s
car crossed the center line and
crashed with tho truck shortly after midnight on Georgia TO.
The 60-year-old Republican candidate was dend on arrival at the
Mtriwether Hospital in Warm
i
Springs,
Wis. Smith' s conditi on was 'listed as satisfactory.
a,

Priest Killed
Near Rochester
In Auto Mishap

MILK VERDICT HAILED

South Dakota Republican * are
expected to nominate Sen. Francis Case for a third term over
Stale Atty. .Gen. A, C. Miller.
Food for Peace Director George
McGovern is unopposed for the
Democratic nomination. The parlies already have their gubernatorial candidates for Novem ber—
Gov. Archie Gubhnid for Ihe Republicans and former Gov. Ralph
llerseth for the Democrats. Neillier has primary opposition ,
JJig issue in the Idaho primary
is gambling. Boise attorney Vernon K? Smith favors legalized
gambling while his five opponents
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination are against it. Gov,
Robert Smylie is expected to win
the Republican nod for a third
term over two opponents,
The Montana primary Includes
battles for nominations to oppose
incumbent Reps, Arnold Olsen , n
l>«mocrat , and Jj \me» Fi Batting
Republican,

Court Decision Victory
For Minnesota Dairymen

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Atty. Gen.
Walter F. Mondale today called a
decision by the U. S. Supreme
Court in a milk barrier case a
Uipd mark victory for the dairy
farmers of Minnesota,
Mondale snid he received a telegram Irom Washington late Monday notifying him that the Supreme Court held Illegal federal
regulations that exclude milk producers from the New York marketing area.

inatory barriers in the marketin g
ef milk,
Mondale joined ¦wilh Pennsylvania In arguin g the case last
January for a regulation fair to
Minnesota in an appeal from a
lower federal court ,
lt involved a light by a Pennsylvania *dairy cooper ative to break:
down regulation s which lorced
marketin g producers outside the
New York area to pay a copipen satory payment on milk sold with in that area.
The d-clilo-n it thi culmination Thete payment*, Mondale -aid ,
of a four-year fight , Mondmle said, acted as a wall to protect the New
by his of/Ice to remove discrim- York mar?ket against competition

penter and three of their four children are iii
the group. The children , from left , aire: Robyn
Jay, 10, foreground; Mark Scott, 12, and Candace Noxon, 5? Kristine Elaine, 6, is hidden behind the President. <AP Photofax )
V

Kennedy Has Stocks Pull Out
Royal Welcome Of Early Slump
For Carpenter

he said the . 24-member group was
being- split into three segments, to
be concerned , with government affairs, natural resources and human resources.
Two platform planks already
have been given tentative approval by the group? Ruvelson reported .— advocacy of party, designation for legislators , _nd making
terms of appointive state officers • - WASHINGTON (AP)
—Malcolm
.
men and Air France 's Atlanta j the pilot slammed on the brakes: coincide with the governor 's term.. Scott
,
Carpenter
describing
himself
as the plane approached its nor- Robert L. Xiinzig,. Minneapolis as simply the man who happened
agent were killed.
mar takeoff point . Loiseau said attorney and businessman, ^Mon- to be the passenger on America'
s
Th« investigation of the crash the plane swayed from side to day night announced he would
may not be completed for six side as though ihe pilot was seek the GOP nomination for at- second orhital flight,? received
months, but there were a number maneuvering in an . effort to cut torney general, and would cam- hearty personal congratulations
from President Kennedy ? today.
of indications that Capt. Boland speed. - .
paign actively for the convention
Carpenter, his wife and four
Hoche ; one of Air France's most
endorsement.
children encountered the next
experienced pilots, was aware of Skid marks on the airway indiin a Waiting
impending disaster and frantical- cated the pilot had his brakes ;pn Kiniig has had wide govern- thing to a mob scene
for about 500. yards? ?
mental experience ,? serving at room at the White ' House as Kenly tried to halt 'fti 'e huge craft.
Pierre Loiseau, a radio opera- Investigators reportedly found times as counsel for the House un- nedy introduced them to members
tor at the Orly control tower , said the plane's throttle levers in the American Activities Committee , of the staff and a group of high
he saw smoke coming from the reverse position . another indica- as executive head of the Civil school children who had crowded
big jet 's wheels , indicating that tion : that the pilot tried vainly to Aeronautics Board and as the offi- Ln with cameramen and reporters.
halt .the jet .
Walter Williams , operations ofcer of a top secret program for
Fxancoise Authie , 23, one of the democratizing G e r m a n y after ficer for Proj ect Mercury who had
two stewardesses who were the World War IL , in which he served Immediate charge of Carpenter 's
only survivors , said she felt the as a captain.
flight? also . received presidential
engines slow as the plane) rolled
congratulations. Mrs. Williams
down the runway.
and. their three children also came
"When the engines slowed down
along for the big event. Earlier
I knew we would not take off ,"
they had met the Carpenters -when
she said. "I did not imagine for a
the family flew in from Langley
moment that we were in danger.
.Air Force Base, Va.
Then it happened—like that—sudThe two families rode in a modenly; "
torcade
from National Airport to
Hickenlooper for a fourth term.
the White House at the start of a
She said there were several seNeither race was close.
•few hours in Washington. They
Iowa Democrats chose Harold E. vere jolts as the plane came
jplanned to fly together later tod ay,
Hughes, State- Commerce Commis- apart ..with a lo ud,, crashing, noise .
to New. York td receive that city 's
sion chairman , to oppose Erbe in
JVIedal of Honor and . the mayor 's
November. E.B. Smith , Iowa State
scroll for distinguished and excepUniversity professor , \vas-tinop>
ROCHESTER , Minn. — A tional service.
posed for the job. of contesting
Carpenter, a Navy lieutenant
priest who had, served parishes at
Hickenlooper,
Dakota , Altura and West Albany commander , already had met
Nixon won in his home state of
near Lake City was killed in an Kennedy. He visited the White
Cali fornia even while losing Ihe
automobile accident near here House with his fellow astronauts
1969 presidential election. He is fathis morning.
last yenr after Alan B. Shepard
vored to win today.
He was the Rev. Gerald Caw- Jr. made the first nonorbital U.S.
ley. 4P , native of Ireland , whose space flight.
But State Rep. Joseph Shell, a
body was found by passing motorslaunch
conservative , claimed
ists at 5:40 a.m. in a ditch a mile
Monday night he would win . and
WEATHER
east of Rochester. He was believobservers believe he has picked up
FEDERAL
FORECAST
ed to have been en route for fishground with a hard-hitting camWINONA AND VICINITY — Ocing,
paign in recen t weeks.
It appeared that the priest , casional cloudiness tonight and
S-ielJ has questioned whether
driving a borrowed car, had miss- Wednesday. Cooler tonight , little
Nixon can carry the republicans
change
ed a curve.
to victory in November over Gov.
¦ Wednesday. Low tonight
He had been in the Diocese of 50-55, high Wednesday 70-75.
Edmund G. Brown , who is expectLOCAL WEATHER
"Winona since May 15, 1951, and
ed to win a second-term nominOfficial observations for the 24
served the "Winona and Wabasha
ation without trouble.
County parishes before becoming hours ending at 12 m. today:
The Mississippi primary todny
Maximum , 70: minimum , 54;
chapl
ain of the downtown hospiinvolves only House seats on the
SURVIVED CRASH . . .
, 6!); precipitation , none.
noon
tals
at
Rochester.
nat ional level , but one race Francoise Authie , one of the
AIRPORT WEATHER
He was born Oct. 22, 1912, In
ma tching two incumbent con- two stewardesses who sur(Norlh Central Obtervations)
Ireland
and
was
ordained
for
gressmen has overtones of the
Max , temp. 73 at noon , min , 63
bount y Mayo .hine 23. 1940,
JAM presidential campaign . Rep. vived the crash of the A'Funeral services will be at 11 at 5- a.m., broken layer of clouds
France jetliner , is shown at
Frank Smith supported regular
A.M. Friday nt St . John 's Church, at 1,200 feci , visibilit y 12 miles ,
Democratic electors , who backed
a news conference in Paris.
Rochester , the Most Rev. Edward , wind 7 M.P.H , from east , baromctPresident Kenned y, Rep. Jamie
IAP Photofax via radio from
A, Fit/gernld , bishop of Winonn. ! or 20 87 and steady, humidity t)4
Whitten supported an unpledge d Paris )
officiating.
percent .
slale of electors. A Negro candidate , the Rev. Merrill ' Lindsey,
could draw enough votes to force
Whiltten and Smith into a runoff
election. Mississippi's House delegation was cut from six to five
ns a result of the I960 census.

^

PAR IS . (AP)-Evidence mounted today that tlie pilot of the
charted jetliner that crashed with
the loss *bf 130 lives made a desperate attempt to halt his takeoff.
The four-enginer Air France
Boeing 707 j et rose only a few
feet before plunging .to ..earth ,
smashing through a fence and exploding into flames at Orl y Airport ; Sunday. All 121 American
passengers, including many Atlanta cultural leaders ,, eight crew-

PRESIDENTIAL CONGRATULATIONS . . .

President Kennedy shakes hands in his White
House office with Astronaut Scot t Carpenter as
he congratulates him .personally on his . three-orbit flight around the World in space. Mrs. Car-*

lie said Ihe supreme courl called
rompensntion payments artif icial
trade barriers and -confirmed the
Minnesota position.
The taw legislature passed a
law authoriz ing the attorney general lo lake steps to overcome reslrictions lo free movement of
Minnesota dairy produ cts.
"The decision Monday recognizes the 'right of Minnesota dairy
farmers lo com*>ete on even terms
in the .,nat ion 's market place ,"
Mondale said,
Mondale 1-irsl became activ e in
the fi ght as a special assistant attorney general four years ago.

NEW YORK (AP) - The stock
market pulled out of an early
retreat today and posted some
good gains.
Trading was active . and . the

Asked in US.
Taxes in 1963

ticker tape fell seven , minutes behind transactions? In the first
hour 1.13 million shares changed
hands , compared with 950,000¦ ¦ in
' ¦. >. "
the like period Monday .
At U a.m., the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials y*as off
5.92 to 587-76 but was based on
figures five minutes
behind
trades. The Standard & Poor 's index of 500 stocks was down .51 to
56.76. v y ¦
The market

started off with

Court Swears In
Broadf oot Successor
MADISON , Wis. (fl-Horace
W. Wilkie was sworn in today ?
as a justice of the Wisconsin
Supreme Court. He fills '? ¦ the
vacancy created by the death ¦
of Chief Justice Greyer . L. •
Broadfoot :
Chief Justice Timothy Brown
administered the oath in the
court's chambers., . ' .
Wilkie, a 45-year-old Madison attorney ,, resigned as a
Democratic state senator tp
accept the high ? court post. ?
Wilkie became Gov. Gaylord
Nelson 's first appointment to
the Supreme Court.
of Administration named defendant in a friendly suit by? Atty.
Gen. John W. Reynolds. Commissioner . Joe E. Nusbaum refused
to • authorize printing of . a form
heeded to administer the law, and
Reynolds took action to force it.
. In a 4-2 decision, the majority
held that; the law violates that
portion of the Constitution which
prohibits the expenditure of any
public funds "for the benefit of
religious societies or religious or
theological seminaries."
Justices Myron Gordon, William
Dieterich and Chief Justice Timothy Brown joine dJustice Currie
in the majority. Justices ThomaJ
E. Fairchild and E. Harold Hallows dissented.
Justice Currie said "Those parochial schools which now pay part
or all of the cost of transportation
of their pupils out of their school
funds stand to benefit financially
by the operation of the new act.

what appeared to be a continuation of Monday 's severe sell-off
but-^turned around v
Gains included America n Telephone $2.12 to $L09, U;S. Steel 75
cents to $5125 and Litton Indusfries $4 to $89.25.
International Paper fell 37 cents
to $28.62 on an opening block of
4,700 shares. U.S. Steel lost 12
rents to $50.37 and International
Telephone 50 cents to $37.50.
However , General Electric added 62 cents to $63.62 on 3,300
shares, Royal Dutch Petroleum
gained 12 cents to $34.75 and Illinois Centrarnanroad"pTcked'"up '12 -Another** -staid- 1»~«ain - through
increased enrollment. Such an incents to $36:12.
crease of enrollment is s benefit
The market' s loss Monday was to these parochial schools."
about half the size of that suf- The major ity conceded that
fered May 28, when the Dow religiou s organizations and parJones industrial average plunged ochial schools do benefit from ex34.95. And it wiped out about half penditure of some public funds as
of the recovery that was staged involved in police and fire protection , but Justice Currie said
Douglas Dillon
later last week,
service and facilities are
Secretary of Treasury
AJI estimated $9 billion was those
provided to the public, or to
erased
from
the
quoted
value
of property, generally on a basis
NEW YORK -AP) - Secretary I
of the Treasury ¦Douglas Dillon stocks listed on the New York where no classification is made as
to religious organizations.
says the adminislration will pro- Stock Exchange.
"It is this which distinguishes
pose a top-to-bottom reduclion in Brokers weren 't too surprised
income tax rates for enactment that the market resumed the de- these benefits from those sought
by Congress next yeai .
; cline of last Friday, but they were to be conferred by the instant
act." he said.
lie told the New York Financial taken aback by its severity.
Writers Assoei ;i;lon at a dinner
Monday night that the proposal
will be part of "a fundamental How to Raise a Crook
restructurin g -of our income tax
system, designed to promote the
maximum long-term
economic
growth , "
The cuts would be coupled with
revenue-raising proposals le offset
the resulting loss of government
revenue "in whole or in part ,"
Dillon .said.
He *aid no decision han been

made on how far to go in offsetting the lower tax rates by broadening the base of Ihe tax structure and closing loopholes ,
Dillon ' ;-, statement wns viewed
as the most forceful declaration
to (UitO 'of the ' administration 's lax
plans for next yenr.
The tax plans of which he spoke
would he part ol the income lax
reform bill the ' administrat ion long
has planned lo hand Congress hefore it adjourns , wilh an eye towards legislative action early next
year,
Dillon said h» welcome, growing talk of a tax cut but not as
"a hast y, Ill-considered reaction
to Ihe gyrations of the stock market , *'
He spoke of (he dramatic price
drop , of May 2H as one in which
"all vestiges of reason1 wire temporarily pushed aside , and panic
took control of the great New
York Stock Exchange. "
Dillon said he sees no economic
factors under lying the ninrkot' s
performance , llnthcr , he j aid , the
slump reflects a rea lization that
inflation has heen br ought under
control.
r

I

Archdeacon Flays
Indulgent Parents

CHIvSTCRFIELD, Kngland ifl — The Archdeacon of Chesterfield
today gave his Church of Knglan d parishioners a handy guide on "How
to turn your child into a crook. "
Drawing a bead on indulgent parents , the Venerable Talbot Oilworth-Harrison listed these 12 rules in hi.s parish magazine:
1, Begin from infancy to give the child everything lie wants. In
this way he will grow up to believe that the world owes him a livinn

a. When ho picks up bad words,
laugh at him , II will encourage
him to pick up "cuter phrases "
that will blow the top of your
head off later ,
3. Never give hini any spiritual
training , Wait until he i.s 21, and
then let him decide for himself.
4. Avoid the use of the word
wrong. It may develop . a guilt
complex. This will condition him
to believe later when lie is arrested for stealing a car that society
is against him and he is being
persecuted.
5. Pick up ftvtrything h» leave.
lying around—hooks , shoes and
clothes. Do -everything for him so
he will be experienced in throwing the resp onsibility on to others.
6 Let him rend any printed
matter he enn gel his hands on.
Be careful the silverware and
drinkin g glasses are sterilized but

•—>

¦

——.

,

let his mind feed on garbage.
7. Quarrel frequently in the
presence of the children. Then
tliey won 't he shocked when the
home Is broken up.
8. Give the child all the spending money lie wants . Never let
him earn his own. Why should ha
have things ns tough aa you had
them?
t. Satisfy hit every craving for

fowl , drink and comfort , See that
every desire is " gratified , Denial
may lead to harmful f rustration.
Take his part ,against the neighbors , teachers and policemen.
They nre all' prejudiced against
your child,
11. When lie gets into real trouble, apologize for yourself by saying, "I never , could do anything
with him. "
12. Prepare for a life of gHel"You will have it."

Russians Hope
To Confuse
U.S^/ Judd Says

BUSINESS MI RROR

Mof eWGnWw Be Seekin g Jobs
By SAM DAWSON
AP Business N*wc Analyst

NEW YORK (AP ) - Workers
with job security on their mindi
w|U have more than automation
to fret about this summer and
even more in the summers just
ahead.
It's the population explosion—
not the current and possibly continuing one but that of 15 fo 20
years ago .
The number of teen-agers look
ing for summer work will increase this June and succeeding
Junes. Even larger will be the
"ttirong of those putting school and
college days behind them and
seeking permanent jobs.
Thlt war and postwar exploslonfirst triggered a rush to provide
mora schoolrooms. Ln this decade
tha pressure will be to find Jobs
for the youthful and often un- I
skilled.
Union leaders blame the currant unemployment problem as
much on mechanization as on a
growing labor force.
To combat it they are turning
more and more to a drive for a
85-hour work week at the same
pay.
They contend this would require
more workers to turn out the
goods now produced under the 40hour week
The administration . deplores
this drive as inflationary The administration holds that the real
solution is mote production than
at present and more consumption
to Justify that production
This may furnish the battleground in the next few months m
any government attempt to get
labor to follow its guidelines^ on
wage increases.
ButfTTtteater struggle is in the
offing That is the need to find
jobs for the oncoming generation.
The lower age brackets of the
labor force will increase dramatically during the ifloos
The U S population is growing
at the rate of around three million A year In the 1950s this
growth was among those under
15 or orcr 65.
But in this decade the big increase will be in the 15 to 30 age
group,

GREEXVILLE , lit. (AP)-Rep.
Walter H. Judd told graduates at
Greenville College Monday that
the aim of Russia is to "confuse ,
Soften up and then subjugate
every free man and free woman "
The congressman said the "most
immediate threat to the US is
from the outside "
The Minnesota Republican said
"the whole world at the middle of
the 22th century is characterized
by as much confusion and conflict
as at any period in human history.
I think it is accurate to say that
this, is the first time in man 's
existence on this p-lanet when all
continents and cultures, all countries and people have been in turmoil at the same time. "

as another reason tlie work week
will ha\ e to he shortened.
Seme
economists, hewevtr,
stress asiothcr aspect of the problem as equally pre ssing.
"First is the task of matching
new entrants into the labor force
with the jobs which need lo be
done," the Chase Manhattan
Bank , New York , points out in its
current business »urvey "There
is a question whether they will
be sufficiently and appropriately
educated to fill available jobs
successfully "
The Census Bureau say» that
in this decade there will be a
decided drop in the number of
those Ln the 30 through 34 age
group and a slight decline in
those from " 45 to 65.
"Because of the -shift in the age
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The U.S. Bureau of Cemut says
that by 1970 there will be 4S* per
cent more persons in the 18 to 21
age group than in i960 In this
decade the 14 through 17 group
will increase by 40 per cent. And
the 20 through 29 group, which
dropped 8 per cent during the
1950s due to the small baby crop
during the depression, will have
jumped by nearly 40 per cent
This youthful flood of potential
job seekers will mean that the
tola] labor f orce will rise 18 per
cent In this decade compared with
13 per cent during the 1950s
Union leaders see this challenge
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structure," the bank economists
note, "experienced management
pei sonnet may be relatively
scarce "
So building more schools in the
1950s didn't solve all the population problems ot the economy
by any means.
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Street Head
Gets Another
Job and $100

SonieN^Stfeet
Uncomfortable
A ''progress: report" was submitted by Mrs. Muriel Ollom, 1st
Ward'. alderrhaiii, in commenting on
plained ? Improvements of residential lighting by Northern States
Power Co.
Mrs. Ollom said 31 new/ larger
Iigfats would be installed along
Mark Street between 'Winona and
Dakota streets and south oh Dakota to Lake Winona. Another H
lights would b« installed at miscellaneous points ? in the vicinity of
the Schaffner ?Homes for the elderly, she said. ?
Aid. , Clarence Tribell ahd Howard Baumann expressed the hope
that the 3rd Ward would not . be
forgotten , and Mrs? Ollom added
that 2nd Street lighting was in
poor condition in places, including
(he yicitnity of the new A &VP
supermarket being built on the
site of the old: Park Hotel.

City Counejlnien took official
hole Monday night of a 'job -which
didn't formally exist? ; officially
recognized it, then created a pay
sched-le for the position,
Arthur L. Brom, street commissioner, was designated harbormaster at a salary of $100 per
month for seven months a year
with ; Aid. Howard Baumann opposing the motion and Aid. Lloyd
Deilke abstaining.
Brom , who had acted as harbormaster at the commercial port
for several years, had asked to be
relieved of the extra duties which
he said had multiplied greatly in
recent months., Additional work,
including increased shipping by the
Alter Co., Davenport , Iowa, a
scrap metal firm , was cited by
Brom as the reason for his
ALSO BROUGHT up was the
request .
?
Aid. Baiimamv said Brom's pres- sensitive subject of wandering
ent job and salary included the canines. Mrs. OUbrn reported that
duties at the commercial port, but dogs dwelling in Johnstone Addiby the
Aid. Lloyd Deilke said no record tion were sometimes felt
to be
unof the position actually existed on municipal do^catcher
the city payroll books. Aid. Henry necessarily privileged and imParks said the job had merely mune to regulations prohibiting
'?¦'
been wished on Brom because of them from running loose. •
Council
President
Harold
Briehis knowledge of ? river shipping
sath
?
said
dogs
could
not
be
inlighter
trafand at a time of much
carcerated by the dogcatcher unfic: :
'
less ordered by a police officer.
Oh April 28,1959 , the Daily
Any complaibts by residents about
News reported thai most city
employes would be getting a
wage increase of $15 as of
May 1 that year, although,
gome would, get adjustments
including "street commis- •
stoner $440 to $475, adjust ment because . of additional
. duties as dockmaster."
Councilmen emphasized that the
additional. $100 per month Brom
will be paid froni April through Oc- Eight off-sale liquor . licenses
^
tober will come from commercial were
granted by the City Council
harbor funds rather than the gen- Monday
night , subject to approveral fund and is not a raise in al by State
Liquor Commissioner
pay for the position of street com¦
Willianrr
Joyce.
missioner.
Seven ' of the applications were
Brom receives $510? .a month as for renewals and one was a new
street commissioner.
one : George E. Harm, 553 Huff
St, He operates Winona Beverage
Service. : ' ..- .
Renewals approved :
Goltz General Pharmacal Co.,
274 E. 3rd St.; Mrs. Ruth A. Breza ,
928 W. 5th St.; Ralph Bambenek?
264 Carimona St..;" Miss Florence
Sikorski, 157 E. 3rd St; Leonard
j . Tschumper, 119 Main St.; Eckert's Liquor Store, 112 Center St.,
and Westgate Drug, Westgate
Shopping Center.
'. One-year drainlayer 's licenses
-were
issued to Toye Plumbing &
Preservation of the ioo-yearr old
Kieffer-Rerrtmelberg house between Heating Supply Co.. 312 E: 3rd
Altura . and Elba has been assur- St., and Economy Plumbing Co.,
ed by an agreement between the 1113 W? Howard St,
Winona County Historical Society Sidewalk licenses A p p r o v e d :
and tjj e Minnesota Department of Ralph Scharmer . 571 W. Mill St.;
Conservation¦ , it was announced Nels Johnson Construction Co.; 677
Main St; Alfred Buchholz , West
this week, ' ..'
Dr. Lewis Younger , Winona , Burns Valley; Kramer Plumbing
president of the society, said work & Heating Co.; 52l> Center St., and
will be started almost immediate- Sanitary Plumbing & Heating Co.,
ly by Gerald 0. Shaw , Rochester, 168 EV 3rd St.
who will live in the home under a John Wil sie was given permiscaretaker arrangement. Shaw and sion to set up a roadside stand
his family will use the historic res- on Gilmore Avenue to sell strawidence as a summer home and in berries from June 10 to July 4.
turn will maintain , repair* and re- The Council also granted a perstore the old house. The Shaws live mit for a two-day Shrine Circus at
at 1417 5th St. NE , Rochester.
Jefferson Athletic Field June 16-17.
The old stone house, built in The show is the Clyde Brothers
1357, is on an 18,000-acre tract of Circus and a daily fee of $100 was
land owned by tlie Conservation paid in advance by a $200 check
Department and has been unoccu- which accompanied the applicapied for two years. Considerable tion . .• ¦ '. . '
damage by vandals and the ele- An application by Doerer 's, 1078
ments was noted by visitors in W. 5th St., for permission to erect
last year's tour of historical sites two 20.000-gaIlon fuel oil storage
sponsored by the Historical Socie- tanks above ground was granted
ty , Dr. Younger said.
,
after being laid over from the last
Lack .of funds. Dr. Younger said , Council meel n g.
...
~.
'
had prevented tlie society from ac-? APPROPRIATIONS
approved inquiring the house earlier and the cluded interim payments to three
new arrangement hopefully will contractors currently working on
surmount that obstacle.
city projects:
The structure was built more than
First estimate on a contract
ago
by
William
100 years
Hemmel- with Winona Plumbing Co. for Winbcrg and later acquired by Walter crest storm sewers, let May 7,
King. Andrew Kieffer , its next own- was $7,370.58. Work began May 14.
er, occupied it for over half a cen- First estimate on the Broadway
tury until Ihe early 1900s, after paving ami widening contract with
which it passed to relatives and Brower Construction Co. for $23,various other occupants.
668.67.
Visitors will have an opportunity
Third estimate on a contract
to examine the historic structure with American Plumbing Co. for
more closely when the Historical sanitary sewer on Conrad Drive
Societ y tours sites in the . White- from Wincrest Drive to Hilltop
water Valley June 10, Dr. Young- Drive was $3,627.84. A resolution
er said. Shaw will be present to was adopted to borrow $3,500 from
explain his plans for renovating the parking meter fund to meet
the house at that¦
time.
this payment which will be__ rey> .
imbursed later by assessment^
against the properties served by
the sewer, ' >

Off-Sale Liquor
License OKed
For Huff Street

Historical Unit
Acquires Old
Kieffer Home

Council Checks
Intersection

An on-lhc-spot inspection of the
site of a proposed traffic re-routing was made by City Council
members at 6:30 Mondny night.
Aldermen checked the intersection of West Broadway and Junction Street and discussed proposed
changes with City Engineer James
Baird and Street Commissioner
Arthur h. Brom.
The plan is to incorporate two
unused segments of pavement into n modified interchange which
It is hoped will expedite traffic
How in two direct ions. *A curving
portion of pavement turning north
from Broadway onto Junction
Street would be made a one-way
lano in thnt direction , with yield
signs posted against northbound
l raffle. At present the ciirve Is
barricaded "at bolh ends by guard
I onccs.
The corner section from Junction lo Broadw ay would , under the
proposal , take city-bound traffic as
a one-way lane leading from south
lo ensl, with yield signs posted
against the east bound flow.
Since both thoroughfare s are
pari o( the state-aid .system, the
city engineer was instructed to
contact state and county highway
departments for advice , clearance
and any pertinent suggestions.

Young Wife Dies After
9 Yea rs in Iron Lung
MONTGOMERY , Ala, <AP) Mrs. Joel Werfel , who never forgot how to smile even though
hopelessly paralyzed , is dead afler
nine years in an iron lung.
The 35-year-old housewife, mother of a daughter , Deborah . 12,
was stricken with polio during an
outbreak which swept Montgomery In 19!>3. She* died Monday .

dogs should be given the police
department, for action, Briesath
said. -: '
Aid. Baumann said, a study
should be made concerning feasibility of traffic lights at ' the
Broadway-Mankato Avenue intersection when the Broadway widening is completed. Aid. ban Bambenek suggested traffic studies for
Mankato Avenue and Mayor Rudy
Ellings said signals should await
the widening of Mankato Avenue
in 1963. .
Holes in the Prairie Island dike
road brought stern complaint from
Aid. Baumann and Street Commissioner Brom said the city and
county had both maintained it at
one time or. another? It was built
as Van emergency road by the
Corps of Engineers for use during
flood periods, Brom .said, and its
use is apparen tly not encouraged
otherwise?
OPERATOR S OF tha municipal
small boat harbor would like to
get surplus material from the
Broadway widening project for use
in extend ing the drive along the
south side of the basis, Brom told
the Council. An additional 150 cubic yards of crushed rock would
provide a stable roadway along
the full length of the south shore,
he said . He was authorized to
make the road extension of about
75 feet and to purchase the crushed rock necessary for the job. ?' . .
President Briesath, broaching
the subject of vaccinating dogs
against rabies,?said it would be
difficult , to handle this year since
licenses already. have been issued.
Mayor Ellings said only tivo other cities in the state require it
and Aid. Stoltmah noted there had
been, very few cases of rabies reported locally. Aid. Parks said
"Why jump into it? Let's wait a
while oh thisi "
-^

High Humidity
Will Continue

Uncomfortable weather, because
of the unusually hi gh humidity,
settled; oyer the Winona area today and gave little promise of
changing -within the- next day or
two. . ;
The humidity reading at North
Central Airlines weather station at
Max Conrad Field this morning
was 92 percent and 84 percent at
noon, far above the usual around
50 percent reading for this time
pf. the .year. ' . . ." '. '
AND THE weatherman doubted

Courifwi^fa

The Winona County Board of
Commissioners will advertise for
bids in a few months for sale o£
the county's shop ' and yard on
West 3rd Street which . will be Vacated in the fall when a new coun^
ty highway department building
opens in Goodview.
This was announced. Monday aft ernoon by board chairman Paul
Baer . Freniont, 4th District , at
the start of the board's June meeting at the eourthouse.
HE REPLIED to a question from

John Hendrickson, representing
Bob Selover Realtor, who said an
unidentified client was interested in
buying either or both parcels. .
Baer said the board was required by law to advertise for bids
and Hendrickson said the client
would be Willing to submit a bid.
Hendrickson did not indicate the
nature of the client's business.
The garage is on the south side
of 3rd between Huff and Winona
streets.: The y ard is on" the northeast corner of Huff and 3rd. The
parcels together total 57,000 square
Teet. ' . .
Lawyer Harold Streater told the
commissioners recently he would
petition - the city Board of Zoning
Appeals asking that the Western
Motior Sales property* 225 W? 3rd
St., be rezoned from residential
to light manufacturing. Commissioners agreed with his suggestion
that the county garage and yard
be included in this petition .
Under construction near Trunk
Highway 61 in Goodview is the
c o u n t y highway department's
headquarters and; garage building.

READY IN FALL .> . The Winoria County
Highway Department's . new headquarters and
storage building in Goodview will be ready for
occupancy in the fall'. The building adjoins Trunk
Highway 61 and is near the Minnesota Depart-

ment of Highways building. Footings have been
installed and; walls are almost finished . Next .;
step will be .installation of steel.joists for the roof.
* ..
.(Daily? News , photos) .

the sun would get much of a
chance to burn away the high
humidity for the forecast occasional cloudiness tonight and Wednesday following scattered showers or thunderstorms Liate this afternoon.
Temperature rose to 70 in the
city Monday afternoon , dropped
to 62 during the . night and was o9
at noon today.
A year ago today trie high was
84 and the low 57. : The all-time
high for - June 5 was 93 in 1952
and the low 41 in 1894. For the
past 24 hours the mean was 62.
Normal for this day is 66.
LIGHT SHOWERS were scattered over the state today with precipitation . ranging up to .23 of ah
inch at Duluth. Duluth's -nbrhing
reading of 42 was the lowest in
the state . ?
: At Rochester the Monday high
was 69 and the reading this morning 55. La Crosse posted figures THE COMMISSIONERS passed
¦
of 72 and*60 for the same; timei .
3rd Street near Huff Street; Moving highway
. ' TQ BE SOLD . . . Since the county departA continued decline is?. predict- a resolution asking the Minnesota . •
the
equipment out of - the city and to a rural isite
Department
of:
Highways
to
install
building,
ment
will
move
to
the
?Goodvie\V
ed for the Mississippi iri this? diswill; permit the? vehicles to . get, to job locations
trict in the next few days with signs on .TH 14 indicating the in- present garage, shown here, and yard will? be
quickly, instead
of first going through city trafr
the following stages at; Winona: tersection with County State Aid sold.. Bids are expected to be sought in a few
¦
'"¦'
Wednesday .10.2, Thursday 9.8 and Highway 23 in Stockton. ..
months. The yard and parage are on West ; fie ?
A motion by Aid. Deilke,
the
Friday 9.3. The reading this morn- At the request of Goodview,
seconded by Aid. Bambenek,
ing was 10.6, down .3 of a foot commissioners asked the. state
put th« Council on record for
V?
since Monday, ;
highway commissioner ? to detera sidewalk on the West ? side
Ra|nfall in the district with the mine a safe speed on CSAH 32
of Mankato Avenu« dike road
exception of .25 of an inch at (6th Street), between 41st. and 45th
leading to the new Memorial
Houston and .16 at Durand was avenues . The present speed is 40
Hospital.
m.p.h. Villagers are concerned beDeilke specified construction negligible:
playground is 'in
was not to begin now but the ac- Showers soaked much of WIS- cause a village
¦
tion was taken in order that new CONSIN Monday ? and Monday the area, ¦ " ¦' '
light poles could be placed along night , and foggy, drizzly weather County Auditor Richard Schoon- Officials of the state Department Board is considering a regional air- !
the highway. The motion specified continued in many parts off the over. Was. authorized to adverfise of Aeronautics are expected here port plan for the entire north cen- J , Mrs. Joan M. Rude , 22, 113 N.
Baker St.;,pleaded not guilty, today
only (he side of. the street involv- state today.
for bids for grading and crushed this week to confer on plans for tra l area of the United States ; No!:
ed , not actual positioning of the The showers were , heavy for rock surfacing on CSAH 5 (Pine extension of .the .' ¦ northwest'- run- order has been issued' - '.-for ' such j befor e Municipal Judge S. D. J.. .sidewalk which will be determined brief periods in some areas. Wau- Creek : Road>V in New Hartford way ' at Max . Conrad Field , accord- an investigation . Quie Wrote; but rBruski to a charge of speeding
.
44 miles an hour in a: 30-zone. ?
later by conferences with the Park- sau reported l.i'O inches of rain , Township. The: i;_
-iriile segment
to George M... Robertson Jr., should it ?'develop, , '"the " city of j '
Recreation Board and the hospital Green Bay .69, Mil waukee .28, Su- runs from a point .9 mile? south ing
Winona will be permitted to pre-j Mrs. Rude. pleaded guilty .to ancity attorney.
? ; ? v
perior . .23, Park Falls .16, Raerne
directors.: . .
charge of passing at an.
sent; its case as no community is; other,
y
'
of
the
New
Hartford
communit
.09. Beloit .03 and Madison 0Z. v
Plans for lengthening the run- going
:
intersection.
She was arrested by
to
lose
its
airport
without
:
A LETTER from Hie Park R«e- Heavy fog developed in most of south to the south county line.
way to 5.000 feet have been drawn a thorough investigation being police at 11:07 p.m. Sunday at 5th
reation Board was read , inquir- the state during the night and
j
aviastate:
and submitted to the
ing whether the Council wishes a persisted today at Superior, La THE BOARD renewed • con- tion department following:, appro- Completed and sufficient justifi- • and Baker streets on both charges.
tract with the federal government val by the air .' . space committee cation found for such action. " . .!' Judge: Bruski deferred sentence
founltiin to be,included? in the new Crosse and Oshkosh.
location of the AVenonah statue. Temperatures, meanwhile, c on- under which the government pays of thi? Federal Aviation Agency Quie noted also that North Cen- j until her trial which . was set for
9 a.m? Friday.
Atten '-ant problems such as van- tinued their upward trend. Beloit the county $2.50 daily for housing
extension proposal two tral Airlines is requesting perrnis- (
dalism were considered and Aid . hit the state high? of 80 degrees of federal prisoners in the county of . the ago.
|
Confirmation by the sion to fly a non-stop flight from 1 Gordon -.G. "-Frank , 28, 14 Glen
Bambenek thought : the Park:Rec- Monday, Madison had , 79, Lone jail. The contract was renewed at weeks
officials
is necessary Minneapolis to Madison. "Appar- i1 Mary Bd., forfeited $30- pn a
Minnesota
reation Board should make the de- Rock 78 and Milwaukee 77, Su- the request of Harry A. Sieben,
of careless : driving. He
approval
of
the - project ently North Central wants to over- '1 charged
for final
cision because of their acquain- perior 's high was 50.
was arrested by police at :¦2:14
St. Paul , U. S. marshal.
j
|
fly
Winona
with
their
Convair
at all levels.
tance with' the problems involved.
at King and Huff
Effective July 1, - the monthly A letter from Cong. Albert H. equipment and provide two round ya.rh.
¦|:.streets.Saturday
¦
Aid. Tribell said "the public would AT NIGHT, minimums ranged salary of Miss Susan
,
trips
with
DC-3
equipment.
They
Steiner
night'
Monday,
s
-was
¦
read
at
have appreciated the opp ortunity from 42 at Superior to 61 at Be- county nurse , will be increased $15 Quie
'
City Council meeting concerning base their request on lack of suf- Miss •Nancy - Kowalewski, 18,
to discuss the purchase of the new loit. Others : Racine and MilwauMankato
Avenue dike, pleaded
ficient traffic to justify the use
post '.'.office , property as much as kee 50? Green Bay 53, Park Falls to $425 under an agreement be- this and other matters about which of
guilty
today
to a charge of careConvair
equipment?'
Steiner
and
the
board
tween
iMiss.
.
56
and
Madison
60.
Inquired.
Robertson had
they are getting to talk about this
less
driving
?
Quie
salary,
unadded
"I
assume
you
have
This
is
her
maximum
,
Xev.,
was
t
h
e
Winnemucca
;
Quie said the Civil Aeronautics
statue. "
taken action to oppose, the re- j Miss Kowalewski was arrested
The Board will be asked to fur- coldest spot . in tthe country early der the agreement? The? state pays
quested charge of airline service on a warrant by sheriff' s deputies
nish figures on the cost of: , the today With 28 degrees. : compared $1,500 of her annual salary.
at Winona and I hope the show- ; at 1:30. a.m. .Sunday at Sth and
fountain and to decide on , the stat- with the high of 103 Monday at The board received the St. Charing made ? will ju stify denial of! Washington streets. " ,
les city poor relief bill for 1961.
ue's location , following which the Presidio. Tex?
: Judge Bruski sentenced her to
North Central' s request. "
Council will make its decision :
The county 's: share is $3,101.23. .
¦¦'
i pay a $30 fine or serve 10 days
City Attorney George Robertson
IN A LETTER- to the beard,
in city jail. She paid the fine.
Jr., was authorized to protest to
John W. Jackson , director , State
the Wisconsin Aeronautics C o mCivil Service Department , said the
mission against erection of a 1,federal consumers price index for
600-foot television tower to be built
Damage $175 in
the Twin Cities had increased to
l'i miles west- of Galesville by a
130.5 in April 1962 compared with
La Crosse station. The hearing >s
2-Car Accident
in Madison today.
129,0 the previous April.
Robertson called it a hazard to
State law : authorizes , commisA two-car accident Monday evegenera l aviation , although it would
ATWOOD , Wis. (i^-Two train
sioners , to raise their salaries and
resulted in no injuries but
ning
not affect any of the immediate
those of certain other county offi- men were injured and a number
about $175 damage.
approaches-to the -Winona airport. A.downward .. adjustment , of . the cials if the annual-index increase ai freifthL cars -derailed .; or dam- '
Sheriff- George Fort- reported
property damage insurance rates
aged when a gravel train . hit the ." CAPE CADAVER AL? Tla? " (AV)
on city property has been rnade is at least three ? points. The past rear end of a Chicago-Minneapo- —The Army 's Pershing has passed that a car driven by Donald CarlBird Club to Hear
possible through a new plan which year 's increase fell short of this lis Soo Line freight train which had the most severe test yet to its son , 17, and Mrs. .lean C. Parker ,
both of Houston , Minn,, collided at
gives
the city a share of inspec- so no action was taken ,
stopped for emergency repairs claim as an all-weather artillery 8:50 p.m. on the Pleasant
Assistant Manager
Valley
,
rocket
surviving
simulated
tion responsibility.
strong
here today.
road about 900 feet south of old
In a letter to the City Council ,
Of Wild Life Refug e
The engineer and firemen of the winds conditions .
61.
read at Monday night' s meeting,
gravel train w ere taken to an A Pershing sped off a launch Highway
The June meeting of the Hia- the Fire Underwriters Inspection
Carlson
was driving north , Mrs.
pad
Monday
night
and
a
built-in
Owen Hospital. Neither their
watha Valley Bird Club of Wi- Bureau said the city coverage has
Parker
south.
Sheriff Fort said
guidance
maneuver
caused
it
to
names nor the extent of their innona Wednesday will feature a been placed under a public and intilt sharply as if it were being that Carlson lost control of his car
immediately.
juries
were
learned
talk on the federal wild life ref- stitutional propert y plan . Under
it ran over the edge of the
A Soo Line spokesman said the shoved by winds of more than 50 when
uges by Kenneth Krumm , assist- tbe plan , the city is made responhighway.
The car swerved across
miles
an
hour.
two locomotives pulling the gravel
ant manager of the Upper Mis- sible for stringent quarterly inThe
guidance
immediately the highway striking Mrs. Park ,
damaged
seven
or
train
were
sissippi Refuge.
pulled the missile back on course er 's cor , then bounced off into tha
spections for fire hazards with ineight cars of the gravel train and and
Krumm , recently transferred to spection
to a target more ditch on the right ( east* side ot
reports
lo
be
reviewed
the caboose and four or five cars than it200streaked
the Winona office of the Wild Life annually by the Inspection Bureau.
miles
away
. If the mis- the road andd finally stopped after
Service, wi)l illustrate his talk
Cleaning of some streets could of the freight were derailed . Also sile had not been structurally returnin g to the highway farther
's
The
city
insurance
is
placed
freight
cars
damaged
were
several
with slides of B lhe bird and other
be more efficiently handled unsound , or its guidance inadequate , down the road.
residents of the refuges including throu gh Ihe Winona Insurance der a new parking ordinance out- on a siding at the scene of the it would have been torn to pieces
Mrs. Parker ' s car received $75
Agency
pr
imary
,
ns.
agent
with
the Upper Mississippi district.
lined by Street Commissioner Ar- accident .
by the quick-jer k maneuvers or damage and Carlson 's cur receivpartici
patagencies
oilier
city
risk
Atwood
is
about
40
miles
east
A series of three weekly field
thur L. Brom to the City Council
would have continued off course ed $100, Sheriff Fort estimated.
of Eau Claire.
trips to be held on successive ing. Coverage is provided on city Monday night.
and been destroyed .
No chorees were made.
,
buildings
for
fire
extended
covWednesday evenings will be proBrom said parked cars in some
posed by the club's field trip erage perils , vandalism and mali- industrial sections hamper cleancious mischief.
chnirmna , Francis Voelker .
snow removal operations
Premiums are paid annually, ing and
These will follow the pattern of
and suggested posting signs proa
n
rl
insurance
representatives
similar tri ps held in May and the
hibiting parking in such areas on
schedule proposed is: June 13, St. said rate reductions on some build- a given day.
approach
ings
percent.
could
30
A
Mary 's College area : June 20,
Problem areas , from the street
Woodlawn Cemetery , and June 27, number of factors are considered cleaning
standpoint, ihchide those
Ihe Delta Fish .and Fur Farm, in rale formula!ions , such as type around Miller Industries , 3rd and
HAS OPENINGS IN
Trempealeau . Wis. Assembly point of construction , use , and occupan- 4th streets liobween Grand and
will again be Lake Park Lodge .it cy, insurance men said , so no McBride streets; Diamond Huller City^ Council members disposed
6:30 p.m. . Any interested non-mem- across-the-board figure can he de- Co., 3rd and Hilbert ; Warner & of a question regardin g a Wesl '
Air Conditioning Course-Heat'g-Cool'g-Ventilation
End alley by ordering it. vacated
termined.
bers of the club are welcome.
,, 1124 W. Sth St.? and Monday night. The north-south al- .
Swasey
Co
Auto Electric Course-Diagnose-Test-Service
Nomination of officers will he The inspection fund ions were Winona State College on King
ley i.s bounded by Hanover , Len. j
announced at the monthly meet- referred by the Council to the and Sanborn streets.
Baking Course-Bread and Rolls-Cakes and Pastry
ing al Lake Park Lodge at 7:30 Board of Fire and Police Cn-mmis- Brom proposed the Council in- ox , Otis and Monroe streets.
asking (or closure, was
A
petition
p.m. . Wednesday. .
SioWTS.
Paintin g Course— Paper Hang'-g-Paintg-Decorat g
vestigate the practicality of signs presented at the May 21 meeting !
in these areas which would pro- by ll residents wilh property on;
Sheet Metal Cou«e-Fabricarion and Installation
hibit parking from 4 a.m. to 6:30 the west side of the alley. At tha t
a.m. one day a week, Different time it had been suggested that ;
Welding Course—Gas-Arc-Inert Gas Arc
areas could be posted for differ- properly owners on the east side ,
ent days , he stiR^esled , and thi.s of the alley be askcd it they would ]
would give cleanup crews time
THE GENERAL PRINTING COURSE
feet of their respective ,
to tid y up streets before the give; 10 alley
purposes.
Includes Training In
lots
for
daily influx of parked cars made Results of the poll of four land- :
the work impossible.
Presswo rk, Hand Composition , Linotype , Off set
AsWed liv aldermen which area owners were read at last ni ght' s j
should he tried first , Brom sug- meeting. Three of four owners
gested 3rd and 4th Streets be- questioned declined to agree anil
• WRITE FOR ..LUTINS AND INFORMATION ON THESE AND
Merchants decided to discontin- College , the merchants will pro- tween McBrid e and Grant. .and the fourth , George Grupa , 76 Otis
OTHER COURSES
ue their annual picnic but will vide a chartered bus tour of the Olmsleod street between 3rd and St., who protested the alley clos• VISIT OUR TRAINING DIPARTMINTS AND COUNCILORS
Instead conduct si Retail Kmployes city 's shoppinu facilities for the 5th streets . A* a time savin R mea- ing petition at the Inst meeting,
• SUBMIT,APPLICATIONS NOW FOR EARLY RESERVATIONS
App reciation Day during the af- 600 new students entering the col- sure, Brom said , the ordinance said lie would Kive property if liis
ternoon of July 18.
lege this fall. The tour will be held nml.il b<* drafted immediately neighbors would.
+
Mrs. .lohn Enclor. 65 Lenox St.,
Tho hall-day holiday for- store during the first week of school and! public reaction ascertained
clerks will be used lor private pic- St. Mary 's College and the College within the near future. If the told the Council last night she )
nics, The annual picnic had been of Saint Teresa will be naked to plan is warranted , he said, the was "still for the closing "' when ;
Dunwoody Industrial Institute
held at Farmers Community Park. particip ate,
ordinance could he voted without asked if she had any comments.
An UdowW Heu-P-roW T<Khnt<al-Trad*-lnduittlalSchool
Stores will close at noon July IP. Francis Whulen , bureau chair- delay and the signs put in place. A motion then was offered by Aid
A fiflle will be held during the man who presided , urge*! merCity Atlorney George Robert- Henry Parks and . seconded by
818 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis 3, Minn.
morning. The annual picnic was chants to attend the annual dairy son Jr., was instructed ' by the Mrs , Mnry IMasyga for draftin g
discontinued because of lack of banquet at Ihe Oriks June 12. Fif- Council to prepare an ordinance of an ordinance vacatin g the alparticipation.
teen persons attended the bureau covering the suggested area rtady ley. Aid. James Sloltrnnn volcd
in cooperation with Winona State meeting.
against passaKd of the motion ,
for action at the next meeting.
¦
¦

State 'flar-^ick^U
To Check Port Plans

2 Trainmen
Injured
In Collision

City lo Reduce
Insurance Cost
By Inspections

Retail Course Delayed;
Merchants Cancel Picnic

Thomas W. Raine , director , Winona Aj ea Vocational Technical
School, tolrf the Winona Chamber
of Com merce Merchant s Bureau
at tho chamber this morning that
start of a post-high school course
in retailing would be postponed
one yea r because a teacher hasn 't
been found yet.
Tho course, originally planned
for the fall of UW2, will start In
the fall of 1963. Participating merchants will give on-the-job (raining
to students.

REZONING PENDING

Speeding Trial
Slated Friday

Pershing Rocket
Survives Severe
Test Conditio ns

City to Prohibit
Street Parking
For Maintenance

Belmont Alley
Ordered Closed Dunwoody Institute

They 'll Do It Every Time
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P§ &gy&&Mdliee
Feud Is Fr&skest

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — .. The freshest Broadway feud ia between iPeggy
Cui and Rudy Vallee, because Vallee, in Esquire, said, "Peggy
Ca*»'i voice and bet* attempt to provoke laughter and appear witty
while pretending that ehe im't striving, irritates?the hell out of rae."
Peggy exploded—at a GallagKer'a party for the "Forurin" east. •'To
think I was «o upset when he wasn't nominated for a Tony! I've never
met him but everybody knows
hew economicalhe is. He save Abe quire editor who asked him over
Newborn "-the talent agency chief to his table to meet some VIPS—
— *'. « watch, but it had been given then suddenly remembered an Old
to Rudy at a testimonial and he battle and called him four and
didn't even spend the $2 to have •five-letter names. Sahl left abruptthe inscription erased; When I was ly but gracefully.
a little girl in Boston, a boy threw
a grapefruit Vat Rudy--t_at little KIDDINC around *t Bob He-pt's
boy waa a prophet in luV own 59th birthday party tossed by Jack
timel" Pauitng for breath. Peggy "Warner, Lucille Ball said: "Bob
said. "I understand Rudy still uses and I always see eye-to-eye, es, the same megaphone he used in pecially through the keyhole of my
college . . . And if you think I'm dressing room." Bob said: "I've
mad new, wait'll I read the arti- reached the difficult Vage : Too old
to be President, too young for
r CWf'A. '
Medicare;"
Xtggy Anjie Dickinson told me Basin St. Star Mort Sahl will
from Hollywood that she's ready do a "talk concert" for the Anto forget movies for a year—she's napolis midshipmen/ , , . Rehearsigned to play Bob Cummings' sals for Betty Button's summer
mistress -to? , '"The Perfect Setup," stock show, "Calamity Jane,"
* Way destined for B'way, pro- are being held up—till she has her
duced by Doris Day's husband, baby . , . ' Ann COrio has an offer
Marty Melcher,
to bring her off-B'way "This Was
? r isked Angle (who appeared Burlesque" revue to a B'way " thewith Richard Burton lit "T h e ater Py .: . Ex-Miss America SharBramblebush") of the report that on Kay Ritchie Will shed her midBurton expects all leading ladies die name when she
¦ starts an act? bo fall in love with Wm.
ing .career.? :-: ?" . '
I suppose you were an excep- One of Errol Flynn'* former
tion?" I said . . . "No," she said secretaries is trying to sell a
. . . "NO!" I said . . . "You see," book about him, but publishers say
•he explained/ "I wasn't his lead- "he told everything there was' ' ¦to
ing lady . v I had a secondary know about hini, himself" . . . a
Miami theater scheduled 1hree
. ' Part." ? '
science fiction films — "The Fly,"
CONGRATULATIONS to com- "The Spider," "The Mantis"poser Jule Styne who's marrying called It a "bug-a-iiioti" and ofbeautiful British starlet Maggie fered "a free fly-swatter to evBrown of the 20th Century-Fox ery car" . . ? Jason Robards and
stable, slim, svelte, and very big Lauren Bacall made a rare cafe
•a magazine covers everywhere appearance, to hear Bobby Short
..' - .-.• Lis Taylor's still got it bad at the Blue Angel.
for Dickie Burton; she showed up EARL'S PEARLS: A man who
for one of his big "Cleo" scenes
his secretary is simply
Tuesday which she wasn't In, and marries
promoting her to treasurer.
aftthey were¦ chummsy-wuinnjsy
¦
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Many
erward . .:¦ . There's no truth to
today buy a car with one
the rumor that when Frank Sin- people
payment
and 35 darn paydown
atra was in Spain, he bought Ma- ments. ' drid . . . Horace Stoneham and WISH n> SAIJ> THAT: SumJoe E. Lewis were discussing the mer's the time when college kids
great strides of modern medicine
Writing home for money—and
at Toots Shor's. "Take my own stop
asking for it in person.
start
case/' ssld Joe E. "I've got stom- A local fellow says he's finally
ach trouble and I don't even have taught
his teen-age daughter seme
a stomach." y
"Now she won't answer
manners:
just
loves
Comedian Mort Sahl
the
plione
unless it rings." That's
Otto Preminger and his picture
"Advice and Consent." In his act earl , brother.
at Basin Street East, Sahl plugs
it by calling it "Advise and Ce- $2Q-Million Aid
ment," and saying, "It opens June
8 and closes June 9" . . . Sahl's Goes to Brazil
doing very well; however , be almost had a rumble with an Es- RECIFI1, Brazil ? (AP)- — U.S,
Ambassador Lincoln Gordon Monday signed iropleroentlng conrTrriiM.tH
tracts for $20-million worth . of Alliance for Progress aid for northeast Brazil;
The working agreements were
the first signed between Brazil
and 'the United States under , the
over-all aid project for the northeast. The funds come from the
$131 million committed to development cf the area.
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"J could play much better
If I had a delicious dinner
from the COFFEE SHOP in
-. ., *_he,Hotel.?Wliu___l".--.- ...,„

COFFEE SHOP
^

London Boy Fined For
Stealiiia Bath Water

bVERTON-ON-DEE, Wales . (AP )
—Hoger Kettle, Y?r was convicted
Monday of stealing' half a cent's
worth of water from the British
Ministry of Works.
... -Roger- told-tb«. magistral*, he
didn't have a shower at home so
he ducked into the local hospital
and used one there.
The magistrate found Roger
guilty of "larceny of an amount
of water the property of the Ministry of Works , value one half
penny," but let hJm go aiter he
paid court costs of 15 shillings—
$2.10.

Dairii Queen
TRE-^A-FRlEND 8 -gj^f
TUES.-WED.-THURS. '
JUNE 5-6-7
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a small or regular
jiidaa al regular prici,,.
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Vofce of the Outdoors

Walleye Wwkend
Walleye weather over the Weekend produced for the hardier fishermen some excellent strings of
niceyfish. Typical of those walleyes taken below most of the dams
are the ones the fishing trio pictured above are displaying:. This
mess was taken Sunday morning
below the Whitman dam.
In the picture are three generations of fishermen. The
young grandpa (left ) vis Roman Galewski, 522 E, 4th St.,
while holding the other end of
the stringer is his son, Ronald,
725 38th Ave,, with his son,
Robert , in the background.

Dumping Minnows
Dumping unused. minnows
into a lake or other public waters is not alone illegal but poor
fish management, according to
Charles Burrows, Minnesota's,
chief of fisheries research. It
probably doesn't do much harm
in a river like the Mississippi :
where nearly every species of
fish is common.

Minnow dumping may cause undesirable species to be introduced
into the water which will react uh<
favorably on the fishing. Rough
fish such as carp as well as perch
minnows may sometimes get into
a fisherman's minnow bucket by
error even though it is illegal to
There are 15 walleyes on the sell such species as minnows.
stringer , ranging in size from two
to four pounds eight ounces. The
Burrows mentioned the case
fishing spot, they told us, was the of the fathead minnow which
sunfish side of the Bass Camp originally was found only in
float. They caujht a similar string waters in the southern part of
of walleyes a "week earlier there. the state but ls now prevalent
They were using willowcats.
statewide. The practice is especially harmful in the re~~ Another hot- spot - below the
" claimed'lr6_t*lakes,"'he "sald, '
Whitman dam was along the
where minnows compete with
Minnesota side of the lock wall.
the trout for food.
A dozen or more fishing boats
were anchored there in a little
? Tatilttalt Machine
colony. Everybody was catchRepeated violators of game and
ing nice fish. Similar accounts tish laws in Minnesota now face an
came from the other dams and added obstacle in pursuit of their
floats along the river. Shore Illegal activities — an electronic
fishermen were getting wall- computer system designed to speed
eyes below the Winona dam.
information on past arrests. The
system, in operation by the MinThe biggest fish entered in the nesota gome and fish division since
Sportsman's Tavern contest over the first of the year, also has a
the weekend was a 12-pound two- number ot other valuable uses,
ounce northern caught by Jerry chief game warden F. W. Johnson
Palmer, 723V4 E. 2nd St. Biggest says.
walleye was tho ono caught off the
Alma float by Gordy Gutzmann,
Such records have been kept
724 W. Broadwny, which tipped manually for years but the
the scales at ten pounds.
new code system will permit
wardens to get quick informaIncidentally, the rainfall Suntion thnt will help materially
;
day night nixd Monday was not * in law enforcement.
sufficient to stop the cont inning drop of the river , which is
"Keeping a check on repeated
forecast to continue through- violators is one of the chief advanout the wecJc. This should not tages," Johnson said, "but there
slow down fishing.
aro many others. For Instance, we
will know at a glance what type
Despite the runoff from some of qf violations have been cropping
the tributaries, the river is still in up and whore. R will pinpoint the
good flshnble condition , although work of the wardens.
slightly cloudy. Fishermen were
still reeling them in on Monday in
As an example ot how It
the fast waters below the dams. It will help with conylcted violawill be this weekend before the tors, suppose a man had been
rollers are again in the water,
arrested for taking a deer be-
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Experts Learn
Nuclear Missile
Can Be Destroyed

By ROBERT MYERS
HONOLULU (API-Scientists at
Johnston Island proved at least
one thing when they deliberately
destroyed a Thor missile and its
nuclear warhead high above the
Pacific:
A ' Warhead can- be blown ~ apart
at high altitude without causing i a
nuclear explosion.
Reports reaching Honolulu said
Atomic Energy Commission workers at Johnston gained some consolation in the knowledge the rocket and its nuclear payload didn't
get completely away from them.
The Thor, ca-rrylng the warhead
aloft early Monday for the first
high altitude nuclear detonation of
the current Pacific series, was destroyed by a safety officer when
the missile's tracking system developed a malfunction. Fragments
of the Thor and the nuclear device
fell into 720 feet of water "well
within the established . testing
area. "
Tht thof will be rttcbtduled as

soon as possible, Joint Task Force
8 headquarters said Monday night ,
A spokesman indicated another
firing date would be announced
later today.
The AEC and the Defense Department said there was no possibility of a nuclear explosion resulting from the warhead's fragments. Statements by both agencies said, "it Is not considered
that they (the fragments) will
cause hazardous levels of radioactivity ln ocean water, or constitute a hazard to human life. "
¦
LANESBORO PATIENT
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)—
Robert Hager Is a surgical patient
at Grandvlew Hospital, La Crosse.
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HBFBBSHMENT nnd FUN

fore the season opened. We
would know in a hurry whether
he had a right to purchase a
license because of a previous
conviction." The system would
also keep a coded record oi
convictions, fines and similar
information.

HAMBURGERS ,3t
FRENCH FRIEl 12<
* TRIPLE-THICK SHAKES 20*

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Highway tl Service Read West •» Junction 14
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TUEIDAY , JUNi 1, 1»6»
VOLUMB'lOi. NO.'lM
PuMf*h«4 daily axctp*) S«hird«v an. hall.
tanit ty RaMibllcin and HtnW Publlihlno
C»ffipany. 401 l»f*»nkllr. St, Wloona, Minn
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Ungla Copy \*» Dally. Ik Miwsy
5allvM*»d ty earrUrd In City Of VVInonaftr ttatk so eand
U watk* tWt
W waaKi HS.O0
BK mall itrlcfly bt advancer paper atoppad on axplratlon data.
In Plllmera, Houiton, Ofmittf, Winona.
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14 Compete in
Efeva f^iyal
Queen Contest

ELEVA, Wis? (Special) — Fourteen area girls have entered the
Eleva Broiler Queen contest The
festival will be June 15-17.
Contestants; Judy Christianson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Christianson, Jean*. Sands, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sands
Sr., Marilyn Sather, daughter of
the Oluf Sathers, and Karen Iverson, daughter of the Ernest Iversons, all of Eleva Rt. 2;
Rose Helgesbn, daughter of . the
Joseph Helgesons. ?Tural Eleva;
Linda Munson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Munson, Rt. 2;
Sharon Stevens, daughter of the
Ardell Stevens, Eleva; Carol Gallati, daughter of Mrs, Mary Gallati and Boyd ' Gallati, Eleva;
Carol Barneson, -daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Barneson, Eleva
Rt; 1; Karen Serndngson, daughter
of the Odin Semingsons, Eleva;
Shirley Gunderson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Gunderson,
rural Eleva; Judy McGee, Eleva
Bt. l ; Lois Hacen, daughter ot
Mr, and Mrs, Stanley Hazen; Eleva Bt. 2 , and Diane Traaseth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Traaseth. Eleva Rt. 1.
This year each contestant sells
Broiler Festival tickets. The 10
contestants selling the most tickets
will be guests at a dinner at the
Midway, Independence, June 14 at
7:30 p.m. The Queen and her two
attendants will be picked then for
the festival. The dinner is open
to the public but reservations
must be made with Mrs. Lucille
Kolve, queen chairman, by June
11.
At the last festival committee
meeting, Mrs. Clarence Craven,
talent show chairman, and Mrs,
Diania Palmer, kiddie parade
chairman, emphasized that anyone
desiring to enter either, of: these
events should contact them as soon
as possible: ' ¦:- .
' Mrs? Don Nelson announced that
Tammy: Lee Johuison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Johnson, rural
Eleva? and Colin Severson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Severson, Eleva, have been, chosen as king
and queen of the Civic Club float
Each child entered a slogan in
tbe contest. The slogan judged best
was "Let's All Pull Together for
a Better Eleva."

Fiscal Crisis
Facing 1963
Legislature

ST. PAUL (AP) - The 1963 Min*
nesota Legislature will face a real
fiscal crisis, the Minnesota Taxpayers Association said today in
its analysis of the 1961 legislative
year. .
"It seems that records in authorized spending and taxes are
only made to be broken, " said the
review.
"Appropriations ; authorized by
the 1961. legislature required new
tax revenues of nearly $60 million
beyond the anticipated increased
yields from existing taxes,
"With the last of the possible

sizeable 'windfall' revenues having been utilized in the enactment
of withholding, the 1963 Legislature
will indeed be facing a teal fiscal
crisis — how to contain state
spending within the limits of available , resources, or if not, how to
provide an equitable tax structure
that will provide the necessary additional revenues without discouraging growth in our state 's economy." :
The review listed changes in
taxes made by the Legislature —
higher income taxes and income
tax surtaxes, higher cigarette taxes, diversion oi some income taxes
from the school fund to the general revenue iund — and added:
"With thru ftd|u$rmwiti In tht

lax structure, plus revenues derived from tbe windfall and improved compliance... the Legislature believed that the budget was
in balance - a belief net shared
by the commissioners of administration and taxation.
"Thus, as in previous icssions,
patches were added to the patches
of tho state tax system, and no
positive action was taken on needed tax reform to improve the tax
climate of the state (or business,
Industry and the farmer."
The . association said appropriations of the fo ur major money bills
totaled $582,572,638. more than $92
million more than was provided
by the 1959 Legislature,

March Records Highest
Birth Rate on Record

WASHINGTON (AP) - More
babies were bom in March this
year than ln any other March on
record, the Public Health Service
reported Monday.
There were* an estimated 359,000
registered Uve births during
March, or 0.8, per cent more than
the previous March record of
338,000 In 1061,
¦

32 Red Guerrillas
Killed in Saigon

SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP)
—President Ngo Dinh Dlem's government today reported its forces
killed S3 Communist guerrillas and
captured .4 dn the Plain of Reeds
without loilng a man.
The operation 90 miles southwest of Saleon was supported by
troop-carrying U.S. helicopters.
TJie government said a Viet Cons
battalion was in tht area trying
to recruit reinforcements.
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' CIRCUS C O M i N G - w ; When Clyde Brothers CSrcus comes
here June 16-17 one of the featured highlights will be Wally
Naghtin's Trained Bears. Teenage Naghtln's start came with a
cub that was seeking food while Naghtin was at a boys summer
camp in Canada. The young man has gone on to develop one
of America's^ finest trained bear presentations with seven bears.
? The latest addition to the act features a cub spinning In mid-air
while hanging by her teeth. Another novelty animal act appearing
with the circus is Zoppes Trained Dogs and Monkeys.
The Winona Area Shrine Club is circus sponsor.
arid St: Paul Winter Carnival
2 Minnesota Bands to ;Queen
of the Snows Penny Hicks.
Bands will be from Fairmont
Play at World's Fair

ST. PAUL (AP ) . -Nearly. 500
Minnesotans will represent the
North Star state June 12 at the
Century 21 exposition. at the Seattie World's Fair.
. v
The delegation for the Minnesota
Day ceremonies Will be the second:
largest of the 50 states.
Youth, age and beauty will participate in the program. Leader of
the group will be Gov. Elmer t.
Andersen.
High school and college bands
and choruses will represent youth.
Age will be represented by ,28
members of the Minnesota "Over
60" band from Gaylord, a unit
made up exclusively of musicians
over 60 years of age.
Beauty will be represented by
Minneapolis Aquatennial Queen of
the Lakes Pamela Jo Albinson

and Proctor high schools and the
;
Academy of MinneapoMinnehaha
¦
;
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world's most powerful si,
¦ Thebuilt
for the U. S. governxen,
to test space equipment,
:
ment
produces
a sound level of 172 de;
cibels, more than a million times
the level that produces ear pain.
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Phelps Graduates
Hpir former
School teacher

THE WORLD TODAY

Crumt//ngC<)b/:/es
My stery of Sp ace

A former member of the faculty
at Phelps School returned to the
laboratory school Monday to speak
to ninth grade students on the
duties of young people a? g o p d
citizens and as students in a count
try whosemission is one of peace.
Miss Mae Sweeney, on the Winona ?State College staff frorri 1945
to 1957, was the speaker at promotion exercises for 28 ninth graders at Somsen Hall.
SHE ?STRESSED

th«

By RAYMOND J. CROWLEY
Associated Pr«$ Staff Writer

impor-

tance of every young person in
a democracy thinking for himself,
yet learning to make intelligent
and discriminating choices and to
be fair minded in forming opinPROMOTION EXERCISES . . . Twenty-eight
structor at? the school? Left to right with Miss
ions. . '•
Miss Sweeney also spoke of a ninth graders at Phelps Laboratory School Mon 1 Sweeney are ; ninth grade students¦¦ Janet Smith,
good citizen's loyalty to commun- day evening received certificates at promotion
Allyn Brugger? Carolyn McCown, Eiianne Bamity, . state and ? country and sahj, exercises. Speaker at the program ; was Miss benek and Thomas Gunn. (Daily News photo )
"above all a good citizen is kind
to young and eld alike. Kindness Mae Sweeney, second from left, a former incosts nothing? but pays dividends."
Parents are key figures in proOver Half of Seniors
moting and encouraging g p o d
study habits , she said, arid play
At Whitehall Hi gh
an important role in stimulating
To Continue Education
the child's? natural desire for
knowledge.
WHITEHALL , Wis. ( Special)It is necessary, Miss Sweeney
According
to James Olson , princontinued , Ihat parents have an
DECORAH , loWa WV-For cipal of Whitehall High School,
understanding of the child's point
the first time in the 104-year 35 of the 63 members of the 1962
of view. She said examinations are
history of Luther College so- graduating class are planning to
still the most important factor in
cial dancing will be permit- further their education.
determining grades and?that the
ted as a student activity next
Two will take practical nursing
most important element in ob- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
af Winona ; one will attend 1 Stout
; fall. - ?
taining good grades in examina- Three persons died in an OconThe regents of the college, State College, Menomonie; six,
tions is careful day-by-day work, to County collision and a Janes- sponsored
by the American DeVry Institute, '. Chicago ; three .
Falls State; one NorthwestSINCE LEAVING Phelps Mis. ville gjrl was killed in a Jeffer- Lutheran Church , agreed at River
ern College', Minneapolis;; ten, Eau
to
elimson
County
accident
as
Wisconmeeting
their
weekend
Sweeney has been teaching in pa;
inate a sentence in the school Claire State College; five , vorochial schools : and is iactive in sin 's highway toll for 1962 reached
cational
school either La Crosse
310.
T-he
total
was
331
on
this
date
social
catalogue saying that
social studies curriculum work.
or Eau Claire ; one, Luther Collast
year.
:
harmony
dancing
was
hot
in
,
pr.v Howard Munson Phelps
lege ; one , St . Olaf College; one,
with the college standards?
principal ? welcomed guests to the Eighteen ' . •'. year - old Phyllis
St. Mary 's College, Winona, and
The faculty recommended one Waldorf College, Forest
promotion exercises. Joseph Knopp Schultz :of Janesville w.as prothe change. Square ? dancing City , Iowa
of the village of Goodview school nounced dead on arrival at a Fort
board assisted in the presentation Atkinson hospital early today; had been permitted at the
Jefferson County authorities said
school. It¦¦ was
Africans, in Uganda and Tanof certificates to students . '
¦ ¦ considered folk
ganyika make a tasty porridge
The seventh and eighth grade that the car she Was driving went dancing. ' "•' '
out of boiled green bananas.
girls chorus sang. One' of the num- out :of control on a hill and curve
Highway 12 two miles east of
bers was a farewell song compos- on
utility
ed by the girls, assisted by Miss Cambridge and struck a
Dorothy Andrews , Phelps music pole and tree.
supervisor. Mrs. Marie Stratig, The owner of tha car, 19-yearPhelps home economics supervis- old Dennis Smithback of Janesor, was in charge of a reception ville, suffered a back injury but
for students and friends after the did not require hospitalization.
exercises.
Robert Broberg, 73, of Pelican
and his wife, Cora , 66, and
Lake,
MONTH GRADE advisers t h i s
Weyenberg, about 65,
Mrs.
Helen
year were Miss Magda Taile and of rural Clintonville,? were killed
Mrs. Edna Fuller. The -class roll Monday in a two-car collision oh
follows:', ... "
Highway 32 about, midway betw een MADISON, Wis. (jP-Atty. Gen
Dianne Bambenek . Allyn Brug- Suring and Fountain.
Reynold s said Monday a de
ger . Larry Chr|stoferson, Dora n The cars were driven by Bro- John
cision
by the Republican controll
Dockstader, Jean Even?, Laurie berg and Mrs. .Weyenberg's hus- ed Legislative
Council to put a
Gunderson , Evelyn Gunn , Thomas band , John, in his late 60s, who reapportionment- '¦¦drive into moGunn; Daniel Lange,, Ronald Lun- remained ? unconscious in a hos- tion "was undoubtedly an effort
de, Sharon Mathison, Carolyn Mc- pital where he was listed in criti- to forestall federal court action."
Cown; Manfred Menzel? Paula cal condition . .
Reynnolds , who went into federal
y i
¦ ¦' "
- .. .
Monaban ,
. '
court
to bring about reapportionOconto
County
authorities
said
Corinne Ness. Bonnie -Odegaard.
of Wisconsin 's legislative
Sharon Papenfuss , Rose Mary Par- there were no witnesses to the ment
and congressional districts, compart A Rochelle Roberts . Thomas crash, but it appeared that one mented
after the council approved
Sabin, Olivia Saxon, Sandra? Sco- of the cars skidded and the other, by voice vote a .motion calling
,
traveling
in
the
same
direction
vil, Robert SeeHng, Janet Smith,
for creation of a bi-partisan comBlake Stinson ,, Van Walters, Mon- hit it broadside.
mittee to: submit a redistricting
ica Witte and Mary Ellen Wood.
plan to the Legislature. Reynolds
now seeks Democratic gubernatorETTRICK PATIENTS
ial nomination.
ETTRICK . Wis. (Special ) —Mrs.
"Reapportionmen t," Reynolds
Lynn Fillner submitted to major
added , "still is the primary duty
surgery at St. Francis Hospital ,
and responsibility of the Legisla
Ls^ Crosse. Mrs. Theodore Fosse ROCHESTER , Minn. — Friends hire,.
' ' even? - .though , it has taken
and Mrs? Albert Tranberg are pa- of Minnesota Schools elected ofkey
Republican legislators 18
ficers
here
Saturday.
They
are:
t ients there. Mrs. Donald Skorstad
is a patient at Lutheran Hospital , Vernon Barberg. Cokato, new months to realize it.
chairman; Mrs. Henry Kowalke . "The Legislature should recon
La Crosse.
Buffalo , vice chairman ; Mrs. vene promptly and reapportion
The first street to be illuminated Leonard Rollins, Weaver, secre- districts equitably so that each
by gaslight in America was Pel- tary ; Matt Taubel , Theilman , leg- citizen will be assured a fair and
ham Street in Newport , R.I., in islative chairman , and Mrs. Walter equal vote in this fall' s election. "
Campbell, Dalbo, editor .
1806?

3 Dead in
Wisconsin
Collision

Dancing M l Be
Permitted at
Lutter College

Redistricting
Action Asked
For Wisconsin

WASHINGTON (AP) - Space
scientists gave high priority today
to solving "the mystery of the
crumbling cookies."
It's a culinary problem that
must be licked before astronauts
take off for the moon and Mars.
Even a weightless spaceman
has to eat.Malcolm Scott Carpenter—first American to munch
on solid grub beyond the tug of
gravity—reported sadly after his
three-orbit flight May 24: "The
cookies crumbled and the candy
melted."
Just what it was that crumbled
was still uncertain today. The
Pillsbury Co. and the Nestle Co.,
Inc., which designed bite-size
snacks to withstand the rigors of
space flight , both expressed
strong doubts that their snacks
crumbled . :

hinted he could have used a ham
sandwich. But he warned against
crurnbly food like cake. Crumbs
float around and can distract an
astronaut who is doing 101 things,
including looking out the window
for fireflies.
So the two companies , at the
behest of the authorities, put their
best brains to work.

Th« Pillsbury snacks art threequarter inch cubes, coated with
an edible glaze. Carpenter took
three kinds of Pillsbury snacks ,
composed of chocolate, figs and
dates, and high protein cereal. In
reserve, in case the authorities
called for them , were many other
varieties of tiny cubes, including
Compressed ham , cheese, roast
beef and chicken.
The Nestle snacks are bon-bon
shaped. They are composed of a
vegetable fat base and non-fa t
milk solids, with delectabl e foods
mixed in. Into Carpenter's capThey acknowledged/ however, sule went three kinds—orange
that chocolate ? may have wilted, peel plus almonds , high protei n
because the temperature in Car- cereal plus almonds and cereal
penter's capsu|e was an unexpect- plus raisins. Nestle 's also preed 1^,4 or 105 degrees.
pared backup bon-bons, including
Both companies said they are i one that tastes like bacon and
awaiting? reports from the govern- eggs.
ment \on just what happened.
They stand ready to pursue re- Carpenter's dinner pail was an
opaque plastic bag. It may be
search to the hilt.
A Nestle representative made that some snacks were damaged
plain this is more a patriotic la- in packing, or that the bag
bor of love than any urge for banged against the capsule wall
as the journ ey proceeded. Carprofits.
"We dov ' notvexpect food for as- penter made one recommendatronauts to become a big-volurhe tion: that the l>ag be transparent ,
item,'' he said. "There are hot so a fellow could see crumbs inside and take steps to prevent
enough custorriers.?
them from escaping.
¦
"Bot we think it important to
give spacemen something solid to Australian aborigines keep warm
chomp on , rather than imbibing on cold nights by snuggling w ith
baby food out of a .tube , as John their dogs A chilly night is a
Glenn did."
"three-dog night" while a real
Glenn, after his flight Feb 20, col d one is a "five-dog night," I

Canadians Hunt
2 Milwaukeeans
EDMONTON, Alta. (ffl—T h e
Canadian Air Force stepped up
Monday a .search for two Milwaukee men missing since Saturday
in a single-engine amphibious
plane in
¦ northern British Columbia? ; :
.No trace of the missing plane
was reported.
The missing men are Dr. "6. "S;
Flaherty, 60, and Father Thomas
M. Adams, 30, who were last

heard from , over Beaton Hiver,
halfway between Fort St.; John,
B. C., and Fort Nelson, B. C.
The two men were en route to
Alaska for a vacation,
CHIPMUNK REMEDY

¦Are chipmunks driving you crazy
around your cabin. But ; are they
so nice you ju st can 't stand . to . .
kill them. Good for , you. Try this: ?
Bury a gallon mason jar up ? to
the rim ' arid bait with whatever
they like that's? yours. .Lift , 'em out
with a heavy pair -of gloves and
ship 'em off to distant lands To
bother someone else.
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Water it spari ngly and America 's perennial favorite,7 Crown,will blossom into springtime's smoothest-sipping drink. Say Seagram's and be Sure
SUGIMU OISTIUIRS COMPUfl MW YORK CITV BUNDED WHISKEY 86 PROOF 65% CRilN M M K S^IT!

(NOW AT OWL MOTOR COMPANY!)
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BURLIN GTON...
to the TWIN CITIES or

to CHICAGO Without a douht - ' thiB ia

the finest way to go. Sink
back in A restful, relaxing coach or parlor car s e a t . . . stroll to tlio
diner when you get hungry. And don't forget the Vista-Domes for
wonderful , -scenic gating. For your convenience , Burlington has
the most service.
NORTHBOUND • Leave Winona 12:30 pm • 4:55 pm • 7:15 pm • 8:40 pm • 3:50 am
SOUTHBOUND • Leave VVInona 8*1 5 am • 9:35 am • 5:1 5 pm*12tl0 am
_ ^^^^^^ —

ON THIS YJQ C\ "I

(flMfS ARE CEWftM STANDARD)

* We re Celebrating Ford 's 50th year in the Upper Midwest with *

** a specially built Galaxie for the ' occasion! It's a 4-door Town Sedan, built for **
** the Upper Midwest alone! Come in now and hear about everything we've done f t
** to make this Galaxie more car j or y our money! L / U X U ry LJ CLTI Classic f t
** Thunderbird styling . . . distinctive , special bright-metal body trim . ? . rich f t
f t interiors with wall-to-wall carpets. Six or V-8*. Loaded with service-saving **
f t featu res. Thunderb i rd Gold' or your choice of 12 other colors. Special Golden f t
f t Anniversary price, too! li/ XClllSlVC! Only Upper Midwest Ford Dealers f t
f t have the Golden Anniversary Galaxie Special ! See it now at
•0,1***1« ,«*<»,. f t f ,o.KF*.

OWL MOTOR COMPANY

4th & Main

i

Winona , Minn.

Anti-Bribery Laws
THE BILLIE SOU ESTES me again

The laws make .it a federal crime ?for
a member of Congress or a government
employ e to receive compensation f o r
rendering any service ? before a government agency; for a Congressional committee employe or : government employe
to accept money with intent to have his decision influenced , or for someone to offer payment for this purpose; for . a Congressman to accept payments or gif ts f or
any services or for a particular vote , or
f or anyone to offer oi accept money in order to procure a contract. ;
It may not be out of bound s? in other
words , for a Congressiiian> to contact an
agency on behalf of a constituent , and it is?
routine for a member of Congress to seek
patronage. But? once he accepts money?
gifts or campaign contributions for doing
so, he is committing? a crime.
ALTHOUGH THESE laws appear to
cover the waterfront , they are difficult to
apply. Not only does a gift or an offer of
one .have to be proved , but also that it was
in return for some service rendered or to
be rendered.? In addition , in cases involving high-level officials , it is often difficult,
to show that a decision, which usually in-volves many considerations , has been inlluenced by a gift,
Another slightly different statute which
lias sometimes been invoiced makes it a
crime to conspire with someone else to defraud the government. This is often easier
1o prove than the bribery statutes.

By MARQUIS 'CHILDS

IN YEARS GONE BY

;¦::¦ .;::feh :¦\^n ¦Agi^¦ ¦:;;>^$^;• :?: ¦

IN 1959, THE SUPREME Court upheld
the conviction of a man for asking a Congressman to secure for him a town postmastership, in return for which he would
pay $1,000 to the Republican Party. This
was held to be a bribe.

Twehry^Five Years Ago . . . 1937

.: .- ¦ Honored for serving 23 years or more in the
Winona public school system were : Orle-y 'Myers ,
William?Zilliox ,.Robert Henry, Wajter Pust , Harvey Gordon , and Herbert Borger?
Dredging at the Latsch Bathing Beach is Hearing completion/ Supt . G. li. McGill announced ,
but no definite date has been set lor the opening
for the slimmer season.
More than 1,000 American Legion delegates
and members and Legion Auxiliary representatives were present for the opening of the j oint
Legion and Auxiliary convention* at Lake City.
The pupils of Mrs. Willard L. Hillyer will be
heard' -in a piano recital at .the First Congregational ? Church.

In 1938, a clerk in the Interior Department's Bureau of Indian Af fairs , which
had to approve the sale of tombstones to
Indians , asked a tombstone company to
pay him so that they could continue to get
" b'usiness.'^Nof Feali2ing~ l¥allh>"cleric had
no power over the tombstone d^&gionmaking, the company complied. Tl^Mcrk
was convicted , even though he had Iro influence to use.

General Vaughan retained his positio n
as military aide to 'Truman throughout
the President 's ten u re. Months of Congressional investigations in 194!) brought out
allegations that Vaughan had used his position to hel p various friends—men who allegedly hel ped gel government contracts
for clients- at a fee of five percent—but
that except for a deep freeze , he had not
accepted gifts or favors in return.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

One of the laws passed by the Legislature at
its last -regular -session -was- the one -requiring
all vehicl es to carry a light at night , including
cabby cabs, farmers^ wagons, in fact everything
on wheels.
The opera house was filled almost lo capacity
for the Normal class play ''Nathan ?.Iale. "

Seventy-Five Years Ago ." . . 1887
The suburb generally known as Sugar Loaf
is
assuming
a metropolitan air since it has been
¦
incorporated in the city limits. The two breweries add considerabl y to the activities about the
» .
place.
According to a report by Ihe superintendent
of schools the totnl 'cnrollirient for the city schools
during the month of May was l. ilTI.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862
Miss Mabel Willson took her Sunday School
Clnss to Minnesot a City (or a picnic ,

CAUDLE , WHO HAD headed the Justice Department's tax division -until fired by
Truman in 1951, and Connelly, a special
assistan t to Truman , were eventually convicted of conspiring to defraud the government by helping a man avoid prosecution for tax evasion. Congressional hearings, which went on from 1951-53 . had
brought out many instances of gift s accepted and cases fixed in (li e Internal Revenue Service and the Justice Department ,
and led to the shake-up bf both agencies.

lecting ideas for ways to maintain higher
standards .

Not much more than the resignation of
Sherman Adams came of revelations in
1959 that Adams and members of Congress
benefited from Mr. Goldfine's generosity
with vicuna coats , oriental rugs and hotel
bills, and that Adams made .calls to the
Federal Trade Commission on Goldfine 's
behalf. Goldfine was convicted for other
matters—contempt of court and tax evasion.

If Christ b- not riien, then it our preaching
vain , and your (aith is also vain. I Cor. 15:14.

The Estes scandal is testimony to?the
/act that it is, after all , human nature and

not laws or regulations which is the final
determiner of ethics in government.
The Kennedy Administration drew up
the targwt formal program* to date to
tighten executive control over the broad
areas of Impropriety where the laws cannot reach ; It has asked Congress for new
laws, and issued a series of directives to
air agencies. Deputy Special Counsel Mycr
JTeWman has>wpojoaiWHty for checking on
wwt the agencies are doing, and for col-

By DREW PEARSON

WASH INGTON-The sympathetic voice over
the telephone says, "Senator. I know you 're having a hard fight back home and I wondered
and teleif you could use some money for radio
;
¦' ¦
'
vision time?" ,
? ? - ¦? : V?.". . v ? v . v " - -- '
The senator replies that indeed he is having
a hard fight and his opponent seems to ' . Ha-ve unlimited amounts to spend, So, he
?
adds with certain cautious rescations , ;. he sure could use
some money. , v
"Well ," the? friendly voice
goes on , "I think we can find
$10,000 for yoii. But ," and there
is a significant pause, "we'd
want -,to feel pretty sure what
your attitude is on any move to
cut back the 27'._ percent oil
depletion allowance. That is, you
know , if? this comes up as one
of the tax loopholes to bc closChiWj
ed. "? . '
This is not a wholly imaginary conversation.
The senator in question said he could not accept the 'contribution under those circumstances V
even though he was not sure how he would vote .
on the question of cutting hack that particular
tax loophole. ?
It illustrates what almost any member ? of
Congress wilt readily admit in private is the
most blatant effort at political payoff. Whether
the? money comes from a trade union interested
in backing an amendment tp the Taft-Hartley Act
or an airline interested in a new route , the donor to a congressional campaign hopes to get
something in return for his money. A conscientious senator or representative will be fearful that
he is mortgaging a vote or a- whole .series of
votes by accepting a? proffered contribution even
though he may be desperately hard pressed to
pay for TV time?
.
WITH THE government holding out large
sums of money, as In the . farm subsidy program , the temptations , are multiplied many times
oyer. The wonder is not that one Billie Sol Estes
has come to light but that there have hot been
d02ens of similar instances, The whole fantastic
grain storage, operation , costing the taxpayer $1
billion a year , is riddled with favoritism? if not
outright corruption.
Sen. Ralph Yarborough < D ? Texas) is respected ' by most of bis colleagues in the Senate
for his independence and fbrtlirightness. Over a
10-year period of Tunning for stale office, Yarborough accepted $7,000 in contributions from
Estes? The senator says that he accepted , such
contributions from many sources to pay for campaigns that in the largest state in the Uni-on (with
the exception of Alaska> cost a lot. He also accepted •contributions "to sustain his weekly radio
reports, claiming that without such ? reports he
could not maintain contact with the people , since
the press has virtifally. shut him out. ? i

THE PRESIDENT himself recentl y acknowledged at a news conference that a
government as large as the U.S.* will probably never be a ulopia where no member
succumbs to temptation. But , he suid ,
"We intend that the personnel of Ihe United States Government will meet the highest ethical standards possible, and when
they .do not , action Will be taken. "
¦
"J
. '
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Lobby Works

Despite the. difficulties, there have been
some interesting cases of convictions. An
agent of the Bureau , of Investigation (forerunner of the FBI) was convicted in 1925
for taking $65,000 With promises to quash
a mail fraud investigation of what the
court referred to as ''the glass casket men
from Chicago," even though -he did not at;¦' ¦. '.
tempt , to stop the investigation.

And there have been some convictions
of Congressmen in simple cases of accepting bribes in return for representations to
an agency, but these are rare.

'Are You Trying To?Get My Blood Pressure Or My Vote?'

H t i S N m ^m

Hard to Enforce
throws the spotlight on the longstanding
'ptpblems : JO£ gifts . to governtnent officials
—whether the gifts jeopardize the independence of the receiver, and the propriety ci government officials accepting any
gifts at all from those with whom they do
business.
From time to time, as currently, the
problems are highlighted by ' a national
scandalT-remember Truman aide Harry
Vaughan and the "five percenters," T.
Lamar Caudle and Matthew J. Connelly,
also of the Truman era, and . the Sherman
Ada?ms-BeTnard Goldfin e incident which1,
tarnished the "clea^-as-a'•houhd's-tooth
reputation which President Eisenhower
had pledged for his Administration ,
And now the Kennedy Administration
is faced with its own scandal , despite attempts to establish and oversee ethical
rules of conduct for government employes.
THE LAWS governing the giving ind
accepting of gifts to arid by members of
Congress and the executive branch are
broadly drawn but difficult to enforce;.
Therefore, the rules must and do go beyond them.

4-

Washington Galling

Letters to the Editor
"Small,Belated Penance"
From Harris Choate
To the Editor:
Now that Central Park's
hash is finally settled , I see
Mi 'at there is still the. problem
left oyer of what to do with
vVenohab. I have a suggestion:
Why not just bury her, with a
quiet memorial , service for the
loss of one of Winona 's: most
beautiful parks. Then we could
put up -a stone saying "tfere
Lies Central Park,. 1852-1962."
? In Winona we are so sharp ly
aware of what we lack that
we don 't appreciate enough the
things that we have. We are so
eager for "progress"? ( a word
which too Often assumes that
any change; is automat ically a
change for the better) , that We
don 't value enough the progress that was made and tlie
beauty that was created , by
those who came before us. VVe
will do well to create as mticli
beauty in our day as they did
in theirs —- in fact we will he
doing weill to create as miicli
beauty as we have already destroyed .
In the , last few years, there
have been three proposals , presented as plans to build Winona up, whose actual result
would be -to ", tear, part of ? it
down , and to destroy a valuable part of our heritage.
One was the project ' now
being carried out in Central
Park. Another *. . .
I wonder how many people ,
back in the days when there
was jus t one lone tree on all
(>f _ Wabasha Prairie , would
have thought the ' time""could
ever come, in the town built
on that site, when we would
cut down several dozen of
them -along one of our lovely
tree-lined streets , just to build
a few blocks of four-lane highway, in the middle of town ,
connecting to nothing at either
end. As ior the plan to tear
down half of one of Winona 's
most sturdy and vital neighborhoods — at least the people of t he East End got up on
their hind legs and fought
that , and won!
The rest of us haven 't done
enough — at least it tinned
out nut to be enough — and 1
say this having done no thing
mysel f. So this letter is , as
much as anything, a smal l ,
belated penance ,
Harris Snyder ^ Choate
Tucson, Ariz.
¦
King-Anderson Bill
Grossly Inadequate
To the Editor:
May I air my views in protest against the King-Anderson
bill? Pleiisc don 't loss this aside hut hear mc through ,
1 will present a couple personal cases in my protest against the bill.
A few years ago, my ¦father , who was receiving Social
Security, hod a mild "stroke ".
I work full time to support my
family and he made his liome
with me. Ho recovered Irom
this first attack with just some
extra nursing care , even to
the extent of working parttime. Over a couple yenrs , he
hnd subsequent >ttacks, and finally needed more attention
than I coul(l give him just at
night , so.he entered a lodgesponsored homo. He was not
at any time in need of hospital cure for these strokes, Hln
Social . Security check dl<l not
cover hoard and room nt the
home so he hod to have extra
help. At first it was only about
$25 or |30 a month ; the last
few months of his life, it wns
moro for he required infirmary care,
Suppose Ibis had happened
now and the King-Anderson
hill already enacted into low.
Dnd would have had to go to
n hospital for n few dny^.

which m his . condition was not
necessary; he w o u I d have
crowded unnecessarily a profa a b Jy already overcrowded
medical floor; someone would
have had to pay the fees up
to the first $90. Then after the
hospitalization ,. . he could have
entered the home ? and had
help for 380 days. But , he was
at the horiie nearly two years.
How would the rest , of the 16
month s care be paid for? He
required t h re; e prescription
medicines, but King-Anderson
would not underwrite the cost
of. drugs. He required an occasional doctor <all , but KingAnderson would not pay the
doctor . He had a broken tooth
and had to have a dentist remove the root, but King-Anderson would not pay the dentist, .-Just a couple monlhs before he passed away, he had
to have surgery for a strangulated . hernia , but King-Anderson would not pay the surgeon.
My father 's Social Security
chec k was not quite enough to
pay the monthly charge at the
home but our co_nty OAA
plan made up the difference.
My sister helped with the medica l and surgical care. I ask
you—How much help would the
Kingj-Anderson ' prog ram have
been to my father '.' He would
have had to ask help besides
from that program and it
might have been much more
difficult to get help from the
county program if they knew
he were eligible under the
King-Ander son bill.
The other thing I want lo
discuss? is" the " cost of the" hill.
We all know that the money
would ? have to come from
somewhere.
I am in my 40 's with about
20 years yet to work before retirement. And work I will have
to do, for T am raising a 'second' family of two tiny girls.
They are now 28 months and
11 months old , so I hove to
pay a full-time baby sitter out
of my wages besides all other
costs of living. About $30 a
month now is taken out of
each check to pay federal ,
state and Social Security taxes. Hep. Thomas B. Curtis
quotes in the June, 19G2 Reader ' s Digest that by 1908, under the proposed plan (KingAnderson bill> that the Social
Security tax on $4 ,000 income
with three dependents would
be $3110 and the federal tax
$245, That means I would lose
nearly two months pay a year
just in taxes while I still have
preschool children and require
a full time baby sitter. I would
then need outside help and the
present ADC program says I
liaye sufficient income to care
for my family and pay the
b'*l>y sitter even though my
year 's Income is a few hundred dollars short of the income quoted above. Some of
this extra Social Security tax
would be spent to aid elderly
people who have sufficient income to pay their needs but
still would be eligible for help
under King-Anderson because
they have been enrolled in tho
Social Security program.
This program is grossly unfair to the younger taxpayers
who arc struggling to raise
their children, Most of the older people do not need the extra help. Many would take the
help from the King-Anderson
bill whether they needed help
or not. (Mr , Kennedy stated
Iha t his father could pay his
own m e d i e a I bill , but he
wouldn 't mind p a y i n g $13
monthly for the King-Anderson
hill. That means he wouldn 't
mind getting whnt aid it would
give even t hough he Js financially not in need of help. )
Many others right now would
not be eligible (but in definite
need) because they have nev-

er, worked under Social Securi- ¦• ¦
ty. . .".'? " .
' - .,
Let' s have a better set-up
than the King-Anderson . bill .
The Kerr-Mills law presents
much better coverage. It has
been proposed to make voluntary medical plans (such is
Blue Cross; Blue Shield ) more
available , and reasonable to
elder citizens. We want health
and medical care for our elder citizens but we need to
keep it at a more local level
and get help for all those who
are in need , not just a few.
We must also keep the cost
within , reason and if people
can pre-pay. their own care
they should be encouraged to
do so; Such a blanket plan as
the King-Anderson ? bill is not
gpcki : medical care ? for the
aged because of its limitations
and costs.
Mrs. Marian Elgin , B .N.
Plainview, Minn.
•"¦

• ¦

¦
.- ' . .

Kerr-Mills Would Require
Lifetime of Taxes
To the Editor:
With his letter of May .28 to
this column , Dr. Hilmar R.
Schmidt of Rushford joined the
American Medical : Association 's disc jockey brigade by
spinning its old phonograph
record .
Without intending to needle
the good doctor and his fellow
practitioners , may I state that
the praises they sing of the
Kerr-Mills Act are as absurd
as was the leeching practiced
by many members of their
profession in George Washing-¦ - - - ton's time: -• If we will examine briefly
the Kerr-Mills law which they
hail to be such a benevolent
act , we will discover that we
must all pay taxes for our entire lives to support this program. This alone would seem
to rob it of its benevolence and
make it appear somewhat less
than the wonderful gift some
doctors and the AMA would
have us believe it is.
Next we learn that even after supporting the Kerr-Mills
law with a lifetime of taxes ,
wc are not yet eligible for its
benefits. Many more demand s
are imposed and never-ending
sacrifices must be made such
as having one 's life savings
wiped out , a mortgage slapped on the old homestead and
an appeal made to relatives
for one 's keep.
When all possible sources of
a.ssistance have been exhausted , one will then have earned
Ihe dubious privilege of taking
a. "pauper 's o ath" to become
eligible for the insufficient
coverage the Kerr-Mill s law
provides.
If the pains and ailments noted in a medical case history
•were lo be likened to the foregoing impositions and sacrifices
the last chapter of a medical
journal would he sure to read
as follows; "The operatien
( Kerr-Mills law) was n success, but ., the patient (family
solvency) ' died."
A , B. Guenther
713 Harriet St.
'PROOFS OF GOD'
NEW HAVEN , Conn, IJPV— A
Vale philosopher, Paul Weiss ,
cites 27 "proofs of G<x3"~22
more than the classical five offered by St. Thomas Aquina s ,
Dr. Weiss sets forth his concepts in a book, "Modes of Being, " published by Southern ";!!linois University Press,
¦ .
CHURCH GIVES REACTOR
TOKYO «v-More than 1,600
representatives of church, education , government and industry were present at the recent dedication here of 6 $380,009 nuclear reactor given by
American Episcopalians to St .
Paul's (Hikkyo) University,

poorest states combined. Its
revenues in 1959 were greater
than the national public revenues of Canada and Sweden
combiaed and two billion dollars larger than the national
public revenue of Italy. They
equal the combined assets of
Standard Oil pf New Jersey,
General Motors, and U. S.
Steel.
HOWEVER, Rep. Oren Harris, the Arkansas Dernoerat
and chief champion of Amcric?an Tel & Tel , came back
with . this -curt rejoinder: "I
ask unanimous ? consent that
all dehate on this? ' amendment
close in five minutes."
When the debate closed, the
House of Representatives overwhelmingly voted to gi ve $471,000,000 of the taxpayers' money for* developing the satellite
to American Tel. & Tel?
It then proceeded to become
absorbed with the purported
give-aways of Billie Sol Estes
which, ". at the most,: involved
$1,000 to an assistant secretary
of labor , $4,000 to a member of
Congress from Minnesota , $1,500 to a congressman from
Texas, $1,700 to a senator from
Texas, and several suits of
clothes.

WASHINGTON — Following
JFK's much ?publicized showdown with the steel industry,
an unpublicized showdown
over the price of milk is taking place in Washington.
The showdown over steel involved the
United Steel Worker's "of- ¦' America which wasv
A _.
willing to settie for fringe ;
benefits b u t
no wage in- ?
c r e a s e.
T h e showdown o v e.r
milk involves .¦'. ,'
the teamsters
union; which
is asking local". -'- "Washing-? .; '
ton dairies for
a wage inr-earien
crease of . .$10
bene-,
fringe
plus
in
a week,
?6
fits , plus an automation fund
of one cent per hour per man
to take care of retirements resulting from automation, plus
double-time for work oh a
man 's birthday, plus a guar- .
anteed six-day week whether
a plant works on Saturdays or
riot? plus a "no strike clause , "-.
which means no liability for v
damages in cose of ¦an unauth.' ' ..:¦.•.
orized strike.
'¦
In contrast to the big : steel To . Vbur Good Health
companies which demanded a
price hike following their new
non-inflationary wage agreement , dairy farmers have done
just the opposite. In the last .
ten years , their tal_e-home pay "
from selling milk has dropped
from 12.7 cents a quart in 1£>52
to 10.1 cents in 1962. These are
prices for the nation 's capital ,
but dairy farmers - throughout
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
the nation have taken similar
'-;Dear Dr . Molner; What "
¦
cuts. . A
can be done for bronchial
'
trouble? -I am 54. The docPRICES TO the consumer
tor told me there isn 't anyduring that period have Jnthin g to ¦ do for it -MHS.
c-' r' ea s e d—due to increased
'
S. . .-.N . ' . ' ' ¦¦:. A .
wages; In 1952, the retail price
1
of rriilk was . 23 ..cents a quart
That' s both right arid wrong.
delivered/as against 29 cents in
There isn 't anything to ";do for
1962; ?
bronchial trouble until you find
That is how -take-home pay
out what is wrong. Bronchial
differs between farmers and
trouble is a loose term that
teamsters in an industry which,;
.can mean; man y d i f f e r e n t
believe it or not , is bigger than
things .
the steel industry. It will be inI presume you mean that
teresting to v sec whether the
you have an annoying crough .
Kennedy administration steps
The f|rst step in finding, the
in to head off a strike which
cau.se is a; chest X-ray?to rule
threatens to cut off milk in the
but ? the possibility of tubercu-;
nation 's capital ." ¦?•? ' ? '
losis, 1 u n g
Orville Freeman's controverc a n c e r , or
sial farm bill faces its first
conges- V
any
hurdle in the House of Reption, at t h e .
resentatives today, and indicabase of t h e
tions, are that the Billie Sol
lungs.
Estes scandal will help it.
After that
Nothing c-0- .u 1d dramatize
search
for
niore the Agriculture Departother causes: .
ment's problem of huge crop
IE ?y o: u
surpluses than the weird career
smoke, stop.
of the Texas .wheeler-dealer
Smoking just
who amassed millions on grain
adds insult to
Storage.
by f ? ^
; Molner V
?]"f^
?E x - P r e s i d e n t Eisenhowther irritation
'
'
er said that he would go. .. to
of the bronchial tubes.
jail before he would carry out
The trouble may be highe/
the mandates of the Freeman
up, infected sinu.es or nasal
farm bill , but some of Ike's
passages, or even , at times,
friends who helped him get
infected gums .
elected , notably Sen: Harry
Bronchiectasis is a common
Byrd of Virginia , don 't agree
cause. It usually, is identified
with him.
with foul-smelling sputum oft-

Treating
Bronchial
Trouble

TWICE BYRD switched Vir :
ginin over to Ike 's electoral
column. But in regard to the
farm bill , he voted for Freeman 's strict crop controls . So
did some other Dixiecrat stalwarts , including Dick Russell
and" Herman"" Talmndge ~ of
Georgia.
Senate conservatives have
realized that during eight
years under Ezra Taft Benson ,
crops got completely out of
hand , and during part of Benson's term there were no control whatsoever.
Republicans will vote solidly
against the farm bill , but
some privately would lilce to
vot e for it. Rep. Ben Relfel ,
South Dakota Republican , an
American Indian , confides privately that he would like to
vote for the bill but "they
won 't lot me. " By "they„ " he
means Charlie Halleck and the
Republican leadership.
On the Democratic side, Rep.
Frank Thompson of Trenton ,
N. J., hitherto against everything that grows except children , has now come around to
support the farm bill. So when
the bill faces the big hurdle of
the House Rules Committee
today, it will probably get the
green light.
WHILE Congress was worrying about the Billie Sol
Ksles case where no taxpayers" money has been los t , the
House of Representatives voted to give away $471,O>00.0O0
of the taxpayers' money.
The vote came on an unpublicized amendment by Rep.
Charles Joe 'sdn , (Dem„ N.J.) ,
who moved that Am-crican
Telephone & Telegraph , lie required to reimburse Unclo Sam
$471,000,000 for the cost of developing the communication*
satellite over which the AT&T
wants monopoly operation,
"I did not pluck this figure
out of the air, " the New Jersey congressman explained .
"Testimony shows that out of
the billions and billions of dollars we have spent lor spnee
('Nploration . (47 1,000,000 has
been specifically authorized for
program, "
.Joclson showed that AT&T
was not without resources to
re i mburse t h e tax pay ers and
could afford to pay fSO.OOO.OOO
a year over 10 years. Actually,
eongroMlonal tesfJmonj" has
shown thnt AT&T's annual
revenue—$IU billions In 1961—
equals the public revenue ond
federal subsidies of 32 of our

,
en blood y.
If you work in a place that
i.s dusty or contaminated by
irritating fumes , this can produce an annoying cough.
Enlarged thyroid , disorders
of the heart , and severe im- "
-parted- wax in- tlie -ears have- be-on the causes.
Something can be done about
alE of the aforementioned troubles, but not until you first
find out which one to treat.
Dear Dr. Molner: After
•taking birth control pills I
become dizzy and nauseat¦cd , with headache and
backache, and am wondering why some people
are allergic to them , while
others have no difficulty
at all. 1 have heard there
is a new pill on the markct. -MKS. K. It, M.
I doubt that "allergic " is
tine correct word in this case.
Tlie drug is potent; and like
any powerful one , can have
side-effects , Some people can 't
tolerate it , others can.
The symptoms may be due
to the drug and arc not unusual or they may be due to
some olhcr condition which
may (or niny not) be triggerc<l by it. Report to your doctor and let him decide what
is involved , or whether one o(
the other drugs will suit you,
H? ¦? -A'' '?'-"«*•-. -*£MHBMM|
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Atlanta Pays
Tribute to?
Crash Victims

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP)—A simple
spray of lilies on the art niuseum
door and the muted sound of
church memorial services symbolize today a city's sorrow over the
loss of 105 of its leading 'inhabitants iii a French plane crash.
For many of the million persons in the sprawling metropolitan area , it was just another day.
But for the cultural and business leaders of; this Southern city
it was a day of deepening sadness as they learned from Mayor
Ivan Allen Jr. in Paris that it
might be some time before identification was completed and ar-'
rangerhents made to send the
bodies home.
The 105 AHanians and 10 o+her
Georgians died in the flaming
wreckage of an Air France jetliner that crashed while taking off
from Paris Sunday morning. The
total death toll was 130, the worst
single plane disaster in aviation
history . ?• " ¦
The Georgians had just completed a tour of Europe under the
sponsorship of the Atlanta Art
Association. ?
Those who died in the crash left
31 children , 14 or younger. Some
lost both parents. Most of the bereaved children are in Atlanta.
; Mr. and Mrs, Baxter Jones Jr;
are .survived , by three children,
Mr. and Mrs? David J? Murphy by
fpur , three of them . 14 or younger:
Dr. and Mri. Christopher Me-

Loughlin left a . son? as did Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold S. Kaye.
Mrs. E. M. Bevington left three
smalt children. Her husband , who
met her in Paris, was not on the
flight because the two never flew
together. V ; v ? ;
Trustees of (he Art Association
met Monday in the Art Museum
and created a special memorial
fund to accept contributions for a
memorial for the cultural leaders
lost in the crash. '
James V. Carmichael , board
chairman , said a decision would
be made later on what form the
memorial will take.
The Cathedral of St. Philip,
Which lost 17 of its members, arranged a memorial service of the
Holy Communion •?. for Episcopalians today. Other chvrcties
planned afternoon arid evening
memorial services .and prayer.

Faculty Approves
U. of M. Changes

MINNEAPOLIS (AP> -, On the
basis of a two-year study * the
University . of Minnesota faculty
senate Monday approved revamping of the internal
academic
structure. ,. . . ' ".- "¦'
The change was heralded as a
move to strengthen liberal arts
v.h|ch some say have deteriorated
under the rush . to science studies.
The reorga n i z a t i o n centers
around the College of Science.
Literature and the Arts—oldest
and largest of the colleges and
divisions making up the university. ,; . ' ¦
If approved

by the Board of

Regents, SLA will be regrouped
into a College of Liberal Studies
with five divisions — humanities ,
behavorial science, biological sciences, mathematics and physical
sciences.
A "second V maj or section of the
plan would reorganize Ihe present
Institute ol Technology into the
College of Physical Science and
Technolo gy . This branch would

BOYLE'S COLUMN
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High Jinks

In Suburbs?
By HAL BOYLE

NEW .YORK (API-There has
been a lot of loose talk lately
about high jinks in the suburbs.
From, some of the more imaginative paperback novles, one
might gain the impression that
out there where the crabgrass
grows greener the . little white
ranch houses are all ? neurotic
love rests inhabited by wife
swapping irhrnoralists;. ?
Well , somewhere in this broad
land of plenty there may be suburbs like that. All we can say is
that we haven't seen them.
We liave just returned from a
weekend in the siihurbs and are
tilled -with an admiration akin to
awe for the ? people who dwell in
them and commute daily to jobs
in the city - , V
Life is touflh though irr Hit suburbs in the winter, but a weekend
in the summer there really separates the men from the boys.
"Why don 't yoii come out and
spend a nice quiet restful weekend in the suburbs with us? " said
our host: ?"A little, play will do
you good ''
Quiet? Restful? Play ? Looking
back now , those seem like hollow
?¦
words .? ? .
To begin witli , : a congress of
birds held , a nonmu'sical caucus
outside our wind ow • starting at
about 4 a.m.? At S o'clock our
genial host began pounding our
door with a golf club , and saying
if we: didn 't hurry we'd be late.
Fr&rn then on rtit day was one

mad race. From the golf course ,
we shirled to a ,big family picnic.
Two charley horses and three
burned hot dogs Later/ we humbly
asked our host as ; the golden sun
sank in the west, "now can we
go heme, please?^"?
"Home? "he said. ''Are you kidding? We'll have to hurry or we'll
be late to. the party at Bill's, He's
having a backyard barbecue. "
Well , it turned out that Bill
lived so miles aw'ay—just a hop,
skip and a ju mp in the suburbs.
Five gin rickeys, two burntleather-tasting steaks and 36 mosquito bites later , we finally
wheeled back home. It was 2:30
a.m.

j4rmedf Forces

' ' ""*--***1
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Marine Corps Reserve Pfc. Armored Division's 46th Infantry
DALE S. BYBOTH. S«n?ftf Mrs? at Ft. Hood, Tex.
S-. C . Byboth . 862
p : 4 •; ¦' * ¦ ¦ - - . A ;
W. B r o a d. FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.-Lloyai
way, and Mr. OrL. Tullius,- Jr., son of Mr. and
ville E? Byboth ,
Mrs. Lloyal L. Tullius Sr., has
850 W. Broadway,
completed Army basic training
h a s graduated
and is home oh leave. Following
with honors from
his leave; he will be assigned to
Marine technical
the Army Signal Corps Training
School. He w a s
Center, Ft. Gordon, Ga.
officially c o m4 [ :-k. 4 ''
mended at a merARCADIA,
Wis. (Special)-Aij
itorious jnasf ?by
Force Staff Sgt: RohaJd Glowcheshis commanding
ki arrived here recently from Linofficer. Because
coln, Neb. "to spend the weekend
Byboth
he was first in his
class he finish ed school two at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ambrose Glcwcheski. He
months early.
"
"
- -. ? ¦ ? .
returned to his base accompanied
.
.* : . . . V A . .
by his wife and . son who had been
visiting: relatives h«re and Ln
Fountain City for three' weeks.
¦>' - - . :' ? - \ -

Huntley

Benton

; Two area men, enlisted through
the Army ¦*: recruiting station here,
were among the group of 25 sworn
in at A3inneapolis for assignment
to the Army air defense missile
sites in the ^Twin Cities area recently. David G. Huntley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Huntley ,
PDUNTAIN CITY, Wis., had been
employed by Winoiia industries
prior to his enlistment. Richard ?D.
Benson , soft of Mr , and . Mrs. Harold T. Benson? MABEL, Minn.,
is the other enlistee.
Air Force Tech. Sgt ; EARL R ,
SCHULTZ , son of Ralph \V
Schultz ,- . -mi W. 3rd St., . is participating in "Operation Dominic."
the joint Department, of Defense
—Atomic Energy Commission nuclear test series being conducted
in ' , the - .Pacific . Schuiiz; an aircraft
maintenance technician permanently assigned to Laughlin AFB.
Tex., is on temporary duty foi* the
tests. He and his wife, Margaret ,
have four , children.

'' ¦•' V

A

V -

MONDOVI , WU.-Airman Basic
Marvin L? Hageness, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lavern T. Hageness, is
being reassigned to tie Air Force
technical training course for finance and statistical data specialists at Sheppard AFB,? Tex. fie is
a 1961 graduate of Mondovi High
School.
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Thursday, June 7—Friday, June 8 I

Come In! See the Beautiful New
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE RALPH HURLBUTT WJLL BE HERE
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INTRODUCTORY PRICES
DURING OPEN HOUSE DAYS
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Coffee Will Be Served Both Days
Thls Ho,P°lnf

0VEN BURNER
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"
Drop-In Unit
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FEEDS YOUR LAWN STEADILY

CORRECTS IRON CHLOROSIS

Here 's tha all-in-one.lawn treatment that
—make your lawn bug-free all summer long,
knocks out lawn enemies,encourages your
3. Give you r grass a steady feeding of
desirable grasses to take over your lawn.
balanced lawn food that stimulates season*
Just one application of Golf Brand Triple
long vigor and thick root development.
Tonic will do all these tilings:
4. Supply ample quantities of iron to cure or
1. Wipe out dandelions,plantain, lffwU 'j ^\ prevent iron chlorosis, a common
buckthorn, other broad-leaved weeds J)^^_ # \ lawn condition that turns grass yel(sometimes a second application is f^^^^^ I low and unattractive.
desirable later In the season If cer- llRfifff lin
Ge * Golf Brand Triple Tonic nowfor
tain hardy -varieties rea ppear).
Wl«|lpK J does
sary th e 4 lawn Jobs that a re neces2. Eliminate ants,grubs,spiders , mm^^Ai
healthier , thipker turf,
wireworms,cutworm*, chinch bugs
Bag
treats
5 000 S£J*
$5* 95
^
M
B
A
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60LF SMN0* CRABGRASS PREVENTER' LAW« SEED* TRIPLE TONIC* LAVVNF00D 'CRAB*X » LIQUID WHO KILLERS-PARK KENTUCKY BIUE.RASS

|

Gail Schultz and Ross Drussel
Invite You To the Big
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WIPES OUT HARMFUL INSECTS

I-

*

r
0PEN HOUSE
_____\Afjf

GOLTZ Pharmacy

Golf Brand Triple Tonic
now does
4 import ant lawn jobs

KIUS BROAD -LAVED WEEDS

91*

Ta Balance Year Budget
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T* Fininci Any Pirthm

Any Reason—Airr JMMI
Afarine Pfc. SCOTT G. GERSON, son of Mr, ? and Mrs . Bernard Gerson , Sr., 355 E. Mark St.,
is serving with the 2nd Battalion ,
Ninth Marine Regiment of the
Third Marine Division which departed recently for camp Pendleton, Calif., after 13 months of duty
Promptly at 4 a.m. thi feath- in Okinawa ,.
Its a Pleoaant Experience
¦
¦ ¦ ¦- ' " ¦ ¦"* ¦
ered congress outside pur window
*
: y
To Borrow From Tha V
was back in ch-oir. Promptly at WABASHA , Minn—-The 544ih reMen
With thm iC PUo *
5 o'clock our genial host was?beat- cently learned that it . would be
ing on the door,; this time with a released from : Ft. Polk , La., on
tennis racquet ,
Aug.. -, and reliev-ed ?from active
After tennis, we changed into duty here .shortly thereafter.
church-going clothes, then raced
?' •- '' : back to change into sailing attire. FOUNTAIN , Minn.—Army Pvt.
70i_ EV4tli St;
As the sun sank in the golden Jerry Lange, son of Mr . and Mrs.
WINONA
west after a lon g hot day, it was Harry- F. Lange, recently complet3375 Open Fri. NH**
more than matched in splendor by- ed advanced . individual training * Phone
-- - - - - • - ' A A
'- ' '
pur red and blistered nose. Then wilh other personnel from the 1st ^
came , another backyard barbecue
—more burned steaks, more gin
rickeys, 53 more mosquito bites.
Free
BOIi
touring tha l»ng rid* horn* fo
the city we (ell to brooding over
bag of
lWII^LiWIiroOO
what would happen if a foreign
^
^k
l
I P-^
(5.000 sq. ft. size) with purchase of
arnriy ever invaded America. We
H
H ^H
I iH
reached the conclusion our best
jlITrij HjfflJW v V GOLF m*t) LAWHtm*Dt*
bet would be to lure if into attacking the suburbs on Friday
? A *24.70 valua
- HpP\£^gfl \
night. ?
Any army that spent a typical
quiet , restful weekend in any NewYork suburb would be glad to surrender by Monday morning—and
¦
go back where it came from.
llll^
"•?¦ '
___f m om ¦
\
' TTP*^" . ~^~"f 4±$Bf
get the geology and astronomy
v w> «*« s4i75
departments now within SI_A.
The changes won't become apparent for perhaps a year. President 0, Meredith Wilson said they
wouldn 't be submitted to the
Board
of Regents until September.
' "v . '"V
"""
"¦ "' "¦' ' "":"¦
The longest application ever
tiled at the U. S. Patent office
274 Eosf Th ird
Phone 2547
had 266 pages of text and 134
Irawings.
'
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Coupon Offer I
I Open House
«.39
REGULAR
I
S.UC0ME
,R0 N BOARD COVER AMD *>
^^
ft r I
I PAD BY PROCTOR . . .

SERVICE AND QUALITY AS BEFORE SO THAT
YOU WILL REMAIN ONE OF OUR CUST0- I
MERS & FRIENDS!
^
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Geo Litscher ,c
Jerome Rumpel
Exchange Vows ;

JWR? AND MRS. ROLYNN L. ENSRUD were recently mar? riedv atv Lake Nakomis Presbyterian Church , Minneapolis. The
former? Miss Nancy Johnson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
.James Johnson , Minneapolis, and Mr. Ensrud; is the son of Mrs.
Eileen Ensrud, 851 E, 5th St., arid the late Stanley Ensrud . ?Bbth
teach in Northfield where they are residing. He is a graduate of
Winona Stat? College ahd the bride , the University of Minnesota;

_? ::?' - .; THE ENGAGEMENT of Miss Eleiiora Neitzke? and - - :¦;
R oger Garrison has been announced. Parents are Wil. liam Neitzke, 213 E. Howard St., and the late Mrs. Neitzke arid Mrs. Violet Garrison , 107 E. Howard St. The wedding will be at 2 p.m? Aug. 25 at St. Martin 's Lutheran
Church. (Edstrom Studio) :- . - :- .
KTH ANNIVERSARY

I ATHLETIC CLUB PICNIC

AJtCADIA, Wis, (Special) — Mr. j Winona Athletic Cliib Auxiliary
and Mrs. Oscar C, Olson, will ob- I will meet for its annual picnic
serve their silver weddin g anni- |Monday at the club. All reservaversary with an open house from tions must be made by Friday
2. to- 5 p.m? June 17 at the Tam- with Mrs. William Walski, presiarack Lutheran Church. No for- dent, Mrs. Ronald . Galewski or
mal Invitations are being issued. I Mrs. Fred Rettkouski.
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... FOR Comfort
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ONE LOW PRICE
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IOO OTHiR STYLES, SHAPES AND
COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM
Now a European Styled frame Improved upon but mad* by
Superior American Craftsmen of Superior American material*.
The "BARON" It m new type contour bridge frame. Better fit.
ting, require* practically no md\uttm*tit, mada te tit th* hard.
to-fit. Featherweight, in beautiful tmoka colore It It the belt
engineered, most modern and distinctive frame In the optical
world, filfocali ( Kryptoki, Ultex, PliMopt) if desired JS.VB
additional.
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FOUNTAIN CiTY, Wis. .(Special)—Bouquets of bridal wreath
were ' used.. on tht altar at Immaculate Conception Catholic Church ,
Fountain City, for the marriage of
Miss Geo Teresa Lltscher , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norbert ?Litsclier . Fountain City, and Jerome
R. Rumpel, son of John Rumpel
Sr., Arcadia , Wis.,? and the late
Mrs. Rumpel, Way 26.
The Itev. Edmund Klimek, independence? cousin of the bridegroom, performed the double-ring
ceremony at 10'a.m. Mrs , James
Sehclmeier, onanist, played traditional music and accompanied the
Ladies'1 Choir for the Mass and as
they sang "Ave Maria " and "On
This Day. 0 Beautiful Mother"
as the bride placed a bouquet of
yellow roses at the altar of the
Blessed Virgin.
. THE BRIDE , given in rnamagt
by her father , made her gown anri
those of her attendants. Her floorlength gown of white lace over
satin was fashioned with a fitted
satin bodice that dipped to a V
front , with lace appliques accenting the scalloped neckline . Her illusion veil was secured by a
crown of sequins and pearls. She
wore pearl earrings and carried a
cascade bouquet of white roses and
stephanotis with streamers of ivy
and white ribbon. ?
Miss Joan . Schank,- '; Arcadia ,
niece of the bridegroom ^ maid bl
honor; Mrs. John Rumpel Jr.,
the
Arcadia , ; sister-in-law ? of
bridegroom , Miss Norcen Litscher ,
Fountain City? sister of the bride ,
bridesmaids; and Miss Wanda Litscher, Fountain Ciiv; sister, of the
bride, junior bridesmaid, were
gowned in street-length frocks of
yellow satin -with chiffon bodices
and ruffles at the side of their
bell-shaped skirts.- . The bodices
were made with scoop necklines,
short sleeves and satin bows at
each side of the waistline. A chiffon flower trimmed with rhinestones held their short yellow nylon ? tulle veils-. -and. they carried
baskets pf-white and lavender carnations with streamers of ivy.
necklaces
Their pearl pendant
were gifts from the bride.
Mrs. Lltscher, the bride 's mother?, wore a moss green cotton
dress with white accessories , and
a corsage of while carnations and
pink rosebuds.
Leonard Litscher , Fountain City,
brother of the bride , was best
inan. Groomsmen were John Rumpel Jr., brother of the bridegroom, Vancl Robert Skroch , nenhe\v of bridegroom , Arcadia. Junior
groomsman was Marcel Litscher,
Fountain City, . brother of the
bride. Ushers were Marvin Litscher, Fountain City, brother of
the bride, and John Rumpel , Milwaukee , nephew of the bridegroom.
A WEDDING dinnir for 40 at

Larson-Rollins
Vows Exehariged
At Mabel Church
MABEL, Minn —Candelabra and
bouquets of white and orchid gladioli were used as the background
for the marriage of Miss Sharon
Rollins , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Royal Rollins, Mabel, and Donayan Larson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Larson . Spring Grove ,
May 'II at Mabel Methodist
Chyrch.
The 'Rev. Roy Lockhart, per-,
formed the double-ring ceremony
at 8 p.m. in the presence oi 150
guests. ; ' ? ' ??
MRS. CURTIS Anderson , organist, p!ayed traditional music and
Caylord Naruh ,
accompanied
uncle of the bride, soloist.
The bride, gi-ven in marriage
by her father, wore a floor-length
gown of ChantiUy lace and tu|le
over taffeta fashioned with a
basque bodice, pearl embroidered
sabrina neckline and long sleeves.
Her veil was held by a crown
of seed pearls and she carried a
bouquet of white roses.
; - Mrs. Arlie?Blexrud, sister of the
bride, was matron? of honor and
MR. AND MRS. CLAVTON BURT , 4160^8th Stl, GoodMrs. Virgil Sherburne , cousin of
the bridegroom, was bridesmaid.
? view , announce the engaggement and corning marriage
Both wore street-length dresses of
of their daughter, Shirley Marie, to Pvt. Noel Ehlenfeldt , .
orchid chiffon over taffeta with
son of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Ehlenfeldt , -St. Charles , Minn.
matching head bands. Thej carThe wedding will take place July 14 at 2 p.m. :at the
ried bouquets ol white carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome R. Rumpel)
.
Church of Christ. ? ?
(Klng 'l SlittJIot
LYLE BJERKE/ cousin ot the
bridegroom , was best maj i and
Rodney Rollins, brother of . the Glasrud , Walter Kissinger, Rodney bel High School and the brideLa Crescent Golf
Rollins anti the Misses Inez Tre- groom , of Spring Valley H i g h
bride , was groomsman.
Assisting at the reception held angen, Janet Glasrud , Harriet School, They are at home in De\ Prizes Awarded
Ingvalson , Barbara corah? . Iowa; where the brideLA CRESCENT, Minn , (Special t in the church parlors were the Gjere, Holly
groom is employed by Brown
Eagles Auxiliary installed . offi- \i— Golf prizes were awarded to Mmes. Lyle •Narum , aunt of the Gaare and Shirley Bakke. v
cers in a ceremony Monday eve- iMrs. Robert Peddie orrJ, Mrs. Ed; bride, Oilman ':- . Ingvalson, Paul The bride is a graduate of Ma- Electric. '
ning at Eagles ' Hall. Mrs. J o h r ward Masewicz and Mrs. Delroy
Kozlowski presided.
! Czarnefzka '? ¦¦ following the recent
Installing officers were . Mrs. women's golf day at the Pine
\
Ambrose Madigan , president and Creek Golf, Course. Twenty-five
v • Now is the time , to think of Woolen materia! ; for Fall.
Wrsi August Prodzinski, conduc- women joined with the La CresMi . You will never buy finer VVoolens at these low, low prices. ? I
tor. Officers are Mrs. Bernard cent Ladi«s Golf Club for the play
1 Virgin,Blends,Washable,many Pre-shrunk and Moth proof
J
Smith, president; Mrs. Kozlowski , with one., tew member , Mrs, Cath§
54" to 60" wide fabrics,
past president; Mrs. Bradford erine Ro^dell,? present.
)
Johnson , vice president; ' Mrs. E!- P A two-ball ; foursome is planned
vira Doelle. chaplain ; Mrs, Her- by the cl lib for June W at, 4 p.m.
bert Nichols, secretary; M r s . Members are to arrange for their
Tracy • Searles, treasurer* Mrs. own partners. Mrs? Harry Davis is
Ttuth Hazelton , Inside guard , arid chairman, of the frize committee.
M
A wonderful opportu-nit/ for 4-H proj eefs
I
3rtrs.V He I e n Barum , ?outside
Following the play a potluck sup¦
I
m
' '¦?•• '
guard.
per will fee served. ". - .
Trustees are Mrs. D. L. Moore,
Mrs. Peter Giemza arid Mrs. Olga at Prairie Island June 18. Gars
Theis. Mrs. Guy Davison was ap- will leave the Eagles Club for
La Cross* J
j k Nftxt to the Holiday Inn
pointed conductor and Mrs; Clara Prairie Island at 2 and 5 pm. A
"Wessin was named auxiliary moth- potluck -dinner wil l be served at
C
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK
1
er of the year. Delegates to the 6 p.m.
¦
This beautiful New Store is operated by
\
state convention June 14-16 at De- The d3or prize went to Mrs. Altroit Lakes are Mrs. Johnson and len Foss. Hostesst'i, were Mrs.
m
Gene Erickson, formtrly of Winona.
/
Mrs. Wessin.
Theis , Mrs Katherine Lorenz and
The auxiliary will hold a picnic Mrs. Theresa Hohmeister.

Eagles Auxiliary
installs Officers
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the Fountain City Auditorium was
prepared by Mrs. Ray Ziegler and
y trs. Elmer Abts , and served by
tiie Misses Sharon Ziegler, Kay
Litscher , Alice Wolfe and Charlotte Hund.
A reception for 350 was held at
the auditorium from 2:30 to 5:30
p.m. The wedding cake was baked
by Mrs. Ray Ziegler and served by
Mrs. Wayne Lltscher , the bride's
godmother. Miss Alice Wolfe presided at the guest book , the Misses
Charlotte and Myra Hund and El- \
len Suhr opened gifts and Mrs.
Merlin Sutter and Mrs . Melvin
Lorch poured ,
Mrs. George Engel was in charge
of the reception assisted by the
Mmes. Galea Engel , George Haag.
Henry- Ernst Jr., Melvin ,-Zieglet
and Paul Harold. Waitresses were
the Misses Sharon Ziegler , Kay
Litscher , Peggy and Jeanne Wolfe ,
Marilyn Hund, Ruth Foegen, Mary
Ann Rumpel, Judy Wicka ahd Doris Schank.
The bride chose a pink sheath 1
dress with white accessories for
travel to M ilwaukee. She is a graduate of Cochrane-Fountaln City
High School. The bridegroom attended Arcfldia schools and farms
near Arcadia , where the couple
will make their home
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PRE-NUPTIAL SHOWER

(SpcciaU-A
ETTRICK , W i s
pre-nuptial shower honorong Miss
Carol Lindow and Gary Gunderson
was given nt St. Bridget' s Catholic Church iSund'iy afternoon.
Their marriage will take place
June 23 at St. Bridget's Catholic
Church ,
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SOTH ANNIVERSARY

GILMANTON , Wis. - Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Clark , Gilmanton ,
will celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary June 17 with open
house from 2 to 5 p.m. in the
Evangelical United B r e t h r e n
church dining room. No formal
cards hava been sent.

LOANS
up to

600

• 21 Months
to Repay

Over 25,000 loans mode
to tetWtled clients since lfl*

ED GRIESEL
LOAN CO.
170 E. 3rd St.

STMLINO SILVER JEWBHY-An exqu'ilttty
^rou|h»coll«tionol|«welry lorn«chwear ,uch
a tlny mumplecedoneinthe Hickoktredltioti,
Sdrllnilllvert.etecks and (.a tari i-i»rtr«tlwi
.nd^duel jeweler 's box.s.
J3.80*
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Designed especially for men'a tasltf, Hallmtrk
father's Day cards are sure to
you r
father-Jit-Jaw-ai
nhe
fworiic «J(iiIs in your life! Choose your greetings from the distinctive jjcv designs in our
comple'te collcctiaii "when you care enoutfh
to send tin very best."
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Choose a season 's supply of these wonderful lightweights for
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Forever Feminine

Saddle/ Bridie
Club fo Attend
Eau G(aire S
- how

AMP

MR.

MRS.

FRED

MARTENI, Alma, Wis.i Route
2, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Dorothy Ruth ,
to Leroy Gene Lewiston, Eau
Claire, Wis. Miss Marten is
employed as an instructor in
surgery at Luther Hospital
School of Nursing? Eau Claire,
and Mr. Lewiston is employed
by the department of Army- -A
June 30 Svedding is being planned.

¦

Alma Eastern ^
Star Initiates

ALMA , Wis. (Special) — Initiation was held Friday night , by
the Alma Order of Eastern Star.
Mrs. Vernal Hertzfeldt , worthy
matron , presided, ?
An invitation from Durand C?bapter OES to attend Friendship Night
and . a buffet suppervat 6:30 June
_8 was read by. Mrs. Louise VRadke, secretary. Mernbers wishing
to go are to contact Mrs. Howard
Achenbach , Cochrane, Mrs. Walter Haeussinger, Fountain City,
and Mrs- Hertzfeldt or Mrs. Andrew Jost , Alma,
Plans -were made to hold the
annual picnic July 35 at the Alma
Park. Members are to bring their
own dishes.
Mrs. George Ulrich? chairman
of the foundation committee, read
a letter irom the grand secretary
regarding the investigating of the
feasibility of a low cost housing
project for Eastern Star members.
Mrs. Ulrich. was instructed to
write to the committee in charge.
Following the social hour, lunch
was served with Mrs. Ray Winger
in charge of table decorations. The
chapter will recess for July ahd
August . A memorial ? service will
be
at the opening meeting
¦ ,Septheld
.v7? - '
BETHANV LADIES AID

BETHANY, Minn . - (Special) ~
The Bethany Moravian Ladies Aid
will meet at the home of Mrs.
?' : Edwin Howe, with Miss Ethel
Hardtke as. hostess Thursday at
1:30 p.m. AU women of the congregation are Invited.

Winona Saddle and ; Bridle Club
members who met ' Monday evening at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Paul Heise were invited by Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. L. Christensen to
make a trip to Eau Claire in the
Winona Management Co.-s portable bus-office.
They will attend the ? Eau
Claire Bit and Spur Club horse
show June 46 and promote attendance at the Tri-State .Winona Club
show to be held Sept. 15 and 16.
A buffett supper and dancing will
follow the Eau Claire? show.
Frank Mertes was named general chairman for the June 24
adult , trail ride and picnic to be
held in the ? Joseph Brendler pasture ? adjacent: to Wilson County
road 7 in Upper East Burns Valley;: Eiders will meet at 11 a.m.
at the:stables and ride to the area
where the picnic is scheduled
for 1 p.m. Riders, owning their own
Horses are requested to bring their
horses and ride with the group?
Mrs. Heise, membership . chairman , announced that memberships
are still coming ' in and urged
those interested in becoming members to pay dues before summer lessons begin and before the
next planned club event which will
be open to members only.
Mrs. James Jeresek, secretary,
was asked to secure a historian 's
scrapbook to record pictures and
clippings of club activities. .? ''
.

" ¦'
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Students Visit
City Council

Delegations may come and citizens' groups gor as any veteran
City Council member can attest,
and a certain sharpness of eye
developed among aldermen by
long fruitful experience will generally tell if visiting voters are
present to complain or to commend.- : 'r ' ¦:' ' •' :
Thus it was that the Council's
warmest words of welcome were
showered upon a nine-member

delegation of Jefferson High School
students with -worries, tax problems, salary discrepancies or government, saying V that most aind said he would set up plans
other vexing problems to lay be- people do not take enough inter- next school year for earlier studfore their representatives? .Accorh- est in it.
ies of city government so that
panied by their instructor , Ray Loucks responded for the group most of his classes : could attend.
Loucks, the ? ninth grade civics
students Were on a field trip in
connection with current studies
on city government;
Council President Harold BrieYour health is: Difficult to Regain, Easy fo Maintain
sath greeted the class: "AVe are
MASSAGE — INFRA-RED — ULTRA-VIOLET — STEAM
happy to .have you with us. If
you have any questions at any
¦
time, feel free to ask thern.' His
Call ^Remp^ Shealy
salutation was followed by a
round of smiling applause , and
8-1521 Appointment
Mayor R. K. Ellings commended
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
the students for their interest in

Y MCA HEALTH SERVICE

^F^Tj^ST CRAD!

¦ -^ n»
iri*«x"t **%-w » . *

Woult. you rather hear what I did lo
our checking account or OUT car?

N the Homes Needed
At St. Charles for
Foreign Students Unit

NO- «»*

"THE SIDEWINDER "
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Ebony black. 9 inch ComEST. CHARLES , Minn.-H 1 gh
:
toflex sole. Tapered Westschool students from 20 different
countries will be staying in St.
ern rubber heel B D to 12.
Charles . June ?29 to July l.
They are American Field ServKi
CQ QO
ice exchange students who ? have
<p?i«70
,
IP
lived with American families m
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Mon- l||
tana and Wyoming this year.
W%
They are towing part of the
United States to complete their
k|
year in America. Nine additional
homes are needed.

'¦ ' '
¦
¦

Minnesota City
Society Plans Supper

^MINNESOTA CITY? Minn. - A
dime-a-serving supper sponsored
Five: Get A ttendance
by. the Rosary Society of St. Paul' s
Catholic Church , Minnesota City,
Awards at Minneiska
will be given Sunday frphn 4:30 to
: MINNEISKA , Minn.—Fi\e pupils
7 p.m. in the parish hall?
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD
Mrs. Fay Hall , president? ap- W. SUPER , ipswicli, ?Mass?i r e c e i v e d perfect attendance
awards May-31 at District School
pointed the following to coordinate
announce the engagement of 2?.08. Mrs. George ?Wise is their
plans: Mrs. Leo Jilk , ¦Mrs. John
Kaslo, Mrs. Edward? Yarolimek their daughter/ Carol Ann , to teacher.
They are; . Jane ? Drenckhahn,
v Raymond M. Hennessy, Lewand M M . Robert Kronebusch.
St. Teresa Circle? Stockton , iston , Minn . Miss Super at- Kathy Peshon ,? Charles Drenckheaded by Mrs . Harold Meyer, tended Gloucester Hi ^h School hahn , Anne Peshon, and Thomas
Peshon. Jane Drenckhahn , daughwill serve a breakfast to the first
and later Dale Academy, Bos- ter of Adolph Drenckhahn, has recommunicants and graduates of
ton. She is employed at Syl- ceived this award for eight years,
St. Paul's parish Sunday June 24.
vania , Mass? Mr. Hennessy, the
"':- '
•'- .? : •. I
son of Mr. and Mrs. yernon
WISCONSIN GRADUATION
Hennessy, attended Lewiston
¦'
Mr. .• and '-Mrs. Charles Burgdorf , High . School? He is. in ' . the '
463 Mankato . Ave., accompanied
Navy attached to the carrier
their son-in-law arid daughter , Mr. U^S.S. Independence. ' A . fall V
and Mrs. Arnold Halrnrast, La
wedding is planned.
Crosse, to Madison , Wis., Monday
where they attended the gradua- r ' ::. 'V ' - . : A ?: ' ;?v " ' . A :.. : . y 4 :
tion of? their grandson , D a v i d
Halmrast, from the University of itA CRESCENT GIRL WINS
Wisconsin:
7 LA CRESCENT , J3inn.—Bonnie
House guests of Mr. and Mrs. "Voshart has been n&tified by C
Burgdorf are Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Edwards , La Crosse superinSchildknecht, Estherville, Iowa, tendent of schools, that she is the
brother and sister-in-law of Mrs. recipient oH a $400 Adolf Gunder- t
TAILOR — Ovist SIEIRICHT't
sen Medical Secretary award s
Burgdorf.
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Arenz is featuring a wide variety
and slipons that
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QUALITY CHEVROLET CELEBRATES WITH GIFTS AND SPECIAL PRICES
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I \-—~ ~T~~[ EVERY ONE OF THESE USED CARS AND TRUCKS ARE / ^^t ^^-iTl ^l
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-59 PLYMO UTH, 4-dr„ 6,
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'37 CHEVROLET, 2 Ton, C « C.
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Just Come In snd Register

INTERNATIONAL, c.r^aii.

'57 CHEVROLET, Station Wagon , 8 ,
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finish, red and whit, interior o f

PONTIAC, 2-dr. Hardtop,
POWWC M. Hardtop.
BUICK, 4.dr., Stral«ht Stick.
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Ton PI,L..__
Pickup.
STUDEBAKM,
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whil. sidewalls , sea mist gr.en,
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BUSINESS MIRROR

SAO Entlj
5-Day Truce
In Algeria

WHERE YOUR oTAX fylONEY GOES

is ^

Khrushchev Uses
Infldtion Bugaboo

Hearing Slated
Oh Dissolution
"WABASHA, Minn.-The Wabasha
County Association for Retarded
Children will have a potluck pic- In Norton Iown
nic Sunday at Wabash a Beach
Wabasha Go; Unit
Of Retarded Group
To> Picnic Sunday

Park; before its 12:30 meeting.
Bobert W. Passe, association
president/ Will report on -the annual convention , of the Minnesota
Association for Retarded Children
which he will attend June .8 at
Augsburg - College, Minneapolis. All
members are encouraged to attend
this conference on "Planning for
the Future of the Retarded.'v .

A hearing on prosposed dissolution of Common School District
2562, Norton Township, will be
held by the Winona Cwnty Board
of Commissioners at 1 p.m. July
9, the board decided Monday afternoon.
The board received a report .from
Ha rold Hostettler , clerk of the district known as Bear Creek or Lemmer School Svhich is between Altura and Rollingstone; District rev
sidents voted 11-0 April 30 to dissolve the district July -1.
In an advisory ballot, voters also indicated a desire to split the
destrict three ways among Lewiston Indep-endent District 857, ALtura Independent . District . 856 and
Rollingstone Common School District 2566 (closed) .
Since the Altura district will b«
merged with the Lewiston district
July lv the proposal now resolvei
into a two-way split between Roll:
ingstoric. and Lewiston.: Pupils going to B-ollingstone -would attend
Holy Trinity School , a parochial
school?
Bear Creek District has an assessed valuation of $51,290. Under
the proposed split ,? 79.3 percent
would go to Rollingstone and the
remaining .20.7 percent to Lev/is ,
-?ton ;

Westerners also think that ' the
Soviet premier has withheld funds
NEW YORK (AP) -ANikita needed to spur Russian agriculKhrushchev borrows from capi- tural production because he was
talism's classic definition of in- putting the lion's share oE availaflation to explain to. the Russian ble rubles , into ' armaments and
Editor 's Note: , This is the
people ? what's happening to their the space, race. . •?•
time of the y ear vihen people
cost ?of eating: . ? .
But Khruihchsv 's e'xeus* for inare payin g their property
Too ¦ ¦ many rubles chasing too creasing the price of hutter to
taxes. The fi rst - half of these
few pounds of butter arid meat . around $2 a pound is but another
taxes had to be paid by May
This is what happened to the instance of cummuiiism's . having
':¦ ' Sls ty : ¦¦ ¦: '¦; '.
.
cost of living in the United States to fall back on capitalism—both
It would seem, timely, then,
in the first postwar years: Too for explanations and practices—
' ' : -' " to tell ihe newspaper readers
many dollars chasing v.too few when communism just doesn't
,
about
where
theirlax
a little
goods;
. '.
Work . . ' -.' •?• ' .
Py . - money is going.
-. Today the inflation . problems of The. status of inflation in today 's
•
Albert Marshall , retired
the United States and the Soviet American economy is a bit on the
editor and p ublisher of the
Union aren 't comparable. Here confused side, too .
.?. Red \Vitig Republican Eag le,
there are plenty of goods despite Each time the cost of living inhas theref ore prepared .ilm
the much greater rise, in wages dex rises we are assured that
series of two articles coverNEW ORLEANS, La. (AP )—
The broadcast said first contacts and other income here than there. there hasn 't been , any pronounced Samuel I. Newhouse has added
ing the eight cities of Southgain
Any
inflationary
threat
here
lies
in
two
or
years
three
— it
with the nationalists . liad been
ern Minnesota over ) 0,OO0
Niew. Orleans' only two daily news: population: An effort has
"satisfactory "' but agreement had in cost-push, on prices and the costs more to 'live', - but . not 'much papers " to his mushrooming pubP
deficit'
Treasury;
s
influence
on
the
more.
not been reached because of "Mabeen made to make a comlishing empire. He paid more than
neuvers" of the French authori- money supply and credit.
partsdrr of the costs of Operapopular explanation for last $37 million , believed to be a recOn*
ties. :.
ting services in these eight
Khrushchev explained that he week's
market break also ord amount for a newspaper propThe ?U.S. ? State Department de- had . raised wages and pensions? r-o is that stock:
cities.
' ¦' ¦ ?
inflation
no longer <i ert y. "? . -"¦
no-unced the secret army ' s threat much that the Russian people Way of life in theis United
S o u r c e information inStates ; VNewhouse purchased control of
to resume its campaign of "wan- have too many rubles to buy the —meaning, stock prices , like othcludes most recent figures on
tori murder " apd again expressed available butter and meat, So he er prices, can't go on rising for the. jointly owned newspapers
current tax levies , property
Monday by receiving offers to
valuations.- and rates obtainfull support for President Charles is boosting prices to discourage ever. ' ¦¦ '
de Gaulie 's efforts to bring peace buying and to give farmers more But along with this explanation sell 248,925 oi the 280, (100 outstanded from the state, tax depart^
ment , and the reports pubto? Algeria.
incentive to produce.
comes a great deal of talk about ing shares in the Times-Picayune
lished by the sta te public , exSuch wanton murder has no Wes era economists doubt . if the need to halt the continuing Publishing Co.
ainiiier. The year 1959 is the
excuse, no justification , and can this is the explanation. They think wage-price spiral that caused so "These newspapers have a
V most recent full year of vitionly lead to a sadder future ," said the ¦ '..'real , problem -is that commii- much trouble in the past , lest in proud history."' Newhouse said in
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ALGIERS 'AP)—The European
Secret Army Organization signaled the end of its five-day truce
in strife-torn Algeria today -with
threats¦ ¦ ¦of a riew terrorist rampage, ' ' : In a pirate broadcast ,. secret
army leaders announced they
were sending; their killer commandos back into action in Algiers.
In what appeared to be a lastditch bid to win concessions from
the Moslem nationalists , the
broadcast said the secret army
will still press for contact with Algeria 's future : rulers in hope of
getting what it wants in the way
of special treatment for Algeria 's
European: minority after the territory becomes independent.
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j Without Discomfort..

Summer Recreation
Begins at La Crescent

There arc over 200 ways of changing the . human spine.
This modern method la extremely detailed and thorough.

Come in and seei why 3,000 UNUSUAL Chiropractors have
found this method to be the most effective,
'

Dr. C. H. Drier

___________ _____

j
, } $t laf sytH * St.

CHIR OPRACTOR
Phana 3117
„

_

Winona, Minn, j
'

LA CIIESCKNT, Minn, (Special )
— The six week La Crescent summer recreation program begins
June ll on the public school playground.
II is open to youngsters ft nnd
aider nnd will lie held ' Monday
through Friday morninKS.
Ken Nyberg will direct softball .
volleyball , tennis , arta and craft s
proj ects.
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WINONA FUEL OIL DEALERS
™i '

Serving the Hearing Needs of Winona W/th 93 FuH-Time Employees
'
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Tri e Doily Record
At Winona
General Hospital
Medical tnd surgical
vlslllnt, Hours:
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8l3" p.m. <no
children under 1£).
Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and I lo
1-30 p.m. (adults only).

MONDAY
Admissions

Wi" Beck, Winona
Mrs. Herbert
¦¦
Rt. 1. . . .
Mrs. Elrner Rupp, ; 278*^ Lafayette St. . . .
Mrs. Helen Janikowski
¦ ¦ , 652Vi E.
3rd St. . ¦ : ¦ ' • — . . . .
Miss Henrietta Schultz, Winona
'' :¦ - A . : • - .
Rt. 19. A
John R. Schmoker, 4618 6th St.,
Goodview.
Frank Kouba, 849 E. ?Mark St.
Mrs , H? M. Gjerdrum , 1710 Gilmore Ave.
Mrs. George T. . Ruder., 1073 W.
Mark St. ?
Mrs. E. E. Christensen , Pleasant Valley. ; ' . • . '. '
Joseph Z. Bambenek, 556 Lake
Bivd. .
Mrs. William : C. Wernz, 326 W.
Wabasha St.
John M. Briesath , 565 E, Mark
.SI: A A ? A .?- .;.,,'
Harold 0. Anderson , J 327 Lakeview Dr. ?;
Mrs. Jftteeph H. Eischeri , 1725
Gilmore Avev.
Herbert W. Johnson Jr., 224 E.
Sanborn St.
? Births v

Mr. and Mrs; Donald A. Putz ,
Arcadia. Wis., a son.
Discharges

Mrs. Bernard Hoefer , 1014 E:
Wabasha St.
Mrs. Dale Carpenter and baby,
1918% W..Wabasha: St, ?
Mrs. Kennet h Gensmer , Altura,
Minn. '
Mrs. James F. .O'Reilly and
baby, 468 Junictidn St. ?
Miss Ella Johannis, 460 E* Wabasha. St
Mrs. Vernon Olson ,- Minnesota
City. -,
Mrs/ Herbert W. Beck , Winona
;
Rt. 1.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

v None:

A

? .? WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow ¦':— ' : 81,000 cubic feet per
second at 8 ?a;m. today.
¦ ¦.
Monday ¦' .' '
10;30 p.m. . —? Stephen Foster,
four barges, upstream.
11:30 p.m. — Walter G. Houg1and, three barges, downstream.
Today ?' :? ' ¦
10:45 a.m. — . Jefferson, eight
barges , upstream.

WEATH ER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

' .- ¦3Iigh-.-Low . Pr.
Albany, cloudy ...... 80. 63 . ..
?AIbuquerque , clear ... 86 53
Atlanta , cloudy ,.;... 86 66 .30
Bismarck , clear , ..?. 66 47
Boise, cloudy ...... . . 6 0 42 ..'
Boston , cloudy ...... .72 61; ;
Chicago, clear ;..... 81 66 .01
Cleveland , rain V. A . ? 80 64 .i2
Denver, clear . .?..?;.. ?' . 85¦ 46
Des Moines, cloudy . 7 4 63 ..
Detroit , rain ..?... .. 75 63 V01
Fairbanks , cloudy ?.. 58 39 -04
Fort Worth , cloudy .. 87 68 -01
Helena? cloudy . . . . . : . -56 34 ..
Honolulu , clear . .. .- 84 75 . ..
Kansas City, cloudy . 8 2 68 ..
Los Angeles , cloudy . 68 56
Memphis, clear .,. .- .. 77 67 ..
85 77
Miami , clear ,
Milwaukee, cloudy ... 77 50 .28
Mpls.,St.Paul , rain ... 63 60 03
New Orleans, clear .. 85 68 04
New York , rain .... .. 78 64 T
74 59 .01
Omaha , cloudy ...
Philadelphia ? rain ... 80 64 T
Phoenix , clear . . . . . . 97 62 ..
Portland , ;Me., cloudy 77 58 ..
Portland .Ore? , cloud y ' 5!) 50
Rapid City, clear ... 80 41 .24
St. Louis, clear . . . . . . 81 63
Salt Lak e City, cloudy 62 47 .09
San Francisco, clear . 61 50
Washington , cloudy .. 71 66 ..
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stag* 74-hr.
Stag* Today Chg.
Bed Wing
1C 10,4
— .3
Lake City
13.1
— .4
Wabash a ...... 12 11.0
— .2
Dam 4 . T.W, ... ..
i>,7
— .3
Ji .l
Dam 5.- T.W
— A
il .ti
— .3
Dam 5-A , T.W. . . .
Winona
13 IOC
— ,3
ii'.l
— .2
Dam 6, Pool
Dam 6, T.W
!I3
— .3
Dakota
9.«
— .1
Dam 7, Pool ... ..
fl.7
— .2
Darn 7. T.W.
1.2
— .2
— .1
La Crosse .. . . . . 12 10.5
Tributary Stream*
Chippewa at Durand . 4.1
-|- .3
Zumbro at Theilmnn 2(1.7
— .1
-j- .!)
Trempealea u at Dodge ).()
Black at Galesville ... 3.0
-|- .1
l.a Crosse at W. Salem 1.8
.. -.
Root at Houston
fi.fl
-|- .1
RIVER FORECAST
( From Hastings to Guttenberg )

The following river stages arc
indicated at WINONA for the . next
Ihree days : 30.2 Wednesday. 1J.8
Thursday and 9.3 Friday.
¦
Merchants ships were forbidden
lo call at the island of St. Helena while Napoleon Bonaparte
wns exiled there from 1815 to 1821.

Two-State Deaths

>Vinona Funerals
Conr«d Heinti Sr,

A graveside service for Conrad
Heintz Sr.? 84, former Winonn
merchant, was held Saturday afternoon in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Mr. Heintz Sr. died May 31 in
Minneapolis where he had lived
25 years. He was born in Winona,
in 1878, son of Mr. and; Mrs. Christ
Heintz. Mr. Heintz Sr. operated
the Heintz clothing store where
Cortland Je-welry store "'now is lo-'
cated. He was a hunter and fisherman ' and played indoor baseball
with the R«d Men team in 1907;
His wife, Clara, has died. '
Surviving are: .One son, Conrad
Jr., Minneapolis , and one brother, Ben, Minneapolis.

Joseph T. Kramer

A service fior Joseph T. Kramer , 523 E. King? St., will be Wednesday at 9 a.m. at Watkowski
Funeral Home and ,9:30 at St.
Stanislaus Catholic Church. The
Rt. Rev. Msgr, N. £\ Grulkowski ? will officiate; Burial will be
in Sacred Heart Cemetery, Pine
Creek , Wis .
The Rosary ' will be said at? 8:30
p.m. today. Friends may call after 2 o'clock this afternoon.

Mrs. C-Milia Bernacki

A service for Mrs. Cecilia Bernacki, 922 E. Sanborn St;, was
held this morning at St. Stanislaus Catholic Church . High Mass
was conducted by. the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. N,v P.; Grulkowski assisted
by the Rev. Robert Kulas as deacon and the Rev. Jerome Verdick
as: sub-deacon. Burial was in St.
Mary's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Clarence MalIsiewski, Vincent Rornpia , Joseph
Dettle, Dominic Cierzan , Edward
MIynczak and Ben Blaskowski.

WINONA

Francis C. Jacques , 1218 W. 4th
St., pleaded guilty to a charge of
speeding 38 miles an hour in a
30-zone. Arrested by police at 3:18
p.m. Monday at 5th and Uee
streets, he was sentenced , to pay
a $25 fine or serve eight days in
city jai l. He. paid the fine.
Forfeits were:
Michael J. Kelly, 22, Minnesota
City? $25 oa a charge of speeding
43 miles an hour in a 30-zone. He
was arrested by police at 6:30
a.m. Sunday at Broadway and Lee
:¦
street?:
• .William ?E..Grindlan d, Rushford.
Minn.? $25 on a Charge of speeding 40 miles an hour in a 30-zone.
He was arrested by police at 12:35
Broadway and
a.m. Monday at ¦ ¦¦
Carimona street , ' . .' - .-¦¦'
Blaise J. Rothering, Stockton ,
Minn., $25 on a charge of speeding 40 miles
an hour in a 30-zone.
He was ; arrested by police at 2:05
a.m. Sunday at Broadway and
Harriet Street.
Richard 'M.? Lipinski , Fountain
City , Wis., $15 on a charge of driving in the wrong lane of traffic .
He was arrested by police at. 1;16
a.m. Sunday on 4th Street between
Main and Winona streets. .?
George J. Shafer , Williams Ho.tel? '$15 on a charge of driving
with no valid license. He was arrested by police at 4 a.m. Sunday at 4th and Kansas streets.
Philip A. Uhl, Galesville, Wis..
$10 on a charge of driving " through
a flashing red light. He was arrested by police at 3:13 a.m. Sunday at 5th and Main streets.
Patrick E. Mottram , 21, 217W E.
Srd St.. $10 on a charge of operating a car with more than three
in the . front seat, He was arrested by police at 1:07 a.m? today
at Broadway and Johnson Street.
Richard A. Welch , 18. 254 E. 4th
St., $10 on a charge of driving
through a flashing red-light,-He
was arrested by police at 1:25
a.m. Sunday at Sth and Main
streets.
Clifford J. Tenberg, St. Charles,
Minn., $5 on a charge of'ha , ing
his license plates improperly attached (loosely wired and displaying half of a 1961 plate underneath) . He was arrested by police
at 12-.-45 a.m. Sunday at 5th and
Main streets.
. Charles Nogosek , 78 E. 2nd St..
$5 on a parking meter violati on.
He was arrested ' by police on a
warrant at 5:15 p.m. Monday at
police headquarters.
Edwin Belter , Lewiston , Minn.,
$5 on a parking on
meter violation.
He .wa-^ arrested
a warrant at
5 p.m. Monday at his residence .
MRS. WANES DI ES

Mrs? Joseph Rivers , 60 W. Wabasha St., attended a service Friday in Milwaukee for her sister ,
Miss Anna Hanes , 04 , Miss Hunc s
was ai retired teacher having instructed in the Milwaukee schools
many, years. She frequently visited W inonn.

CAR RECOVERED

Police have recovered a l'.)52
model car reported stolen May
26. Mark Cisewski , 858 E. 4l|i
St., told police thnt somepne had
taken his car -while he had it
parked that evening on West
Broadway. No charges have been
made.

I h*v« been in the tho* repair bu.inosi
lor 42 yean end would like to have e
good year In 1*742. So won't you bring in
your thoei for top qualify repeln? When
you need a pair of shoei tee us . . . our
low overhead and emaller operating <oeft
let us tell quality short for much lettl

Modern Shoe Hepnirin e — Men 's
nnd Boys' Shoes. Leather LUR fiase , Purses, Billfolds and Pet

Jacob L. Larson
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Julia Bauer

DURAND , Wis. — A service for
Mrs. Julia Bauer, Lima , will be
held Wednesday at 10 a.m; at Holy
Rosary Church, ; Lima. The Rev.
Charles Wolf will officiate. The
Rosary will be said at 8 o'clock
tonight at Rhiel Funeral Home.
Pallbearers are six grandsons:
Bennie,. Jerome, Harold, Dennis
and ? Duane Bauer a n d Gerald
Weissinger.
Mrs: Bauer was born June 14,
1882, in the Town of Linia , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Heitz.
She lived in the Lima community all her life and died at St.
Benedict' s Hospital Sunday. She
was married to Charles B. Bauer
in 1902. Her husband died July
24, 1944.
Surviving are-. Four sons , Albert , Leo, Paul and Alfred , all of
:
Lima;. one . daughter , Mrs. Fred
")
vClara Weissinger, Lima: one sister,? Mrs. Mary J. Bauer , Durand; one brother , Matt Heitz , Durand ; 21 grandchildren , and -24
great-grandchildren . Her parents
and four children have died.

As Regular
as your mailman!

.Caledonia Community Hospital.
She was born here Nov. 7, 1880,
daughter of : Mr. and Mrs . Jacob
Bouquet. She lived here her entire life and -was'- ' a" charter member .of Caledonia Court No. 555,
Catholic Daughters of America;
Miss Bouquet also was organist at
St. Peter 's Catholic Church many
years and the last member of the
Bouqyet family .
Surviving are 12 nieces and
nephews. Two brothers and five
sisters ' have died ? .
A service will be Wednesday at
9 a.m. : at Steffen . Funeral Home,
'Caledonia , . 'a nd' 9:30 at St. Peter's
Catholic Church. The : ?Rt. Rev.
Msgr? Alfred Frisch will officiate.
Burial will be in Calvary ¦ Cemetery. Friends may call after 2
p.m. today at the funeral home.
Tlie . Rosary will be said at 8.
Emil Stenema n
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special )-Emii
Steneman , 71, former Arcadian
contractor , died Monday morning
at Baldwin , Wis., where he had
lived a few years.
He was born in Town of Cross
July, 1890, son of Mr . and Mrs.
John Steaen_an. .Hc-madTied.£lla
Hcrtzfeldt at Arcadia.
Surviving are : His wife , in Baldwin; two sons, Walter , Baldwin ,
and Roland , Roberts , Wis.; one
daughter , Marge, Baldwin , and
eight grandchildren.
A service will be held Thursday
nt 2 p.m. at Baldwin. Burial will
be there also.
John Van Sande

PRESTON , Minn. (Special) John Van Sande , 79, York Township, died Monday evening at Lili
I'iord Rest Home, Lanesboro. He
.'tad been ill a lew years and a
patient one week.
Mr. Van Sande was born Oct.
30, 1882, at Grccnleafion. He farmed In Spring Valley, Wykoff and
Grecnleu/lor*. .ind married Dora
Prinsen March 21 , 1017 , at Greenloafton.
- /V
Surviving are: His v ife ; three
son s, Orville , Wykoff , and Harold
and Merlin , at home; one daughter , Mildred , nt home ; one grandsort; two brothers , Henry, Preston ,
and E. J., FirHi , Neb ., and five
sisters, -Mrs. John Scheevel , Mrs.
Ben Prj nsen* and Mrs. Garret Testroepc, Preston; Mrs. Wilbur
Hcusinkveld . Spring Valley, and
Mrs, Lloyd Sikkink , Harmony . His
parents and two sisters have died.
A service will be Thursday at
2 p.m. al GreenlCiiUon Reformed
Church , the Rev. B. T. Vander
Woudc officiating , Burial will be
in the church cemetery . Friends
may call at Thatiwnld Funeral
Home all day Wednesday and
Thursday until 11 n.m. They may
call at the church afterN 12-30 p.m.
Thursday.

Two-State Funerals
Robert Jamet Deming
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A transparent membrane p r o P*rk Free In Front lor 1 Hour
THKii |iif;^mA '1 tects Hying birds'
oy<*s from dust ,
twigs and olhcr hazards.

""
""
Rockies will be. warmer. Showers may fall over
the northern Mississippi valley, the central
Plains, the Great Lakes area and the Tennessee valley. (AP F'hotofax Map)

¦

WEATHER FORECAST v . . I t will be cooler tonight in the Plains states, the eastern Plateau region; and the Pacific northwest while the
Ohio and Tennessee valleys and the northern

Conrad Pauses
At Shannon,Then
Off for France*

SHANNON , Ireland Wi V— . Max
Conrad, 59-year-old flying grandfather , arrived at Shannon Airport
today in a sing|e-engined plane
after flying the Atlantic ? direct
frorn Old ? town , Maine , in ? 18
hoars.
. Obviously weary, . he had breakfast of bacon and eggs and then
set our on the last 1,000 miles of
his jo urney to Cannes? France.
The Winona , Minn., flier said he
ran into ice arid snow over the
Newfoundland coast and had to
to
drop ? from ' 9,000 . f e e I
5,000. From there on , he said ,
It -ivas blue skies all the wav . He
hopes to fly back to the United
States Wednesday by jet after delivering the Pi per to a .? French
buyer.- .'
V? '??:

Alderman
Proposes
Miss Cecelia Bouquet
)CALEDONIA ,. Mirth. (Special
Miss Cecelia Bouquet , 81, Caledo- Polio Clinic
nia , died Monday at 5 a.m. at

KELLOGG , Minn. —A service for
Robert James Doming, 4, Kellogg,
will be held nt 9:30 a.m. Wednesday at St. Agnes Catholic Cliurch ,
Kellogg.
_ ne2 W^mmmm
'AUS
111. Itev. Msgr. B. A. KrammwSrT '- ' t- ™' ' - 'M . - . er The
will
officiate . Burial will be in
tWr&M J m w_t : i St, Agnes Cemetery.
'
¦
yrr
_
^'v
*ZiS*
Friends may call this evening
and , Wednesday 8 to 9 a.m, * at
Buckman-Schierts Funernl Home,
Wabasha.
¦

Gus the Shoe Man gJ
' ^Kb^
t^d
Phone
215. 0, 3rd

and
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LANESBORO; Minn . <Special)—
Jacob L? Larson, 96, a farmer near
Whalan , in Preble Township, 80
years, died .Monday morning at
Johnson Hospital. He'had been in
failing health several months and
a patient six weeks.
. Mr. Larson was born in Stavenger, Norway, Feb. 15, 1866, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lars Larson
Vaula. He came to America in
1882, when he was 16 and settled
in Preble Township. He married
Mina Larson at Mabel Sept. 3,
1894. She died in 3945.
Surviving are: Five sons , Joseph, Fargo, N.D.; Melvin, North
Hollywood, Calif.; Cyrus, : Hushford , and Leonard and Jaymauer .
Whalan ; two daughters, Mrs. Alvin (Stella) Bremseth, Lane-boro ,
and Mrs. Engmar (Clara ) Bremseth, Rushford : 28 grandchildren ,
ahd 55 great-grandchildren . One
daughter has died.
A service will be Wednesday at
2 p.nri. at Highland Lutheran
Church. A family service will be
at 1 p.m. at Johnson , Funeral
Home, Lanesboro. The Rev. Jacob
Enderson , Whalaii and Highland
Lutheran churches, will officiate,
Burial will be in the church cemetery. Friends may call at t*iie funeral home tonight
from 7 to 9
¦¦
o'clock.
;'. •?? '

Municipal Court

GUS the Shoe Man
SAYS—

As Familiar

TUESDAY
JUNE S, 1962

Public health - considerations
were discussed by the ? Council
Monday night? Mrs? Mary Masyga offered , the suggestion that
the Council pass a resolution fay-;
oring:-' ah :?- or 'al polio vaccination
clinic for the city.
Members of the county medical society, through their president , Dr. Warren Haesly, have
indicated their willingness to
supervise the medical aspects of
such a program , either on county
or city level, The doctors said if
public demand warrants such a
clinic, they will be happy to cooperate.
Aid, Lloyd Deilke said the matter should be held in abeyance
for the time being and that further consultation should be made
with Dr. Haesly, who also is city
health officer.
Aid. Dan Bambenek commended
the health officer for his report
to the Counci' on the citywide
Cleanup Week May 14-19. Another
item, Bambenek, which deserves
attention is the problem of littering.
A considerable amount of trash
•k.constantlx being . scattered along
boulevards, Bambenek said , and
in the vicinity of streetside refreshment stands . Questioned by
Council President Harold Briesath whether adequate contain,
ers were furnished by operators ,
Bambenek said it was not the
fault of the stand operators but
the public at large because the
rubbish was scattered far and
. '
wide. '
"We'll just have to try to educate the people a little better ,"
Bambenek said.
Mrs. Mary Masyga said warm
weather had brought a number
of complaints about garbage
pickup service. The Council should
insist on fulfillment of the terms
of- the contract calling for three
/pickups weekly in summer
months, she said.
Complaints should be made to
the , city health department , Aid.
Henry Parks , said or to James
R. Keller whose firm holds the
contract for garbage disposal .
Mrs. Masyga said the calls seemed to improve things only temporarily before "going back to
the same old sluffing off ."

Legal Separation
Trial Under Way

[ > ' • ..
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Three in Famil y
Graduate in Week
ALMA , Wis. ? (Special)—Last
week three members of the
Ralph Miller family, Houston ,
Tex?, were graduated.
Mrs, Miller,? the former Irene
Laufenburger of Alma, was
. .. graduated Saturday from the
University of Houston , •ma'jbr. ing in history arid English.
Friday her daughter was graduated from George Peabody
College, Nashville , majoring in
English , and the same day her
son, Kenneth ,? was . graduated
from . Jesse Jones High School ,
- Houston.
Mrs. Miller and her daughter ^ Marion , will arrive here
Thursday for the 25th anniversary reunion of. her Alma High
School class. They will also
visit her parents , Mr. arid Mrs.
Ha rry Laufenburger; ' . ' - . Buffalo
City, and the Ray Salisbury
.
home, v
-

II Petition lor
Curb and Gutter
On West Fifth
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Error in Time
Of Charge So
Case Dismissed

The time factor in a charge
against a Goodview youth led to
a dismissal of his case during a
trial today in municipal court.
David C, Frank , ?20 , 4430-7th
St., had been charged with driving too fast for conditions after
he had been involved in an accident with another car riear
Erickson Oil Products , 217 Johnson St., at 7:56 a.m. April 27. .'- , .'
HE PLEADED not guilty when
tic appeared in municipal court
April 30. •
Led Murphy Jr., who represented Frank , asked for a dismissal
after completion of the state 's
testimony, on the grounds that
all testimony offered by the
state had hot coincided with the
actual time of the incident.
The date used by the stale was
?
"on or about April 24."
George -M. Robertson . Jr? ,? city
attorney, admitted the error was
his, not that of the witnesses. He
argued Murphy 's point was a
technical one — one which could
easjly? be corrected by. recalling
the witnesses.

A petition by 11 property own- :
ers for curb and gutter ¦(riot side- - JUDGE S. D. J. Bruski ruled
walk) from Orrin Street along : however, that this was a criminal
West 5th Street lo the city limits ; rather than a civil case.: He did
was read at the City?Council meet- j not allow further testimony. The
ing Monday night? The area in- case was dismissed.
?
volved is eight blocks in length.
Those testifying were:
.This is the latest in a series of
James J. Pampuch, 19? 1650 W
efforts , so far unsuccessful, to in- 5th St., driver of the car whict
stall -improvements on West 5th ?F"rank Is alleged to have strucl
Street . Resident property owners the morning of April 27?
have objected previously to being
Joseph Tfister, 18i 323 W
assessed for the improvement, Broadway, attendant at Erick
maintaining the city should pay son 's who was on duty at the timi
for it from general funds. The city of the accident arid .. observed .' it:
.
has held that since; the; street is a Willis H. ?.Wogati, patrplmar
.
county highway,? the county ought with Winona police department
to foot the bill; It has voted to in- who investigated the accident.
stall curb , gutter and sidewalk.
Admitted objective of the -peti- .j
tioners is to get a movement j
started which . will eventually ¦ '
bring the project to the action '
stage.
Also received by the Council !
were specifications for the annuai j
contract for sidewalk , curb and '
A low bid of $11.48 a ton from
gutter. A hearing and bid openWestern Coal & Supply Co., Win
ing will be held July 2.
275 tons of Franklin
A delegation of properly owners ona , for
"
was present to discuss curb pro- County coal was accepted by the
posals for Hilke 's Addition. The Winona County Boa.d of Comspokesman , R. M- Dwy 'er, 338 Kim missioners thi.s morning.
The other bidder was North
St., said the group wanted more
Minne
information .on the. . matter. ..Re- Wcstern-Hanna Fuel Co.,
-$J 1.55 -for
corder Roy Wildgrube advised the apolis Avhose bid wa3
" Sahara ' coal.
delegation that their opinions Zeigler , Orient or?
The
coal
is
for
the
1962-63 heatwould receive full consideration
ing season and will be used by
July 2:
the courthouse and jail? ,
Approved was a homestead application from Pearl R. Ehlenfeldt , Altura , Minn., with assessed valuation reduced from $140
to $90.
Presiding was hoa rd chairman
MABEL, Minn. — Fillmore and Paul Baer, Fremont , 4th District.
Houston County DFL organizations will hold a joint meeting
June 13 at 8 p.m. at the American
Legion Hall here.
David Graven , 1st District congressional candidate , will speak.
Liberal candidates for state Legislature are expected to be present.
¦

County Board
Purchases Coal

and your Winona
Regularity and ramilianty biecd habit
Daily and Sunday JVevvs has created a habit in your home not
easily "broken by change You look for your paper on the
front step or in your mailbox 311st as sure as you await the
coming of day
A nice , comfortable feeling to have that
regular caller at your door Monday through Friday and on
Sunday too ! The Sunday News is a valuable paper because
it brings you up to the ' minute news, phis features which make
•¦: it an interesting and readable newspaper for the whole family. ?
If you have a friend who?has moved to another city, a fine
gift to keep alive your friendship for yours , is a gift ;of the
Winona Daily and Sunday News; Call the Subscription Depart- .
ment and arrange to have it sent.
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Houston , Fillmore
DFL Sets Meeting

3 Admit thefts
At St. Charles

Pepin Beach Open

PEPIN", Wis. — Beach supervision at Pepin swimming areiis
began Monday. A lifeguard will
be on duty 0 n.m. until noon and
from l until 4:30 p.m. Mondays
through Saturdays. Sundays Die
beach will be guarded 1 to 4:3(1
p.m. No children under 7 will he
allowed on the beach unless accompanied by an adult. Robert
Poltcr is beach supervisor and
instructor .

WINONA SundayNEWS

The three men held by Rice
County authorities at Faribault
on a series of burRlar y charges
admitted Monday that they had
been responsible for burglaries
at bolh St. Charles garages the
night of May 11. The sheriffs
office said.
Previously they had not admitted break ing into the O & J Motor
Co. where about $20 had been
taken that night .
They admitted their guilt to
Helmer Wienman , Winona Counly
deputy sheriff. Sheriff George
Fort did not mnke the trip because of pressing duties in his
office , He recentl y underw ent
surgery.

Sherwood Forest of Robin Hood
fame still is the most extensive
Trial of a suit brouRht in Dis- woodland in England' s industrial
trict Court here by Mrs. Char- midlands.
lotte Harkenrider , f»3 VV. Broadway, for a legal separation from
MHHM
her husband , R. J . Hnrkcnrider ,
began shortly before noon today,
Mrs. Harkenrider was tho fi rst
Witness called by her attorney,
Get the "hnppy answer " at Minnesota
I I
^J
¦
_¦
¦
F. J. O'Brien ,- Rochester. HarkenB
Loan and Thrift • To clean up bills
I I
rider Is represented by M. A. Gold• Buy whnt you need • Ii educe
berg, Winona, Judge Arnold HatJi I
Inst ailments • Meet emergencies , wilh
loans of $100 to $2,500,00 or more — all
field is presiding.
on terms planned to fit your budget
m^r A r
and nt reasonable cost
_¦ _lr
'
unnecessarily
There
worry
Pepin County Names
s no need to
, mtW
nbout money problems when Minnesota
HM
Public Welfa re , Head
l.onii and Thrift can help you solve
B^H
them ; promptly ! So, for experienced
^^|
DUltAND , Wis. - Hon Wnnipcall or slop in. _
and
understanding
help,
¦
_¦
ler hns assumed duties as director
"
How
about
tomorrow?
!
of public welfare In Pepin County.
Wnmpler was uraduatcd from
Central State College, Stevens
Point , and hns completed some
graduate work nt tho Universit y
of Wisconsin. Wnmpler was casePhont 8-2974
166 Walnut (Acr-m from Employment Office )
worker in Jefferson and Marathon
Open Friday Mil 8, Saturday 'til Noon
counties before coming to Dur<md.

Any Questions About
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
¦
DEAR ABBY: 1 was? never in love when i was a girl. I mar-:'. ".
riod a man my parents thought would be good for me*. I am 49,,
a widow and the grandmother of seven. .! met a man last summer
and have fallen in love with him . He is 56 , .single and says he is
in love with me. too , AVe are getting married soon. So . rnany of my
friends Ceil me (hat people our age marry only lor "companionship "
or convenience , but we are too old for love. His relatives tell him
he is in his second childhood. Is love' only for the young. Abby.
??¦. ; : ¦ ? ? ¦? ,;' ;? YOUNG AT HEART

DEAR YOUNG: "Love" is for anybody
for it . Age
with the - emotional capacity
V. ¦
means nothing. :
DEAR ABBY : what can be done about these
women who get all dolled up and go to hospitals ?
and make a wrecH of the patients? Last week
my married daughter went, to the hospital for
a major operation. The families on both ¦.¦sides" - ;
agreed; that no one except her husband should
visit her because they wanted her Jo ;get plenty,
of rest: They even put a NO VISITOR sign on her
door.
?
; .,' . . .'?? '
The mother of a friend of hers bareed in to
Abby ?
''cheer her up. "; She brought her all the bad •.
news and gossip in town . She carried a big box of; pictures? of her
whole family, and talked on and p' i t . She stayed two hours and my
daughter was nearl y in hysterics tay the time this woman left. How ¦
can a helpless patient protect herself against such ''do-gooders "?
? SICK GIRLS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER *. Unless the patient has the ; courage to? •
point, out the NO VISITORS sign she is indeed , helpless. Most
' " ¦ ? ' hospitals have rigid- regulations about who shall visit and how
long they may slay. And those that don ' t? should.

MONDOVI , Wis. (Speciali'-The
following rnembers of the 1962
graduating class at Mondovi High
School have been awarded a freshrnan scholarship ? at v Wisconsin
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State College , Stevens Point , according
t-o Principal Allen D.¦ Olson :'-. ' ¦'? .\- ' ? ¦
' ' . '-.' ;
Roger JDuncanson, son of Mr.
and Mrs.; Robert Duncanson , Mondovi Rt. 4; Ruth Nyre , daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, Norman Nyre,
Mondovi Rt, 2 , and Paul Holden,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hold- "I'm SORRY Ajax, but they just? don't allow dogs to go
en , Mondovi.- to circuses!"
I ?? '' . -A' "^,

APARTMENT 3-0

By Alex Kotzky

Financed With a
First National Bank Loan¦
¦
.?. ' *' : Sure, you'll be proud of your .new car! You'll be equal-V
ly proud of your good judgment if vow fina nce it with? :
a First National Bank Loan!
;
\

.

^
_ ^M
?^H'.;. .AV V'?
' - ' ^^___^_______l':' ' - ^ ': :.' '

NANCY

You'll save important money because bank rates are
lower, And terms will be so qrrang_?d as to make repayment easy for you. Service is prompt confidential.

By Ernie Bushmiller

THE^I^HJKyj^T IS
REX MORGAN, MD.
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By Dol Curtis
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By Ed Dodd

TO

WANT!

Before buying a ear, you naturally look tha whole market over
National
to make
of getting
tho car that bett meets your needs
and gives you the most for your money. Make the same
careful comparisons before you decide how to* FINANCE your
convenience
car * The facts and figures will convince you that an auto
loan here at the First
will COST YOU LESS and serve
better, look into this nowl
your
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DEAR ABBY: I am 15 years old , and the most, miserable girl
alive. I've* been told that I have a very pretty face? I am five;feet
three and weigh 225 pounds. My parents took me lo a doctor four .
months ago , and he put me on 90C,calories a day. 1 lost 18 pounds ,
but then 1 started eating things, again. 1 gain, an average of 20
a year. Abby, I want to die. I look at myself , and I am disgusted.
I cr-y a lot , But I cry and eat. Kow I am crying; but 1 j ust ' j got
through stuffing? my face. Please tell me. how to slick to. a . diet once
HOPELESS
: and for all: ?? .
DEAR HOPELESS: \Vho said you were hopeless? I don 't
believe it. <D Buy yourself the size dress you want to be, and
try to put it on every night. (21 Paste a picture of a beautiful
proportioned girl on your bathroom mirror. 13) Put a sign on
refrigerator door , "IT'S WORTH IT!" M > Exercise everything
but your jaws. (5) Pray!

3 Mondovi Seniors
Win Scholarshi ps
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May We Help You Today?
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Rollins, Jiminez to Collide
TOURNEY XT WINONA COUNTRY CLUB
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By AUCME KARCHER
Daily Newr Sports Editor

Nearly SO out-of-town entries
have already : been received for
the 17th, annu.il Wnona Country Club invitaitional golf tournament Saturday and Sunday..
The tourney, won last year by
Dayton Olson, of Minneapolis

¦

¦
•¦
¦ -¦
¦-¦
W
W—
. "¦¦ — ¦ ^¦

BOp. FINSETH
Fornwr Champion Back

DAVTON OLSON
Defendinai Invitational King

- .-

.

with a two-under par 175 for
the 45 holes, will again draw a
field of top-ranked amateurs
from Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Olson wai hot among me early entries ' but another familiar
figure is. He is Neil Croonquist
of Minneapolis, five-time Jnvtational king.
?
'
Croonquist won in 1949 aiid
1950, missed the next year and
then swept through the field in
1952-53-54. '.?
. Tom Hadley, forhaer Minnesota Amateur titlist, now playing out of Neenah, wis., is .back,
hoping to improve ot his runnerup spot of last year when he
trailed Olson by a stroke. .
Also returning is last year's
third-place finisher, Bob Finseth,
Kenyon; 'who plays out of Rochester, He carded a 177. Finseth won the 1956 tourney with
a hot putter.
All entrants will play 18 holes
Saturday and the championship
and first flight will go 27 Sunday. 0th«r flights play 18 on
Sunday Iiocal entries will be
asked fo tee off before 10 a.m.
the first day.
Pat Shortridge, Winona CC
pro, said a field of about 100
is expected, again matching previous years. E. C. Wuestenberg
is general chairman
for the
¦
tournament. '. « ' ¦
Kenny Young of Minneapolis,
who carded a 181 for fith last
year, has filed an entry, as has
Tom Hoak, Minneapolis. Also
back is Gene Christensen, young
Mill City golfer who shone as
a prep. He took third in last
year's first'"flight with a 188.
Other early out-ofrtown entries
include Ace Giibertson, St. Paul ;
Dr. Gordon Emerson, Spring
Valley; and Cl aude Glatzmeier,
Rochester.

'.
,

Lucky Sldlkei
3 Spoil
Oldgeti
Coca Cola
Bowling C agi
TwUten ,
Botlomi-up
Unknown*
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PACKERS INK
JORDAN , MANNER
GREIIN BAY «v-Defensive
tackles. Henry Jordan a n d
Davo IHanncr, both multiple
All Pro selections and each a
veteran of two Pro Bowl
games„ have returned t h e i r
signed contracts to the Green
Bay Pjackors.

Th* Angal-' . six are promising
catcher Bob Rodgers, infielders
Felix Torres and Tom Burgess,
and pitchers Dean Chance and
Bob Botz.
How about co-league leaders
New York and Cleveland?
Switch-hitting Mike Trcsh handles
shortst op so well for the Yankees
that there is talk predecessor
Tony Kubek will be an outfielder
after he returns from service.
Tresh has socked home 27 runs
with his workmanlike ,270 batting
average.
More recently , outfielder-first
baseman Joe Pepitone has blossomed Into a dangerous slugger

Croonquist

Young

Cornelius;
Rawls Split
First Place

BEAUMONT , Tex. (AP)-With
Betsy Rawls of Spartanburg, S.C.,
and Kathy Cornelius , of Scottsdale? Am., declared co-champions
of the $7,500 Babe Zaharias Open,
the women 's golf tour moved on
to Austin today.
There will be a field of 29 pros
in the Austin .Civdtan Open that
starts Thursday and Miss Rawls
will be? the sentimental favorite.
Miss Rawls and Mrs. Cornelius
were declared co-champions of the
Babe Zaharias Op-en with 36-hole
scores of 146 after rain twice prevented playing of the final round.
Miss Rawls and . Mrs. Cornelius
each received ¦. ¦$.1,075. Sandra
Hayne of Garland, Tex.; Ruth
Jessen . of 'Seattle, and Betty
Jameson of San Antonio all finished in a tie for third with 150
and each won $623.

for the defending world champs
with 10 extra base blows and 10
RBI to show for 21 hits.
Cleveland is impressed by its
rookie outfielders
¦¦ , Al Luplow and
Ty Cline. ¦:• . ¦' .¦

I YWLL LIKE GABIN STILL

Second baseman Bernie Allen

Caledonia Vs.
|Falcons Today
H?
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By MIKE RATHET
Associate! Press Sports WrHtr

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Two
of the hottest rookies in the
major leagues will clash 'headon
tonight when the Minnesota Twins,
hopeful of moving into the elusive
American League lead, host Kan¦sas City. . . .
Manny Jiminez, a lefthanded
hitting outfielder who is terrorizing American League pitching to

'¦ *b V rbl ' Pet. ?
Rollins .............117 M M
.SIS
Battay ............;l« 47 17 JH
¦ .JIT
Banks ............. 41 1J
Oreen ............. »7 « » JW
' .1B .' .-M M Ml
Powar
Allison
10* « 11 Mt
Martina* .............. 7
J
J .JM
Mincher ........... 4 t M
14 .JM
Allen
171 44 14 .147
Killebrew
154 1$ IS .114
4} 11 t Mt
TuttlOoryl
..............IS 1 1 J00
Vartallet . . . . . . . . . . IM lj l
l ,l»l
Zimmerman .........11 l 1 .IM

the tune of a league-leading .362
batting average, is currently dueling Minnesota's rookie third baseman Rich Rollins? for the batting
title and rookie of the year honors.
Rollins, who got off ro a blistering pace, has now settled down
but is still hitting the ball -at a
.335 clip. ¦;
.Minnesota righthander Camilo
Pascual, off to the best start in
his major league career with a 7-2
record,?will attempt to silence the
bats of Jiminez and veteran Norm
Siebern
¦ , who is swinging a .317
bat- ' ¦•' '?¦
Taking the hill for thev Athletics
will be young John Wyatt, whose
last outing resulted in a 24 victory
over the New York Yankees, currently tied with, Cleveland for the
league lead.
The Twins will be seeking to
move into first place for the first
time since early in the season in
the coming series. On many Occasions the Minnesotans have come
within breathing? distance of the
Iead, but have not been able to
jump into the top spot :
..

Only a

half game out of

the

lead now, the Twin? have a good
chance to move into the league
lead while Uve New York Yankees
and Cleveland Indians battle it out
in Yankee Stadium.
The contest tonight is the start
of a three-game series with the
Athletics, currently one of the hottest teams in the league. Manager
Hank Bauer has his club only six
games out of first in seventh
place;-?'
Two Of the reasons for the rise,
besides Jiminez and Siebern, are
pitchers Jerry Walker and Dave
Wickersham, both of whom have
six victories. Bauer will send those
two righthanders against the
Twins in Wednesday night's contest and Thursday 's finale.

If anything: fits Sandy Koufax to
a T, it's a? K.
The Los Angeles Dodgers' whiff
king added another flock of K's
to his amazing strikeout total
Monday night, fanning 13 batters
en route to a three-hit, 6*3 victory
over Philadelphia in the only
game played in either league.
Tha triumph? moving second-

By THI ASSOCIATED PRESS

apolis in Region 5.
Play starts in Regions S, 4 and 7
Wednesday,in Wo. 8 a day later.
Little Falls defeated New York
Mills 3-1, with pitcher John Sailden chalking up his second mound
victory of the day. Ho had carried
his mates through tho semis with
a 3-0 shutout of Alexandria. Dob
Wlndell stopped Wheaton 4-0 on a
two-hitter to gain the finals. "

place Los Angeles within two
games of National League-leading
San Francisco, boosted Koufax'
record to 8-2 and further ; propelled the 26-year-old left-hander
along the road to what he wants
most—a 20-victory campaign.
"Strikeouts are nice to have ,"
says Koufax, "but 1 wouldn't
trade a 20rvictory season for? all
the strike
out records in the
¦

BIG SHOT BABY SITTER . . . Shot putter Dallas Long, who
cracked the world record with a putt of 65 feet 10H itiches recently, gets ready to baby-sit -with his daughter Kristen, three
months, as his wife Barbara leaves their Los Angeles borne, for
night school classes. Long, a 245-pound giant . is a senior at the
University of Southern California and plans to become a dentist.
(AP Photofax)

¦book. " ¦'

Koufax has? quite a bit to trade
with.- '
He's the only pitcher in major
league history to strike out 18
twice, hold the league record for
269 strikeouts in one season and

IN NAIA TONIGHT

State Chances Hinge

On M^

ST. JOSEPH , Mo. ; (Special).—
Winona State College , its hopes
riding on. the? strong arms ot
two righthanded pitchers and
si solid-hitting offensive alignment, meets California State of
Pennsylvania at 8:30 p.m. today
(Minnesota time ) in the first
round of the National baseball
tournament of * the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.
The Warriors, coached by Dr?
L. A. McCown, bring in an impressive 17-3 record, not the
best of trie tournament field , but
Unmatched by any team in Area
4 which they represent, A
It is State 's second straight
appearance and the Warriors
and Sam. Houston State (Texas)
are the only returnees from
1961.
" . A State win tonight would send
the Warriors against the Minot
StatCrGeorgia Southern winner
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday. A loss

would pit the Warriors against
the loser of the same game at
2 p.m. tomorrow and a second
loss would mean elimination.
Coach McCown, making his
first appearance in this tourney ,
nominated Mark? Dilley to hurl
the opener; Dilley was 7-1 for
the season and had a 1.13 carried . run; average for 40 innings

Page 13
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Burdrtte Will Get
Cards Trying Start Against Houston
Too Hard,
Says Manager

Play was set for three more
PAY THE BILL
a:R WE
today after Little Falls
|
|
| j regions
copped the first area title Monday
in the Minnesota high school
1 night
baseball tournament.
I A. BOURBON MAN'S M
In Region 1, Caledonia playi
BOURBON
Faribault
Austin meets Roch?
JSjL J ester in andsemifinals.
It will be
Worthington vs. Windom ond Fairfrom America's
I
|mont
against St. James in Region
2;
Richfield
vS. Holdlngford, and
^^^^
|eldest family distillery SHHn I Willmar against
South of Minne-

I

Top Rookie
A,L. Hitters

plus righthanded pitchers Joe
Bonikowski and Lee Stange get a
major assist in helping the surprising Minnesota Twins remain
close to the pace. Allen is .a
steady glove man and gets extra
mileage out of his .247 average.
Bonikowski has a 4-4 record, and
Stange (l-O) has struck out 29 in
35 innings.
Minnesota's Dick Rollins, hitting .335, is not classed as a
rookie though he had only 17 at
bats in 13 games last year. Reason: He accumulated more than
45 days on a major league roster
during the period of the 25-player
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Manager
limit.
Johnny
Keane says his St. Louis
Chicago claims "the strongest,
Cardinals
are in a paralyzing
,
most accurate? arm in. baseball" sHimp because
- "everybody has
for outfielder . Mike Hershbergcr been trying too hard."
(.274 , 22 RBI) , and has five complete , games but of righthander "All of the men have felt the
pressure of tbe slump and they 're
Joe Horlen (5-2) .
all bearing down," Keane said
Though temporarily eclipsed by Monday after a two-hour confera leg injury, 6-5, 235-pound John ence with General Manager Bing
(Boog) Powell of Baltimore is a Devine.
strong contender for rookie lau- "It's led us into mistakes early
rels. The Orioles rate him the in the game. On this past trip
best ever produced by their farm (in which the Redbirds lost all
system. In the 37 games he 's seven games ) we were in the hole
ployed, Powell has hit six homers after the first inning at least four
and driven Jn 21 runs while hit- times. After that we played reting .268.
spectable ball but we didn 't have
Pitcher Dave Stenhouso hat the power to catch up. "
proved a rugged foe as his 3-1 The Cards have lost eight
record for last-place Washington straight, 11 of 12 and have
dropped from second to fifth
attests,
place In the national league at
Boston offers a battery of gi- 24-24.
ants, righthanded relief pitcher Dcvinc said there were no deals
Dick Radatz (6-6, 240) and catch- in sight. The trading deadline is
er Bob Tillman (6-4 , 210). Radatx only 10 days away.
has 37 strikeouts and a 2.17
earned run average for 29 1-3 innings.
Tillman has five tape-measure
homers, 12 RBI since winning the
regular assignment May 20.
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DodgersWin 6-3 :
Koufax Whiffs 13

TWINS HITTING

Belinsky in Line
For Rookie Honors

BOSTON (AP) - Who hasAthe
inside track for American League
rookie honors this year—Bo Belinsky, Manny Jimener or another
bright newcomer?
League headquarters, not wanting to seem partial, left the answer up* to fan discussion today
when lt Issued a report on the
43 rookies on squad rosters. The
home office notes that about 20
already have bid strongly for recMarge Mloravec hammered out ognition.
a 613 series;, the first of her bowl- Southpaw whiz Belinsky, of twing career., as the Bermuda Lea- hit fame appears the current
gue rolled the third round of its
cn the defensive side of
spring league schedule Monday choice
the ledger. The glib Los Angeles
night at Westgate Bowl.
hurler has a 6-2 - record and a
Miss Mcj-avec. a faculty mem- glittering 251 (earned run average
ber at Winona State College , count- to go along with the AL's first
ed 198-185-330. It was the 10th 600 no-hitter since 1958.
by Winona women bowlers in the
Offensively, Kansas City outseason starting in September.
Bowling for the Foxies, she help- fielder Jimenez heads the race
en her mates shoot a 1,038 single for the batting crown by consisgame and J! ,818 series. Both marks tently turning back challenges
surpassed Hiigh women's scores set from veteran stlckmen. ?The Dominican Republic native is bat. - in.the. .wioter_J.eagues.
The regdlar season mark is 1,037 ting .362.' A lefthahded swinger,
by Home Furniture of Westgate he has mastered the art of hitSunsettcrs League and 2,806 by the ting to the opposite f ield.
same team , both rolled May 9.
Kansas City and Los Angeles,
Five huaidred totals in the Ber- rank one-two in rookie population.
circsjit
last
night
were
Leona
muda
The A's have eight, including
Lubinski 540 , Jan Lubinski 510 and catcher Joe Azcue and third baseMarlyn Fyikert 501. Jan rolled a
¦ _£5 game, first 200 of her career. man Ed Charles, who came in
the d&al that brought Jimenez
BERMUDA
from Milwaukee. The others are
Wctfgate-- Bowl
Jose Tartabull, plus
Team
W
U . outfielder
pitchera Dave Wickersham (6-1
Mlnktttei
»
•
t
1
,
Poxlti
including last six in a row, 2.70
Qgffcr Snaps
7
7
ERA) , John Wyatt, Dan Pfister
Sundowners
.3
*
«
U.B.C
5
and Diego Segui.
4
Montgomery Ward
5

Marge Moravee
Registers 613
In Spring Loop
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YANKS MEET INDIANS

Pre-Season Card
Of 36 NFL Games

NEW. YORK (AP)~A 36-game
pre-season schedule, opening with
the annual College AU-Star Game
in Chicago on Aug. 3, was announced by the National Football
League today.
IHach of the 14 teams will ploy
five pre-season games except tho
champion Green Bay Packers,
who have six, including tho College All-Star contest spsonsored by
the Chicago Tribune,
On each of the next five weekends after the AU-Star game
there will be seven games, with
no teams having an open date.
The pre-season schedule winds up
Sept. 9, a week before the regular
season opens.
Games will be played In 18
states and the District of Columbia. There will be 19 games In
lenguo cities and 17 in non-lcnguc
cities.
A WINNING RECORD

HAMILTON , N. Y. WV-In 75
years of baseball , Colgate University teams have won 662 games,
lost 45(1 and tied 14. The University has had only U baseball
coaches in that jpan, tho last
three serving a 42-year period,

HOUSTON (tf-T-Milwaukee righthander Lew Burdette, who came
off the casualty list to find himself assigned to the bullpen, has
been returned to a starting role.
Braves Manager Birdie Tebbetts said Monday night that Burdette, who has averaged 19 -victories in each of the last six seasons , will start Wednesday night
in the second of three games with
the Houston Colts.
Undefeated Ron Piche, 3-0, was
the choice for the opener tonight ,
facing Bob Bruce' 2-1 . The ace of
the Mil-waukee staff , Bob Shaw,
6-2, wiU start the finale Thursday night.
The change in Burdette 's status
came after a pretty solid indication that he could be expected
to continue in the bullpen, and a
hint that he might be the next
member of the old guard to be

Amarlcan Liagua
w. L. Pet. oa

Ml
Naw Yerk
V 1*
Clavilamd
37 !?
.817
MINNESOTA
» 11 .»•
Va
Delroll
2» 10
MS 1
2) ll
.3)1 1\l
Lot Angelas
,S>0 3W
Chicago
at is
Kaniai City
34 V
.411 SVi
Baltlmera
ai 14
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MONDAY'S RBSULTS
No garnet scheduled.
TODAY'! OAMBS
Chicago at Let Anvilea (Nl.
Kama* Clly at MINNESOTA <N).
Dalrelt- al Boston (N).
Cttviland at New Vorlc <N).
Waihlnflton at Balllmort (N).
WnONESOAY'S SCHEDULE
Clavtland at Niw York.
Detroit* at BMtoti.
Washington at Baltimore IN),
Kansas City at MINNESOTA (N).
Chlcaae tl Lot Angales (N).

National Laagua

w, L. Pet.
««n Francisco .... If tl
.711
Mt
Lot Angelas
1' tr
)?
ll
AM
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
ta io
.m
St. Louis
14 14
.too
.471
MILWAUKEE . . . 14 17
Houston
..
II 11
.410
Philadelphia
It 11
.110
Chicago
U 14
.111
New York
II 14
.141
. MONDAY'S IIIIULT
Let Angeles 4, Philadelphia S.
Only gamet tctieduled.
TODAY'S OAMIS
Milwaukee al Houston (Nl.
Clnclnnall »t II. Louis (N).
New York at Philadelphia (Nl.
tan francltto at Chicago.
•WEDNESDAY'S ICH.OULK
fan Francisco at Chicago.
New York at Philadelphia Wt.
Las Angelet at PHlibvrgh (N).
Clnclnnall at It. Uoult (N).
Milwaukee at Houston (N).
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The New Yftrk Mets, Cincinnati
Reds and Pittsburgh Piraton encli
have five coaches. The Chicago
Cubs have 10 conches, using un
alternating managing system.

traded away.

But Burdette doesn't want to be
traded, thus taking a stand opposite that of three other veteran
huders who didn't figure they fit
into the Milwaukee youth movement.
Bob Buhl, Don McMahon a n d
Carl Willey all offered the management the suggestion of "pitch
me or trade me." Buhl and McMahon have already departed.
- "I don't want to -be traded—mrt
even to the Yankees ," Burdette
said. "I want to stay right where
I am. "
Ht alto wantt to b« t ttarter.
Relief duty was nothing new* to
Burdette. He started in the bullpen in 1952, his first full season
in the majors, and stayed there
until midseason 195J .
When he won a place in the
starting rotation , Burdette said,
"That's the only way a pitcher
can make any money in th i s
game." He hasn 't hinted once
that he'd changed his mind.
Burdette was sidelined April 29
when he aggravated an ankcl Injury in a game here with the
Colts. When ho got back in action lie was assigned to the bullpen, coming out often enough
to take his only two victories in
six decisions.
Tebbetts was asked last Friday
about any plans for starting Burdette , and replied :
"He's been lucky for us since
he went to the bullpen. He picked
up two victories he didn 't have
before that. As long ns he has
helped the club -and himself . I
don 't see any renson to mnke a
change nt this time. "
Tebbetts did say that Burdette
"threw quite a bit better " In
tossing two hitless innings against
the Cincinnati Reds the day before.
¦Frank Boiling, out since May lfl
with pneumonia, made tho trip
nnd may play tonight. Pitcher Cecil Butler was released from a
Milwaukee hospital Mondny after
a two week confi nement because
of a virus, but he and Lee Maye ,
both on the disabled list , remained in Milwaukee.
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of work this season, not including last week's regional playoff
game which he won 4-1. .
.Chuck Weisbrod, 6-1, an 18-0
winner iri the other regional
playoff with Missouri Valley,
will pitch the second game.
McCown, not one to overlook
the obvious, admits his pitching
corps may not be deep enough
for a five-day, double elimination tournament. "We don't have
enough good pitchers," he said,
"to come back in the games at
the tail-end of a tournament like
this. "," ..
But the Warriors are playing
them one at a time and Cal
State, a school of 2,200 students,
is their immediate target.; The
Vulcans were 13-2 through the
playoffs and spOrt a fast-fielding
defensive club?
Cal State hit .300 on the season as a team, and yet ranked
only 17th offensively in the NAIA
ratings, State has a .315 team
average.?
Eleven members of the Warrior squad competed in last
year 's NAIA meet at Sioux City,
Iowa, when Coach Joe Gerlach
took the first State team in history to an NAIA baseball meet,
Winona twice previously had
been invited but lacked funds to
make the trip.
Competing for the second time
are Ron Ekker, Dick Papenfuss,
Weisbrod, Jon Kosid owski, Lance
Johnson, Charlie Zane, D i c k
Gunderson, Arlie Klinder,, Bob
Lietzau, L y l e Papenfuss a n d
Gary Grob.
First round games today pitted Portland State >-vs. Florida
A & M . and Sam Houston State
vs: Lewis College of Lockport,
111. Lewis holds two regular season wins over Loras College of
Dubuque, ' Iowa , the school that
defeated Winona. State th r e e
times in four games.
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The Amir lean Lsague spotlight

-falls on New York, where Cleveland's surprising Indians and. the
defending world champion Yankees open a 3-game series that
will determine first place in the
tight race bracketing five teanu
within 2% games of the league
¦
lead . - :

The Indians will start Jim
Grant (3-0 ) . on furlough from th_ . . .;.
Army, while Ralph Terry ? (6-4>
will take the mound for . the
Yanks. Grant defeated terry and
the Yankees 7-1 with a five-hitter
in an earlier meeting. Cleveland
has taken five ' of '.the . seven games
between the two clubs, tied for
first place with 27-19 records.
Fourth-place Detroit, only one
game, out of first, is at Boston,
fifth-place Los Angeles is home to
Chicago arid /Washington is at
Baltimore ; The entire American .
League program will be played
ujder the lights. ¦. .??
LOJ ANOBLES
......i ll I
PHILADELPHIA .. ................:| J 1
Kouftx ind RoUborO) Mihaffty, Hamilton (2), Baldichun (I) ; and Oldli. L—
Mthaffey.

Offer Lark 7 Kelso
$25,000 Match Race
DEL MAR , Calif, (AP)-The
owners of T. V. Lark and Kelso
have been invited to stage a $25,000 winner-take all match race.
Weight would be 127 pounds
over lVs miles, said Don Smith,
president and general manager of
the Del Mar race track Monday.
He sent invitations to Mrs. Richard C , du Pont, owner of Kelso,
and Preston Madden, head of tha
syndicateowning.I. V. Lark, sug- .
gesting an August date.
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R£MEMBEH;- TME
Stop in and see Emil or
Rusty at Emil's^. . . AVinona's newest men's store .
where there 's a completely fresh new stock of Faiher 's Day giftwear that
Dnd will really appreciate?
Select from these fameua
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• VAN HEUSEN
Short Sleeve
/Hw W *' W / J ,\
SPORT SHIRTS
^MM Mif '^ni *//„
Very large selection of &!$%* $# Wtf J \
colors and patterns.
f M wf i i i i m W . 1 -f—I

HEUSEN
• VAN
Short Sleeve White
DRESS SHIRTS
ir WEMBLIY Tits

• SWANK Jtwtlry
ir BEN HOGAN Slacks
ir INTERWOVEN Sotk*

Pr*« Gift

|
• t3Biuubl6plans,pnymenUthat .
'
J fit your pockotbook.
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The Dodg»r swifty allowtd •

leadoff single to Tony Taylor in
the first inning, then retired 17
batters in order before Taylor
walked in the seventh. He tired
hi the ninth, allowing John Callison's single, a walk to Roy Sievers and a piheh-hit homer by
Jackie Davis with two out. ' ¦'¦!
The Dodgers pulled ahead? to
stay against Art Mahaffey (5-7) ,
winless in seven starts against
Los Angeles, with a run in the
first on Maury Wills' single, his
steal ? of second and bunt singles
by Willie Davis and Tommy Davis. The Dodgers chased . Mahaf- ¦"
fey in the second . when Wally .
Moon and John Roseboro tagged
consecutive homers ? leading off ?
the inning.
The Dodgers move over to Pittsburgh tonight for a twi-highter .
with the Pirates while the Giants,
who have held the top spot by .
winning 11 of 12, will be at Chi- :;. .- •
cago for a day game. Cincinnati
is at St. Louis, Milwaukee at
Houston and New York at Philadelphia for other nighters on a
full program.
It'll be Stan Williams (5-D and
Don Drysdale (8-3) for the Dodgers against Earl Francis (2-2) ,
and Bob Fri end (S-ff) , The Giants
will send Jack - Sanford (6-4) or
Billy O'Dell (6-3) against the Cubs
Bob Buhl? (3-3) . ?

FATHER'S DAY

I WANT EXTRA
[ MONEY TODAY? \
i Wt 'll supply wp to $ei) 0.

j T^j[uBUC
j
*
*
\ \ m:Mcj r i

fan 10 or more 36 times—all during an 8-year career. But his 18-13
record last year was the closest
he's come to winning 20.
Koufax 's standout effort against
the Phils gave him a total of 123
strikeouts in 101 innings this season , marked his fourth consecutive complete, game . triumph and
ga-ve him a string of 10-16-10-13
set down via the strikeout route
over, the four-game span. . .
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Lang s Nudge
Bell s by 3-2;
Sunshine Bows

pjpj^fp^
Redmen Batting

LEGION TEA M
SETS PRACTICE
The Winona American Legion baseball team will practr
Ice at 6 p.m? Wednesday at
Gafcrych Park.
Rusty. Podjaski and Bill Allaire will direct the workout
in the absence of Coach Jon
Kosidowski who is playing with
Winona Stale in the 2-JAIA
tournament.
Another drill is set for 10
am. Saturd ay at Gabrych
Park.

They *er6 the only two to hit hughPARK-REC NATIQNAL: ,
er. .th*n Mills;
'
'
¦': . - -: ' ' ? -¦*¦¦ _ ¦ "
'¦
.. . . ¦ •' • • ' ? ..W U
.
blasted
out
28
extraSt. Mary 's
Lano 'a Bar
S 1 Sportsman's
base hits. Eleven of these w*re Manuals Bar I 1 Hamtrnlk'i ai sj
¦¦' ¦«
ll Bell's Bar
home rilns. Jim H arens, who hit . : Junshlna
•
.289, and John Chrnelik. who bat- Bob Kosidowskt/s home run
ted .273, got three each. Two went the sixth inning paced Lang's to ina
to Jim Clarkin and Justin Zalecki 3-2 victory over Bell's Bar in the
and Bill Allaire got one.
Park-Rec National Softball League
CH MELIK WAS tha RBI jtMler Tuesday night. ;
Lang's remains in a first place
wilh 12. Zalecki and Clarkin .had
tie with Mankato Bar which topTHH..''JUNIOR, first sacktr? wound 10 each.
up by surprising everyone as he ? Von Holturn was the winningest ped Hamernik' s 12-2. In the other
game Sunshine Cafe, in first place
hit .3*41 on the total season and pitcher. ,; He appeared in seven since
the opening ganie, dropped
games, winning three and losing
batted ;407 .in tie MIAC.
a 7^0 decision to Sportsman's Tap.
He had 15 hits ' in 44 times at one: Pat Glynn , who saw action
bat , including two dou bles. He in four tilts , was 1-0 and Harens Jim Sdvereigd registered his PLTNEDIN, Fla. (API—Arnold
fifth victory for Lang's by striking Palmer, far ahead in professional
drove in five runs and: fielded at was 2-3 in : six appearances.
a .972 clip, bettered only by Bob ; Von Holtuni also had the lowest out nine and allowing just three gplfirig's money-winning race, is
earned run average , 2.20 on the hits. The winners could tag Norb having a tough time getting over
Magnuson amon g the regulars.
Mike Riebe, who had only two entire season and 1.85 in the con- Thrune for just three safeties, Kos: the $60,000 mark .
idowski's homer being the only PaJmer stood pat at $59,308 for
official times at bat. hit ,500 and ference, v
two weeks, then eased up last
Tom Von Holturai, who went to the The Redmen were fi-7 overall extra-base blow.
Jim Langowski pitched Mankato weekend to $59,871 with a $563
plate just 16 times; batted .375?. and broke even in eight MIAC.
Bar to the win over Hamernik's ninth-place payoff in th^ Memphis
by striking out for and giving up Open. .
three hits. Three hits each by In second place, according to
Langowski and Bruce Stanton and figures released Monday, by the
two by Dan Pelowski led the win- Professional Golfers' Association ,
BATTING * FIELDING
¦
¦ • ' .- • ' MI AC
is bill Casper Jr.? with? $41,208
ners; . .
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$20,603, Doug Sanders $18,744,
Kavohusman.
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Jack Nicklaus $18,193, Mike Sou*
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Sportsman's
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Mike Mills, who? Coach Max
Molock gave a chance to nail down
the first base position at St,
Mary's College yil he could hit ,
wound up the season as the Bedmen's leading performer with the
hat . . A
Early in the season Molock said
that Mills had ? all the moves
around the bag but that he had
trouble with his hitting.

Palmer Pushes
Golf Winnings
tip lb $59,871

Final Redmen Averages
J

Top Red in
Venezuela
Under Arrest

CABACA?; Venezuela (AP) —
President Remulo Betancourt's
government ? arrested Venezuela's
top Bed Monday night aftea* crushing remnants of a bloody. Communist-backed revolt, then had to release him because of has parliamentary immunity.
. Authorities said - 335 persons
were killed im the rebellion led by
m'arines garrasoried at Puerto Cabello, 65 miles west of Caracas.
Unofficial estimates went as high
as more than 200 killed and 1,000
wounded ;
Authorities arrested
Gustavo
Machado , secretary-general of
Venezuela's Communist party and
member of the Chamber of Deputies as he returned by plane from
a 30-day trip to Moscow. .'¦' '
.

Youth's Romance
With Korean Girl
Still in Spin
By DAVID FARMER

RIVERSIDE , Calif. ? <AP I-William H. MaJwhey's romance with
a Korean girl is in a spin — and
appeals to the Pope, the President and tiie Pentagon . haven 't
put . them together, again. V
: Mahoney's love affair , began
when ¦„ he was in the Army
overseas and met Miss Song In
P. Jerowski and R. Garrison; E. Jer¦' • ¦ ' M IAC
Cha ,?20 , in a Catholic church.
owski and T. Koslitowjkl.
¦. ' » ' CR BB SO WP HP CO ERA ERA
O W A L IP H
It was in Un? Chun Ni', 1? miles
1 i
i.«
i,M
» 41 i
i it
li U 14 I
•onHoltum . . . ., . . . . . . .- i a
1.15 . 4.50
north of the 38th Parallel, in the
., . ; . . . . . . , . 4 V • 10 M'- . '.u - ' 7 • 11 1 1 1
Slvnn
1
J.l»
J.40
; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 l 34 40 15- 10 H «: 1 1
*areru
demilitarized zone. When Ma"V
7.M tl.n
tl 14 ? I I ? 1 1
, . , . . .. . . . ,. 4 O I IJ 11 17
Walk* . ' . honey, how 24, asked, the . priest
~
*
;
"
f
i
l 4;0I - 4.0*
-retail .: ....;.. ?lj « 7 111 111 11 » St ?«
finally introduced them.
A month later Mahoney proposed. But he had to make? the
? MOSCOW (AP ) —Vladimir Tru- proposal to . the Army, too.
senev,, who has done, most of his . His . officers ,; noting that he was
throwing, in the shadow of the due to be rotated back home , said
Soviet's top musclemen, today there wasn' t time to process the
held the world d|scus Tecord-ra ' papers. ?
MONTREAL* (AP)— The New mighty 202 feet , 2% inches.
York Rangers, stymied in their Until a? month ago, Trusenev ,
Mahoney asked for a six-month
SOFTBALL
attempt
to
acquire
?
high-scoring.
extension
on his Korean ¦tour. Rea
31-year-old
Leninjgrad
veteran
,
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Berhie
Gepffrion
from
the
Montfused.
A
never had reached the ? 190-foot
JUNEreal Cahadiens. Were faced with mark. Kim Bukhantsev and
t—Bell'i Btr vs. Sunsblnt C»U »l AthAlgis He asked that the papers be
Park)
Surntilnt
a
more
basic
problem
at
the
Naletic
C*lt vi. HamerBaltusnikas:
were
winning
most completed when he got . .back to
nlk'i Bar at Alhletlc Park, iportv tional Hockey League's summer
the United States. Refused.
of
the
Soviet
titles.
tnin Tap vs. LanB'i Bar it Prank?
MUNNEXPOUS (AP) 4- The
meeting today . Doug Harvey 's Monday in a city meet iri his He asked to re-enlist for another
Un SI. Field.
Bar vs. Mankato Sir at. Ath- resignation left the club without a
three-man gol_ team from Bed 11—Lang's
home town, according to Tass, the four years;. Refused again.
letic Park; Sportsman Tap vi. HamWing bettered the tournament
Back in the stales, Mahoney
•rnlk't Bar at Afbltllc Pirk.: Sun- coach and without the NHL's top official Soviet news agency, Tru¦
team record by 13 strokes Mon- ' . . Uilna Caft vi. Ball's Bar ll Frank- defenseman,
'?%
went
to Washington on a 30-day
senev
got;
off
his
record-breaking
lin SI. Field.
day and walked off with the Min-'
leave.
He Tvrote to every senator
quits
heave,
Harvey
decision
to
call
it
erasing
Al
Oerter's
's
23-day
11—Sportsman Tip vs. Bell'i Bar . at
nesota High School golf crown.
Attiletlc Park! Lang's Bar vi. -Hamer- Monday after one year as a play- old pending record of 200-5%. The in the . capital.
The Red Wing squad ignored ' nlk'i Bar at Attiletlc Park/ Sunihln* er-Coach left the rangers and Gen- listed record is 199-2', ., held by
He visited Vice President Lynvs. Minkato Bar ll rrwknn
wet grounds and threatening '• ' Cafa
M\]£_ Patrick in a Jay Silvester of Trementon, Utah. don B. Johnson's office. He wrote
Manager
St. Flaw: '. '- . - '
eral
weather to post a 481, only 35 W—Sportsman Tap vs. Mankile Bar al spot. The New York club had en- Even the Russians were sur- to the President. He wrote to the
Athletic Park) Ball's Bar vi. Manner,
strokes over par.
;
'
nlk's Bar at Athletic Park) "Sunshlm joyed a successful season under prised at? Trusenev 's effort. He Pope ;.??.'
¦'I didn 't get?a . rcply from the
In the race for medalist honors .' ¦ Cafe : vi.
Lang's Bar at Franklin St. Harvey and made the NHL play- could do no better than 15th at
Fleld. - '
among the 73 golfers,? favorite
President ,'' Mahoney said, "but
offs for the fi rst time in three the I960. Olympics.
PARK-REC
AMERICAN
George Hallin of Mihnetonka and
several senators wrote to suggest
years with the veteran star douJUME-? '.' .
surprise Dick Jones of Albert Lea S—Stevi'i Bar vi. Sltorty's Bir at Ath- bling as No. 1 defenseman and
that I try to get a special immiletic Park; Fiberite Corp. vs. Wattied for the top with identical
gration
bill passed in the Senate.
coach.
:
klm at Athletic Park; Silver Dollar
rounds of 77-74—151 over the par
And 1 fe*el sure the Pope has
vs. Bud'1 Bir 4,1 Franklin St. Field.
's
resignation
Harvey
letter
of
35-36—71 University of Minnesota 11—Watkln's vi. Bud's Bar il Athletic
given me his blessing."
Park ; Shortvli Bar vs. Silver Dollar stressed, that his main considera..?' . 'course.? ¦".¦
Mahoney- has decided that if he
at Athletic Park; Sfeve'i Bir v«. Fib- tion was for his family. Harvey
Jones, who shot an 85 . in the
erite Corp. it Franklin St, Fl«ld.
BUFFALO . NY. (AP) - The can get back to Korea and marry
had
been
unhappy
at
shifting
his
regional tournament , would not -it—Steve'i Bar vs. Watklm il Athletic
East team added three players In Cha-her first name—he can
Park; Fiberite Corp. vs. Silver Dol- wife and five children from their
have qualified if his team had not
lar af Athlellc Park; Shorty's Bar vs. home in Montreal to New York a*nd the West one today for the bring her home easily enough.
won the regional crown.
Bud'i Bar at Franklin St. FUld.
second annual All-Am erica foot- Mahoney tried for a job on "a
Paul Sutherland of Red Wing II—Stave's Bar vt. Bud's Bir at Ath- for the winler .
Korea-bound ship, but "the sailball bowl game June 29.
letic Park; Watklm vs. Sllvrr Dollar
finished third in the medalist race
ors' union wouldn't give me seaLouisiana
State
halfback
Wen
at Athletic Park ; Shorty'i Bar vi.
with a 152, James Peterson of
Flberlta Corp. at Franklin It. Field.
man's papers unless I had a job.
dell
Harris
,
tackle
Jim
Smith
of
¦
'
¦
¦
Brainerd was fourth at 153 and
'? ?
'. A
V ' .
The ship companies wouldn 't give
Penn
State
and
Mississippi
tackle
Jim Carlson . Bemidji , Nick LinJerry Brown were placed on the me a job without seaman 's padahl? Red Wing, Brian Field, St. Minor League Baseball
East roster . Phil Lohrnann, Okla- pers."
Louis Park , and Art Skon, St.
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homa fullback , was awarded a Now M ahoney lives at his fa¦ Paul, tied for fifth at 154. .
Syracuie t, Toronto S.
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Rocheiter 7, Buffalo t (11 Innlngil.
ployment in hopes he can pay his
¦¦'
Columbui S, .Atlanta 4 (ll .lnnlngt).
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own-way back-to Korea. -He.and
Jackionvllle 1, Richmond " 1. V
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Clly S, Indlanapolii 1.
ter
cinched
the
state
high
school
runs scored by a Colgate Univer- Oklahoma
Omaha 1, Louliwllla 1.
In
Northern
Minnesota
tennis title Monday by running 70
sity baseball team came In a 31-8 Only games scheduled.
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
points—-16 points on strong per- GLYNDON , Minn. -UP) — A
victory over Bucknell in 1960. Col1, Portland I.
formances hy Sophomore Chuck Canadian couple died late Monday
gate's worst defeat was 27-3. at Tacoma
San Diego I, Hawaii 3.
Darley and freshman Bob Gray. when their car plunged off U.S. 10
the hands of Holy Cross in 1939. Only gamii ichcdulid.
Finals in singles and doubles and landed upside down in the
events were scheduled for today flooding Buffalo River near this
wilh Rochester assured of two west-central Minnesota commumore points in singles when Dar- nity.
BONN , Germany (AP)—Hcinley and Gray meet.
The victi ms were i-dentified as rich Knappstein will become West
The Rochester pair didn 't lose Kenneth Dixon , 53, and his wife , German ambassador in Washinga set as they advanced to the Dorothy, who lived in Calgary , ton next Jail , the Foreign Ministry
finals Monday, Because of threat- where they had mov*ed last fall reported today.
jenin g weather the meet advanced from Winnipeg. The Dixons were Knapps tein, 58, has been servthrough the semi-finals which vacationing.
ing as craief West German observHighway patrolmen said another er at the United Nations.
originally had been planned for today. Darley won three matches car attempted to pass the Dixon He wilL replace Wilhelm Grewp,
and Gray played four rounds . and machine but was forced back into who is h-oing recalled as a rcsuit
won all sets in nine gomes or less. the right lane by an oncoming of the U.S.-West German clash
In doubles final s today, Andy vehicle. To avoid a collision , Dixon over American proposals for a
Goddard and Bill Jevne of Edinn- pulled off too far to the right and Berlin settlement .
Morningsidc meet Tom Doice and his car overturned .
The deaths carried the slate CHICAGO (API-No wheat or
Bil Crozier of Minnetonka.
traffic
toll to 203 compared with soybean sales. Corn No 3 yellow
St. Paul Central has 14 points
l.ISlvHi. Oats No I heavy white
in (lie meet with one more as- 254 a yea r ago.
70-li.
sured from a third place match.
Dee Mackey, end for the BaltiSoybean oil 8-/iib-%a.
Edina-Monrningside and Minne- more Colls, is a Texas rancher
Barley: malting choice 1,35tonka have 9 points each with the during football' s off season.
1.55 n; feed 1.04-1.25 n.
winner of the doubles title assured
of 12 points ond third place in the
standings.
. .

NHL Rangers race Russian Records
Major Problem New Discus Mark
As Coach Resigns

S|>0fts
Calendar

Winger Win
Golf Grown;
lop Record

Grid Teams
Add Players

Rockets Take
Tennis Title

!'
Caria'di'-rnCQ^plcrKille.

1 fM New Yorlc
Stock Prices

Market Turns,
Moves Higher in
Heavy Trading

Abbott L 65- * Kennecott 70%
ELitJD ADS UIJCtJ.LLED FOR44%
Allied .Ch v-il-Vi Lorillard
A-i, ii, irPii, ¦.' it,- . :>, v.- n, J«, Jf;
Allis Chal 16ii Mpls Hon 9314
Amerada 94 Minn MM 54
¦¦
Am Can
43 Mian P&L 40
?¦ .. :. .¦ . ¦ V ?
NOTICE -."• . ¦•- . '
__ " r«* 'pon«lbl» for
Am M&Fy? 25V* Mon Chm 39T4
Thd newspaper _ -111- .
only o n e ' Incorrnct Insertion ol any
Am Mot
14% Mon Dk U 33%
.
classified advertU ertient published In. , ,
AT&T
108% Mon Ward 29
the Want Ad sect Ion. Check your ad
T-JEW
YORK
(AP)-In
a
dracorrection
muil
be
i,
Anaconda 42 Nat Dairy 58Va
and call 3321 If
Arch Dan SS^i No Am Av 57 matic turnabout, the stock mar- ? made.
Armco St. 53 Nor Pac
35% ket erased an initial sharp, loss
¦:.
Armour
4«. No St.P-w 29% to-day and moved higher early Card of Thank s y , -y ' ' y ?
t?his
afternoon
in
heavy
trading.
Avco Corp 2C%. Nwst Airl • • 25%
' '
K LU Zl K^
frlehai
to thank all my relatives,
¦
Beth Steel 36% Penney
43% Key ? stocks converted some . Iandwish.neighbors
Iof . . their prayers, gilts, .
Boeing Air '42% : Pepsi Cola 42*/a steep losses into substantial gains flowers, : card s anrl kindness . shown me
the hospital. Special
Brunswick 27% Phil Pet
47% as the list turned from a slump during my stay Al
thanks to Msgr. Haun and Father StarriChi MSPP ie% Pillsbury , 51% to an advance.
visits . and kindness,
schrbr lor ihelr
Chi & NW 12 Polaroid
the Doctors and t»ie staff . | thank you
107
With ? the ticker tape running all.
Chrysler 43 Pure Oil
31*% late? the
Mrs. Marlon Klm Ik
noon
averages
did
hot
Cities Svc 50 RCA
49 : reflect the upturn , as prices were
SCHEK-K— ¦
Comw Ed 40 Rep Ste-el 42Vi
We wish to express bur . heartfelt thanki
•
fo our many frlendt;,. neighbors and relaCont Can S9% Rex Drug 30% out of date. _ .
tives for their ca rds, rnemorlals and
Cont Oil 49 Key Tob
46% The Associated Press average other acts of . kind ness during the ret>eere
45% Sears Roe 71% pi 60 stocks atvnopn ?was off .90 cent loss of our a>n. Special «hank»-1o
Msgr. Dittman for tils lovely sermon
Douglas 21 Shell OO
36 ai 218.30 with industrials off .90, and
to the . children's choir w(io lano.
Dow Chem 50 ¦¦ Sinclair
32% rails off .40 and -utilities off .80.
" The Family ol- Tommy Schert r
'
'
du Pont 185 . Socony
49% It was a rough duplication in
%
aMonumenn
, Mernorialt
East Kod 97 Sp Rand
T6?4 ntiiniature of last Tuesday's hisMARKERS and cemetery
Ford Mot 84 St Brattds 58% toric session when ? the mar?ket at MONUMENTS,
l
l V E . San-.
lettering. All W.. Haake. I
Gen Elec 64% St'v-Oil Cai 54% first plummeted and then, soared ¦.' .- ¦:bern.
' ' T«l. " S2 *t. y y y .
V '. : , : .. .
Gen Foods : 7l% St Oilhlnd 45% in hectic trading, scoring the bigParionalf
?
7
Gen Mills . 26% St Oil NJ V 51 gest one-day advance since 1929.
tOSE WEIGHT safrt' y, easily and ec>
Gen Mot 49% Swift & Co 38
Gains of fractions to 2 or .more nomlcally with Dex- A-Olet tablets. Only ¦
Gen Tel
20& Texaco .
51 points
. .'
shown by a wide ?8c. Ford Hopkins.
Goodrich 52 Texas Tns 66 range ofwere
CET THAT TAN 1h« easy way,, visit
key
stocks.
Goodyear 33% Cons Coal 34%
fha lotion dept. at 'GOLTZ DRUGS, 574
.,
E. .3rd. Tel. 2547,
Gould Bat 38% : Un Pac
30
AT&T wa» down mftr* than 2
most beautiful fllft lln« o'
Gt No Ry 39% Un Air Lin 27 points at the start in Aheavy. sell- .AMERICA'S
DRUGS,
GOLTZ
Stationery available at
Greyhound 25% U S Riib 44% Lng. wiped out the loss and A274
E. 3rd. Tel. 214 7. - '
Homestk 51% U S Steel 50% showed a gain of more than '2. MRS. HARRY R. CIERZAN has returned
llaving been a surIB Maeh 370 West Un , 30% , IBM, a 5-point loser when it to her home after
patient 1or : tht : past 3 weeks at
Int harv 49% Westg ¦'El
28% opened, canceled the loss and gical
the Immanuel Hospit al, Mankato, Minn.
.68 showed a net gain of about 14. MEMO TO ALICE, liappv to hell* -you
Int Paper 28% Wlwortta
Jones & L -48% Yng S: A T 83%
receiving? • us thirt far avyay, coma
Once again? brokers said, it was are
on down some Sunday tor a boat Inp
—sSy
hello to -Fernai.ido-.. "Meryl" RAY
<hiefly amatter of prices reachKEHPER. . WILLIAMS
INN
WINONA MARKETS ing a level low enough to attract /- ' . MEYER*
• ; ¦' ¦' -; '. . • . ' ' ¦ , -. ¦ '¦¦ ¦¦. ? ' - ' • ¦
HOTEL,. ' '
a
new
wave
of
buying
fronv
var• ' .. Reported ty
SAVEI SAVE! SAVE! Stop in and >ava
ious sources—"bargain hunters," on all lewelry Items: NOW. RAINBOW
Swift & Company
JEWELERS, next to Pbs|_ ollicc_ on_ . '4 th .
Buying hours are . from 8 a.ni. lo 4 p.m. being the.term usually applied.
"
foF'food? "Try the -delicious
Monday Ihroiigii Friday. These quotations
As selling seemed to exhaust it- I treatsMOOD
surroundings af
the-pleasant'
In
apply as ol noon today.
increased , the RUTH'S 'RESTAURANT. 12& * ¦ E. 3rd.
All livestock arriving Biter closing Unit self and buying
34.
hours, a . dav.
,
days
a
week
,
Open
7,
will . ba properly cared for, -weighed anil ticker tape ran as much as 24
priced th« following mornlnj.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRI .NKER?-«an
V
minutes
behind
transactions
on
' .- HOGS
.
woman, your drinking creates numerthe floor of the New York Stock !¦ ¦ or
The hog market Is steady.
ous problems. II yoi i need (and want
Strictly meat type additional 30-40. F»t Exchange.
help, contact Alcoholic s Anonymous. Plotiogs discounted . 20-40 ..cwt.
'WinOna, Mlnn

•

New Orleans
Wants AFL Team

NOW READY FORT YOUR
VACATION TRIP
This really is the best time of tho yea r to make a
deal for a Cadillac. And now two of the most
popular models in the 1962 lines are available for
Immediate delivery. Why not see them tomorrow?
Cadillac '62 Sedan. Burgundy with sandalwood top nnd Interior. Has all those wonderful Cadillac accessories except
air conditioning ( which can be added locally) . And the delivered price of this aedun right here in Winona will be hard
to believe . . . It' * only $5,729.63.
Cadillac Sedan-DoVille. In the new Laurel color with Laurel
color leather and Laurel color clolh Interior. Jn addition lo all
tlie Cadillac accessories this Scdan-DeVille has air conditioning. These combined with the luxury of this automobile make
it tbe ultimate in motoring. It delivers in VVInona for |6,700,04.
Sf I BOTH OF THESE AT

C Paul Venables, Inc.

l l O Moln St.

Wl nono
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NEW ORLEANS /API-Formal
application for a franchise in the
American Football League was
made Monday by New Orleans
businessman David Dixon.
Dixon said he mailed a $25,000
check as a good faith deposit to
AFL' offices in Dallas after telegraphing the franchise request to
Commissioner Joe Foss.
Pixon Is the only backer of the
venture whose name has been disclosed,
lie said he believed Ihat only
one city would he added to the
AFL, which begins its third year
this fall, despite a statement over
the weekend fro m Harry Wismer
of the leag ue's New Vork Titans
thnt New Orleans, Atlanta , Washington and Cincinnati would join.
¦
Willie Mays of the Giants hnd
nine homo runs in his team 's first
_6 games this spring.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmtmam.< i i I»»<_«WM<»IMWI-»«» --«MWW-_

'one of us Berr^R

SI?AB A PISH TOWI ,
-

MPM'S UPS A(?£ GETTING TIOHT t*

A

N

Oood dogs,
¦ Barrows and gills—
16M80 . . . . . . , . : . . . . . ; . . . . . .- 1375-14.71
180-200 . . . . . . . . , . . . . .; . . . . . , . 1475-15.25
¦ 200-220 ..,. : .. '...
V . . . . . . . .. 15.25
22CW40 . , . .,. . .; . . .. . . . . . . . . - 15.05-15.25
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
: . . .; . . . 14.75-15.05
240-270
270^300? ...; . . . . . . . . .
. , . . - 14 .15-1475
300-330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . :; . .i . . . . 13.25-14.15
330-340. ...?.....
, '.. . 12.75-13.25

......... .

Good saws—
270-300 . . . . v . . . . A . . ? . . . . - .:.. . 13.25-13:50
300-330
. 13.00-13.25 .¦

... ..

¦330-360 . . . . . . . .. .......... .. .
V
360-400 , .. . . .; . . .. .
400-450
.
:4S0-50O . . . . . : . . y .^. . : . : . : . . .
Stags— " - .
¦ • ¦.'¦ ¦ CALVES ¦ ¦
.
the veal-market Is steady.
Top . choice
:

450-down :. - .- . . . . . . . . , : . . .

12.7543.00
13.50.1275 V
12.25-12.50
11.75-12.25 '

Du Pont ayrated from an official loss of about 3 to ..a gain of
the same amount.

neer Group, Box 122,
;___
i WHO'S SORRY NOW? : Yw could be, ? if
vacation buggy
you don 't get that
i checked over at DALE'S STANDARD,
¦

| 4th : 4 Johnson. Tel. .•P64S.

.-

¦ '' ;
.

The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 2.78 at 596.46.
Prices: declined in fairly? active
trading • ¦ph . . . the American Stock
Exchange.
Corporate and XJ ,Sy government
¦ bonds were mixed in ¦ light trad- Business- Services " ?• ' - 14"
7
'
WARLi"E'S CUSTOM Bl3 lUBERS, Preston,
. pp i
ing. ' ,?v
Minn. Exciting new ^omes, -expert re?DOrT'T^HR6w~iofhSi ? away—get rip- i pers repaired by WA RREN BETSING: ER, Tailor , 166'fl , W. 3rd. . : __ ;?_
:
~~
I WHEN "YOU "fHINK 0> spit watur-': . ' ' think , ol CULLIGAN. Ihe best Iii softener salt. We deliver. Tel. 3600. (Gold
Chips . Too l.)?. We react ivate all .mak es.

modeling service, free estimates. T«t,
collect at Preston, Soutl i 5-2455.
?.
~
" "system cleaning
Fi?JRN'ACE^VAC? heating
no
signing,
service.
No
cbntraal
down payments. FREE estimates. BOB
HARDTKE, 168 E. King. Tel. 40tt.

LIVESTOCK

..
28.00 ¦

SOUTH: ST. PAUL, Mlttn. W - USDA Cattle 5,500; calves 1,100; slaughter sleerj
and heifers unevenly- steady to 55 lotoer ;
cows mostly 50 higher for past two days
bulls steady; choice 1000 fo 125? lb slaugh- IN ANY WEATHER fha e's nothing ' befter steers 2S.00-J5.50; mixed high good
fer than ZEPHYR v« nlilafed aw«lngi
and choice M.50-2475; good 22.50-24.50;
and doorhoods. Custom built, permahigh good and choice slaughter hellers
nent ye$r 'round protection against sun,
24.5O-25.00i good . 22.50-24.50; , utility and
Free estimates
snow, rain, and sleet.
commercial
Slaughter : cows 16.00-17.50; V without
RUG
obligation. • W I N O N A
canner ant) -cutter 13:50-15.50; utility bulls
CLEANING SERVICE, ' 1)6 ¦W. 3rd. Tel.
18.50-19.50; comrinerclal and good 18.00'
,
.
V
.
.
. 3722. ' .;
.
V
.
. ? ' _
1».00; canner and cutter ld.OO-18.00; veal16.50. .. ¦ .. " . , '¦ ' • * , . • '•' ¦
ers
and
slaughter
Roofing
21
calves
fully
steady
.
Plumbing,
Dry!ed steers and yearlings— ~"
Choice to prime
23.00-24 .OOV good and choice vealers 24.00-30.00; good
when
you
vYOURsi
OOfT'T
DO
T
ELF
and
choice slaughter calves 22,00-25.00;
Good to choice ; . . . . . . . . : .. 21.75-22.75
'
have -a plumbing proij lem— it usually
Comm. lo good . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00-1875 . feeders about steady; medluni and (bod
¦
woes.
Let
.
adds
to
your
expense
and
.
600-750 lb feeder steers 21.50-23?50. ": . . . .:
Utility
15.00-down
us fix it quickly and exjiertly. .
Hogs 11,000; barrows and gilts 25 lowOryled hellers—
er; sows . weak to 25 off; 1-2 '.. 1W-240 lb
Choice lo . prime . . . . . . . . . . .. 22.00-23.50
barrows and gilts mostly 16.25-16^0; 1-3
Good to choice . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00-21.75
¦
PLUMBINGi A HEATING
1C0-740 Ibs
15.75-16.00; 2-3 240-270 lbs
Comm; to good - . ,:
. . . 15.00-l8.SO. .
Tel. 3703
15.00-15:75; 3 270-300 lbs 14.25-15.00; 1 . 207 E. 3rd
¦—
Utility . . .¦ .: . . .
. . . . . . . . . . ..15.00-d.own
—
and
medium
160-180
"
Ibs 14.75-15.25; 1-2
Cows—
270-360 lb sows 13.50-14.25; 360-400 Iba
1375-15.50
Commercial . ..? ,
13.00-13,75; J-3 400-550 lbs .12^50-13.25; 3
Utility . . . . V . . . V . . . . . . . . . 12.75-1475
550-450 lbs 12:00-12.50; choice 120-160 lb
14.75K)own
Canners 8. cutters
feeder , pigs 15.00-15.50.
BullsSheep I.50O; spring slaughter Iambi 5C
Bologna .
V . . V . . . .... .? 13.50-17.25
higher; old crop lambs steady; slaughter
. . . . . . . . A - .. 13.00-13.50
Commercial
ewes and feeder lambs unchanged; hall
. . . . . . . . 13.50-down :
. Light thin
deck prime « Ib spring slaughter lamb-s
7 «;
with potential high yield 23.50; choice
7
Winona Egg Market
and prime 85- 105 lb shorn lambs with
(Winoha Produce, Zlcbel I Produce)
No.
1
pelfs
19.50-20.00;
good
and
choice
'
.:
Grade A liumbol
. .— 73
13.50-18.00; cull to good shorn slaughter
Grade A (large) . . . , ; ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 . ewes 3.00-5.O0; choice
and fancy shorn
.15
Grade A (rnedlum)
feeder lambs 14.00-15.00.
Grade B .
. .15
CHICAGO i* — USDA Hogs 8.000? but'
.. . .. .: . . . . . . . . . . .13
Grade C . . . . .
7
chers steady to 25 lower; 1-2 190-225 lb
butchers 16.25- 16.75; mixed 1-3 180-230 lbs
Bay State Milling Company
15.75-16.2J; 230-250 lbs 15.25-15.75; 2-3 250T
Elevator "A" Grain Prices
370 Ibs 14.75-15.25; 270-29O Ibs 14.25-14.75;
Hours : 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
mostly 3s 290-325 Ibs 13.75-14.25; mixed 1-3
(Closed Saturdays)
325-450 Ib sows 13.25-14.00 ; 2-3 450-600 lb!
12.50-13.25.
No. 1 northern spring wheat . . . . . J3.18
No. 2 northern spring wheat
3.16
Cattle 3,500; calves none; steers weak
No 1 hard ambnr Kiiirum 2.1RNo. 3 norlhern spring wheat ..
2.12
to 25 lower; part load average choice
No. 4 northern spring wheat
3.08
to high choice 1,110 Ib slaughter steers 2.85; discounts , amber 1-2; durum
2.10
26.00; bulk choice 950-1.300 lb weights 4-6.
No. 1 hard winter wheat
No. 2 hard winter wheal . . . . . . . . . 2.0B
24.00-25.75; good steers 22.50-24.00; mixed
¦
No. 3 hard winter wheat ...;... .. 2.04
good and choice 24.00-24 .50; choice hel—No, -4 liard wlnt«r . wluat ....,„ —2M¦... fe« - i4Ji .24i!; ^ goad Uraely i2-00-215O.
No. 1 rye
1.13 . utility and commercial cows 15.50-17.50;
No. 2 rye
1.11
utility and commercial bulls I8.25-J0.5Q;
standard and good vealers 20.6o-27.00.
Sheep 500;
spring slaughter
lambs r)2 '/4.
steady to 50 lower; slaughter ewes steady;
choice and prime 85-100 lb spring slaughter lambs 33.00-23.50; good and choice
22.00-23.00; package good lo mostly choice
106. Ib wooled slaughter lambs 19.00; cull
to oood shorn slaughter ewes 4.O0-J.50.

?. ' ».25

.
¦
. 450-up¦ .;: . ', :'. : . : . ¦. . . . . ;
s.2s-' ».«
Thin and unfinished hogs . . discounted
Choice . . . .¦ : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 24.00-26.00
;.' . .. 21.00-24.00
. Good : ... . . . . . ; .'
18.OO-21.O0
Commercial to good . : . ,
Utility
:
16.00-18.00
Boners ind culls . :
.. 17.0<kfown
CATTLE
The - cattle market is steers Weak to
25 lower; cows 25 higher, bulls steady.
Extra top
¦ steers 25.25; heifers 24.50; cows

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

GRAIM

v MINNEAPOLIS im — Wheat receipts Monday. 155: year ago 313;
trading basis unchanged ; prices *»
higher;. <;ash spring -wheat basis .
No. 1 dark northern 2.28 /8-2.31
Spring wheat one cent premium
each lb over 58-61? lbs; spring
wheat one cent discount each ^.
lb under 58 lbs; prote in premium
11-17 per cent 2.28 /8-2.ii~ *:».
No 1 hard Mont,* ana winter
2.23'/a-2.45 /n. - .,Minn. - S.D. No 1 ]hard winter
2.20Ti-2.40T (i.
Com Mo 2 yellow l.nsu.
.Oats:i-Jo...2 white: 5g-y*-61?i.;... No
3 white 56^-59* '< ; No 2 Incavy whil e
60*U-63*.4; No 3 heavy white 59» 4-

PRODUCE

(AP ) - (USDA ) —
New West German LiveCHICAGO
poultry : whol&sale buying
prices unchanged to ll_ lower ;
roasters
20hi -22, mostly 2I'.2-22 ;
Envoy Named
special fed white rock; fryers 18*Ahens

New 1962 .Cadillacs For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Want Ads
Star!: Here

18!4.
19'^ ; heavy
(AP)
CHICAGO
- Chicago -Mercantile Exchange — Butter about
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged to v« low«r; 93 score
AA 57; 92 A 57; 90 B 54\_ : 89 C
53;* cars 90 B 55Vi; 89 c 54.
Eggs about steady; wholesal e
buying prices unchanged ; 70 per
cent or better grtido A whites 25;
mixed 25; mediums 21; htandnrds
24; dirties 21', *.; checks 21.
NEW TOnK (AP) — Canadian
dollar today .9575, previous day
,9575.
NEW TOP.K T\P) — (USDA ) —
Butter offerings libe ral. Demand
spotty, Prices unchanged.
Cheese s t e a d y ; prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings more
than ample on large and liberal
on smaller sizes. Demand for
large improved slightly in some
quarters .
(Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales.)
New York spot quotation s
follow; mixed colors ; extras (47
lbs. min, ) 26'/-i-28; extras mediu m
(40 lbs. average) 20^-21'/i; small
(35 lbs. average) "17-18; standards
25-20; checks 23W-24 M*.
Whites; extras (47 lbs. min,) 27medium (40 lbs. av28'/ _ ; extras
erage) 20 ,,i-21Mi ; lop quality (47
lbs. min.) 27Mi-30',i; mediums (41
lbs. . average) 20',. -22','j ; smalls
(36 ,bs. average) 17-18; peewees
14-15,
Browns: extras (47" lbs. "min,) 272BMi; top quality (47 lbs. min.)
27'a -204; mediums Ml** His. average ) 'mhmk Wk smalls (30 Ibs. avera ge ) 17-111; peewees 14,15.

CHICAGO (APf~ (USDA ) Potatoes alrrlvals 103 ; on track
232; total U.S? shipments 709; new
— supplies rpodcratc ; demand
modera te; market steady ; carlol
track wiles: Alabama round reds
4.15; Arizona round reds, pontiac
type 4.25; California long whites
4.15*4,35.

1.30; feed 90-1.00.
Ryfi No 2 l.SO^-l^ .
Flax No 1 3.37.
Soybeans No 1-yellow . 2.41 V

SMALL INVESTMENTS
OFTEN YIELD

SURPRISING RESULTS
IN THE OVER-THE-COUNTER MARKET .
*Promising new issues . . . stocks of
i^ £_ii/
little known companies . . . tomorI
I
row 's blue chi ps—all may be found in
//-^ ^.
"
the vast and vital Ovcr-thc-Countcr
//»_?* il?
market.
JJ3MM
It 's the oldest and largest sccuri- / "££££" p\
tics market in the world . . . (he *•—
^^
major market for distribution of new issues, includV
ing U. S. .government bonds, bank and inouranat
company shares. It 's the incubator for future corpo rate giants and it can be the source of excellen t
profit opportunities for you.
Would you like to know more about OTC securities and price trends . . . how and where Ihey '/j e
bought and sold? Just mail the coupon below, c«J I
or stop in for a copy of "Understanding the Ovci the-Count«r Securities Market ," and our I a ( CM Int
of recommended securities. No cost or obligation ,
of course.
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plumbing, Roofing

21 Buatrie** pptSortonftle*

T- ROOFING AND ROOF REPAIRINQ
OAN ROLIIECKI
¦¦ ¦ ¦
* T#l, >»!*_ .-' .

ELEQTWC ROTO ROTOR

For cleMM itwira and drtlnt,
Tal. »S» W Hit
\ ytar guaranty

_j_CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

NEW C0N3"TRUCTT6N. — remodelin«;~re¦ palrs? Elllclent, prom pt, rmeniblt
jervict, •

SANITARY

A

PUUM8INO t HI.ATINO

V

v
it» E. ar*a st,
Tai. »i7
Help_WanUd---F%rna U
2S

'
rWs¥KBEr» ER--« .16 "4 dally, "•xcept
Sat: and Sun. To htlp In »l) ; hou»*ho)d
. duties. -. Mutt, be In jdod hiallH and
willing to, take charge of family, light
cleanlno, cooking and. <ara ol one 5year-ols tra main d-uti»s. Tal: >U>7.
HIGH VJCMflOL OlRU VfMl«rr« modern

, farm home for summer months. Mrs.
Larry BCHttchtr, Alma, Wis. Tel. Cochrane S4M471, .
^
HIGH SCHOOL^klVor elderly ' wonian for
light housework. Liv« In. Writ* A-3S
Dally News.

LEASE or SALE "
Service Statioji
4p 4rm% j- ^ >4. -y 4
GARAGE BUILDING
Very good, «dxl20, vith 2 car
showroom, hydraulic hoists,
and greasing wuipment. Good
location. M»y oe used ior othe^ purposes?*
Also,»mail building v/itikinewly
remodeled office* in front and
body shop in rear. Both buildings in Lanesboro.

GENERAL CLEANING—woman wanted 1
day ' i.Wlk. Write *J» ,0. Box lit, Wl
.. nona. . :'_ ,¦

GENERAL PLANT WORK?

?. ' y Py

??Apply; . .

FIBERITE CORP.

40

kOANS ^.^
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
170 E.. 3rd St.
Tel. J915
rirt. t a.m. lo S p.m., Sat. -t am. to noon.

"' Winona, Minn.

Immediate opening for a qualified secretary. Secretarial experiertce, accurate and rapid
typing speed on electric typewriter necessary?, No shorthand required/ Must be capable of meeting the public and
handling a variety of responsibilities. Salary commensurate
with qualifications , periodic increases, extensive employe
benefits. Five day week, 40
hours , Monday through Friday.¦
Call for interview appointment ,' '
Personnel Office; Rochester
Methodist Hospital, AT 2-4411,

p 27

WANTED TO HIRE—Oependlbla mirrlad
or single man lor (tineral farm work,
Stoskopl,
Harmony,
¦
¦ modern. Leonard
:
Minh. Tal . Mf 4-333). :
WANT_D Ownar-Qperalbra with tandtm
axli ai> or dltiel tractori to ooerite
In this area. Contact Paul Jonas Beaver
Transport, Beavir Dam,' Wis.

'BREEZY ACRES"
SPECIALS 4
Hay Conditioners
.•- .'-.' New- Hoiland - Gehl
CunningKarn
Some on hand are
¦
• ¦- . ; ' extra special:

~
Wanted to Borrow

~

41

$6000

¦

?-?¦ • 'ir First rriortgage
'
**• Good security
Write A-25 Daily News,
Hone*. Cattle Stack

43

warlout . ag'Mf by
our 4 herd
sires,
tome American-English crossesV home
of Imported English slre^ Eaton-Drummer, Sfwlhwlnd Orchards, Vi mlla Irohn
VHwy, . 14*1. Village of -Dakota, Minn;
¦ VfVlnona
County, visitors welcome.
"7
JPOT^lfTMbR ^CO^e^irng?!?^, can
bt ragltlermi, lam*. Pmggy Haeuser,
y_ f»untalt*i City. . .Wit, ttl ¦. ., «MU7-37W .
"
FEEDER CALVES—12, white face, weight
about 435 tbs. Ready for grass. Lyle
McOonahi Trempealeau,
Wis. Te). 131¦ ¦ ¦' ¦ ' ¦¦ .. ' ¦ - ¦ - '¦' ¦ ' ¦'
. ;. . . .
_ F02.
__ . _
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS — 3; I Ouernsey
cows, all springing. Frank Fonrman, IL*!
mint W. »f Weaver, M inn.
_
HEREFORD— bulltTRolled, regiTteredTaat
14 months. Cltan stock. Reasonable prlcte,
Clem Burrichter , Wabaiha, Minn.
~
F E¥ D E|TTT G S—30T"7 ~^»etfks ofd. Robert
Newland, J"i miles S. of Ridgeway,
Houslon, Minn. Tel. TWM586,

'

SALES - SERVICE
DELIVERY

Ho strtktt. No layelfs. All tha evtrtlmi
you ' want. Married, to age 33. illo per
witk. Enpentei paid. Write Box: 1-3, C/o
A- 3* Dally Newt. " ¦ ¦ . '¦ ¦ __ "_
_

1>ain for PRINTING

¦¦'¦' 'ix . Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork
¦
. . - .., ' ' .

v GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School

'

89c1?

TED MAIER DRUGS
A NIMAL HEALTH CENTE R

for Catalog.

Approved for Veteran Traininf
1104 Currie Avenue , Minrteapolla

WA NTED!
Experienced Mechanic
Top salary? paid vacations,
paid national holidays, excellent
working conditions,

" laundry Tjencfits.

LEWISTON SALES BARN
Sale Every Thursday
7:30 p.'tn.
Choice dairy csttle on hand
at all times. Butch-cr hog market everyday.
Tel. Lew. 2667 Collect
"Hilltop "

FLY SPRAY
$1.89 GaL
$1.79 in case lots.
Get Yours Now At

GM Training
Apply in Person to
Mr. Will
Shop Foreman

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY

WALZ

Hardt 's Music Store
. .. _
_ " • Wlriona~,

ON DISPLAY

11* E, 3rd

Don Ehmann TV Service

The hew "Superior " Mower,

We Need Good Used
Tractors in Trade for
New Allis Chalmers
R A- KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"
South <m New Highway 14-61,
Open all day Saturday.
Fertilizer ', Sod

DfRT Clll HALV-RSON
FOR BLACK
BROS., alt top soil/ 6-yard load S7. Tei.
' -A. .
4402 . or 4S73.
. ?¦ ¦ - A
SOD-1 . roll or a 1,000 ,:
also black dirt. A
72o E. 7lh St.
Tal,: U32 or B-4 132

Hay, Grsln, Feed

v SO

EAR CORN-1,000 bu. $1 bu. Raymond
Oorn; Uflca. Minn. (Bethany) A
EAR CORN—$1 per bu.' ;" al*o- .oalt .. and
baled straw . Wayne DUkreger , I . . milt
; E. pf Rodgeway.
~
STANDiNG ALFALFA—About. 40 acret.
In
Cash or shares. May be itored
barn on farm. Al Wtssel, Stock-ton .
Inquire al WyattvUle Fted Mill, ;

~

STANbrNG ALFALFA

HAY,

IJ

acre*,

Stockton.
Lowell Barkeim, ' i milts S. ol
_
T
STAND ING A|TF'ALFA MAY—44 acreTr"for
fAInn,
sale.¦ William ¦ Duane, Lewiston;
¦
Tel. .3824.. ? ¦ ' . ;- A ;, ' ' .- ¦ ¦ . .. ? V .-

SeedsThJIursery: Stock

53

CHIPPEWA Soybean Saed, no^ corn, cleaned and bagged; gerrnlnatloh"W14 . Clartnca Zabel. S.W. Plainview. Hgwy. 42.

;

treat.*
SI.Mi
Good_.

Articles for Sale

57

~
G?E. WINDOW FAN,
¦ ¦ J0 inch, keep cool
.«.
FIRESTONE
this s v m m t . r,:
STORE,. J00 W. 3rd- Ttl, M40.
~
FREEZEkS SW to »59. Used refrigerators S2J. Used TVs S50. FRANK LILLA
& SONS, . 74 ! E. !th. . . .
LARGE .' selection- o' used
SEE OUR
refrigerators, tltctrlc ranges and TV
sets All racondltlorMd. B t 8 ELECTSIC. IS! E. 3rd.
~
GAS COOK RANGES—J . 1 small refrigerator, 1 steam _table. Tel. t-IU t.
_
~
WE BUY and sell used hjrnltura, tools,
antiques? OK . USED FURNITURE. J?3
¦
' . . ' ¦. - ' .
E. 3rd . Tal. 8-3701.
~
"
STEEir~e:ULVERT PIPES—J, 4? l**)- diameter; also large amount ol 12 In. pipe .
P. 0. Box 431. Winona or Tel, 543?,
REFRIGERATOR-EieCtTlc'ltove, chrortia
. dinette sel, 4 year crib, boy's wardrobe, 6:70x15 lire*, ' typewriter; ' misc.
arllcles, Jel, 4534.
-

«»

USED electric water heater; bath tubs
an*J_ tQ[lcts._ Tel. M»4.
Glaxo
IT'S a salt bti, tried It yet?
Is a tough and wear resistant coating
tor asphalt tile. Pa|nt_ Depot .

rug Shampoo MasBISSELL—automatic
ter. 23 oi. shampoo Included tree. New
shut-oil handle. 1 setting and ' you gel
lust the right amount ol shampoo auPoultry, Eggs, Supplies
44 tomatically.
Brush and roller remove tor
~
Help—Male or Female
28 STARTED WHITF LEGHORN tnd Calitor- easy cleaning. Just 15.88. ROBB BROS.
STORE,
574
E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
nla Whin pullets. Up to 7 weeks old,
~
^
"JACOBSON POWER MOWERS
at reduced prices, Sorry, no rooilers.
EXC_ i?LENT ~fA L E S-even Manaoir^Investment ,
St. Charles Hatchery.
openlni*-, II qualified'.- No
New and Used
quick sales, potential J90 week start,
"
"
'
Power mower rental
CHICK
HATCHERY-DoKaib
SPELTlull time. Write Realsllk (North) Box
AUTO
ELECTRIC SERVICE
Chicks-Standard Breeds. Winona olllce
556,, Indianapolis, Ind.
Tel. 5455
Jnd a, Johnson
now open, corner Jnd and Center. Tel.
3910. Send tor free price list and folder.
Situation* 'Wanted—Female 29 SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY. Rolling~
~
^
"
stone, AAlnn. Tel. 5349.
REL IABUE experie nced r^h school girl
wants steady
babysitting
and house
work. Tel. 34«.
__
_
rii'G M" SCHOOL G- IRlTwants tummerl)«bylifting |ob, Tel. 9145 alter 6 p.m.
White Rocks, New Hnpipslilres,
WOULD LIKE housekeeping lor I or 7
California
Greys, California
Write
or
p ersons In or near Winona,
Whites, Hamp Whites. White
Inquire A-41 Dally Newi. __
"
Leghorns
REUABLE^experlenced high school girl
wants baby-slttlnfl and houiework. Tel.
Fountaln_ Clty IMU7-3U». _

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

116 Walnut

Tel. 8-3769

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS

GENGLER'S
QUALITY CHICKS

'
Situationi Wanted-^-Male
-

30

LT&HT CARPENT_ R " W0RI<:rcement and
Odd lobs, Tel, MW, Nick Lorang, » Linox.
TBACHER 'ii looking tor rimedlal readIna and arithmetic students tor sumtrier monlhs , II Interested Tel. 57ri6,

Buiinesi Opnortunitle*

37

FOR LBASB-S«rwlct station with exeat.
Irnt location In St. Charles, Minn. Paid
train ing and floanclal asilstanco avail.
afcla. Call or -wrlta, R. F, Bowers, Uox
331 or Tel. 1)41. Wlnont. _ Mlrm. ___
DRTVE-INN-ln Winona, Open and dolr>g
thri ving bi/ilnw *. For sala, all iiulprnent and Inventory lor $S,S0Oi or lease.
VWIII help lln»nei. Tel, 4477 aMar J. _
~
IH©E SHINE STAND-Cheap. Leaving for
hoalth purposes, Contact Jn perion, 103

\N , Jrd.

¦

_

DISTRIBUTORSHIP AVAiLABL»i5,000 YEARLY OPPORTUNITY

;

May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

GHOSTLEY PEARLS
DAY OLD Sc STARTED
Book your order today.

South Side Hatchery, Inc.
Caledonia , Minn.
Tel. 724—3334

Wanted—Llveitock

46

Top prices for all livestock
ORBMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
Lewlslon, Minn,
Dally Hog Market
Tel. 41t\ on springing cows-rulfari.

Top Quality .

Holstein springing cows &
heifers, 4 to 10 weeks ofi,
w&nted.

Norbert Greden
Tel . Alturn 7701

Wall known JO yt-tr old Mfgr , has tiveral
•xcffllenl openlnos In Ihls state tor men
to tako over "exclusive Dlltrlbutlno Franchise on a toil selling Una ol products
«ld Ihrowjh dealers. Agricultural back,
around helplut but nol essential. No Investment nec«j "iary In merchandise, bul
tnust be able to finance sell while appointing denleri who will operate under
Vour direct supervision. I' you are brokt
¦nd lust looMno tor a salary, expenses,
or drawing account, do not apply thlt
ti not a salary or drawing accounl lob,
This Is an opportunity lo make lop mon¦ey. We want a man who Is financially
rtsponilble ,nml would Ilka his own extramely prof I fable builneit with no Investment required. This Will btar strict
Interview
Investigation .
For personal
t>!«o»e give pest experience, age rend
phont number. Wrltt D»pt. FF Box A-4J.
Dally News.

Farm, Implements, Harn6*T48

RICHARDSON Root Beer Iranchlse to 4f
1*13* corner lol In Iown ol WOO poplutlon, Sltunlad at entrance to drlv*-ln
theater and large municipal park, Price

DURAND

Mm

HEIT REALTY INC.
Durand, Wla,
TO, OR t un.

For

Sales & Service

on
John Deere Machinery, New
Idea equipment , McCulloch
chain saws, Mayrath elevators ,
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY
-SEE -

IMPLEMENT CO., INC
Durand, Wisconsin

Building Materials

61

LET OS HELP YOU with your building
proDlwnsI See us lor foundation blocks,
chimney blocki, manhole blo<ka. partition blocks, septic tanks, cesspools, Portland cenwnt. mortar cement. Ready
Mixed In bags, foundation coating and
re-lnforead ateel ot all types.

East End'Coal &
Cement Products Co,

MI

Winon a's Finest Electronic Repair
¦¦ . -' tor All Wakes
¦ .; ' ¦ ¦ .
¦ WO W Fifth ,
Tel. 6303
.
Authorized.dealer for
¦
?AD/MI RA L-AAU.NTZ— ZENITH ?
.

Refrige ritors

e. tin

roi. ww

Business Equipment

62

~
"
BEAUTIFUL 3> tt? bar. Also7~ 3i Cast
beer cooler, 3 comportment wash tank.
Wllllevllle Tavern, IJ miles S. ol Wlnnna, Highway 14 and 41.
—

CoairWood, O»hor Fuel

63

LUMBER AND WOOD
For good quality lumber and wood
telephone Trempealeau 1*
DAVE BRUNKOW A SON
Trempealeau. Wit.

Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64

"
S>ECIAL-»xl3 rugr? with built-in foam
FURNIpad. SJ9.»5. BORZYSKOWS KI
TURE, 30J Mankato Ave. Open tve¦
nines.

FACTORY REJECT
$189.50 . 3-Pc? Blond
Dcdioom Set.
54-inch double dresser, tilt
mirror , big chest, bookcase
bed.

$1 18 .00

(11 Down $16.,0 Month

BURKE'S

KURNITUKE MART
3rd nnd Frnnk'.'n

72

Ed's R«3frigeratio"n~_rSuppry
Commercial and
Domestic?
¦
'
SS5 t._ «lt .y_ ' . -. ' .• .__ . _^__J«.l. 5532

Sewing Machines

~~
* 73

FOR RENT—Viking. Free-arm machines
by weak or month. WINONA SEWING
. MACHINE CO,. 151 Huff. Tel.? ««V

Special< aMhe Store*

74

~
TRY Goldin Star, Carpet ShampooT"Use
shahipooer Fret. Cleans rugs, drapes,
upheljfery ttltly,
Lawrem- Furniture,
^
~
~
H6uSE PAINT^ol« ov"ef:
all quailiY and
coverage, at a fraction ol what you'd
expect to pay. Only $1.98 gal, ROBB
BROS. STORE, 57a -'¦-. 4th. Tel. 4007. _

**49 Stoves, Furnaces, Parti

-^

kohlrabi
TOMATOES,
CABBAGE
and
plants. J doi. for iSc. SSt E. ttth.

•For. lirpe areas, see us for Information
. on seeding for gophers-

.-v 'Tl

7» E. Jnd.
Bob Nogosek. Tel. 3834
USED TELEVISION SETS^aTrslie: picture
tubes. Get that second set at ? ;

New Idea - New Holland
Allis Chalmers

HAMPSHIRE—boar pig, weioht tboul 4X
¦ ? . ' ¦ . . . . ¦'¦¦ ' .
'
lbs. Robert Hartert, Minnesota Cl-ty, ' - Tel, 534-I487- .
Minn. Ttl. RolUnQtlont . 7Ut.
EVERGREENS ot ill kinds; shade
flowering shrubsi., applt trees,
FEEDER PIGS—71. S wee» old. Metvln
Rolllnger 's Nursery, 3SS5 flh SU
Tel.
6-3917.
Brlston, Rt. J, Houston, AAlnn.
¦ -. ¦ .
view, Winona. Minn.
.

GOK-ER CORN
20-oz. can

67

Winona ^ TV'"&" Radio Service

Mowers,,

;VtW>ri.- .; ..

HAMPSHIRE—stock
hog,: about
<00
_ lbs. For lease. Ttl. winane H240. .
DUROC^BOARS—purtbredi also oureBrad
Landraca boers. Clifford Hoff, Linasbore, Mltin, (Pilot Mound ) .
P.BOTifllBEOnrlEREF'oRDS - 31 buhT,

Household Articles

WHY buy:a carpeMhampoocr? We'll " loan
you one -5REE with purchase ol Blue
Lustre Carpet :¦«, . - U pholstery cleaner;
Deposit required. H. Choate «. Co,

r

1 — Used Owatonna 8 foot
swather with . hydraulic lifts
and big motor, good condi-

4 wmrw:

99

950 W. Fifth St, ?

USED TV—J4 InTtloor model, wood"fiiv
Ish, 4 years old, Ttl. 3405 batween 6 and
¦' ¦ ¦ • ' '
./ p.m.)
.
~~ ~
LOWEST PRiCE n trie' country *"ioaayT
Motorol a 1? In,; portable TV. Wires all
hand soldered Into position, all parts
-.guaranteed tor - lull year Only S139.8B.
WINONA FIRE 4 POWER. 54 E. 2nd
(next to Winona Chick Hatchery). Tel.
SMS.

Allis Chalmers - New Holland
New Idea - Minnesota ?

175 Lafayette St.
? Tel. 5J40
(Next to Telephone Olllce) .

'

Radios, Television

Side Delivery Rakes

FRANK WEST AGENCY

LINOfYTE OPBRATOH-Modern air condlt|one_ commercial printing plant needs
)st class operator. Capable ol earning
premium wage. Also combination operator and door min . Call or wrlta, Mr.
.-, Whltin-a or Mr. Cole, Whiting Press,
Inc. Rochester, Minn. TeL .712-2703 lo
' ¦
arranae . Interview. ¦ ' ¦:
~
MA^RiBOTr'^AN Hvli»fl ~rn or willing te
move lo Chatll»ld-Preston area. Route
tales experience helpful bill not necessary. For Interview., appointment . write
A-32 Dally News , sanding , personal rt; surhe.
DEPEN OABLE young . man for ¦ general
PIGS—«0. 35-40
lbs. ;Albert¦
farm Work. Tel. *iW«. Raymond A. FEEDER
¦ Schleche, Alma, Wis. Rt. V
- ¦ '
. Mueller, St. . Ch»rlii, Minn~
VORKSHIRE—purtbred
fait
bear.
Warren
^Rf.TrME deliviry'. Married man, Mutl
Sylling, Celedonla, Wlnri. Tel. Spring
be ' :frai every Sa1. and Mors, evening,
Orova U-J-J: "y ¦ '
Send resumfc?. 1o A-31 Dally News.
~ ~
~
BULL—registered, IS months old.
ANGUS
«liv7rV7^
MiTs
ha7«
YOUNG- ? VAN or
Oordon Sylling, Caledonia, .Minn. Tel.
¦
¦ chauf'iur'i llcenia. Valley wholesalers,
Spring
Grove 18-J-2.
Inc. .
CHESTNUT American' ?Saddiebred mar*,
registered, gaited and vary gentlei also
English trM]A Western saddles, bridles,
etc. Gerald L. Rail, Galesville, Wit.

- - Write - . '

4. 4 '44 . 'pREEy:;?

Loans '—-. .' insuranceReal Estate ^

Personnel Secreta ry

H«»p W<nt«d—¦Male

Mona/ to Loan

9€ Houses for Sal*

JAMESWAY manure carrier with trace, LINOLEU/A—*»x2l7Tan and^brown tweed, BUILDING suitable tor light manufactuT3 way switch and bend. Contact Henry
113; small mahogany drum table, S13;
ing. 3,000 sq. ft. required plus' addItlonPahl, Rytfrprd, Mliw. Tel. W-»l\K_
hard mtpla> double but, nulmtg finish. . al itoratja loaca. 3nd floor acceptable if
spring
with
box
and
mattress.
Ilka
new.
¦
freight elevator available.
Tel. ¦ 8-3621 or
ATTENTION FARMgRSI Htrtjhot batterVS Tal, W7. ;. ¦ -. . . . " . .¦ .' ? . - '
. . -. ¦- : - . - .- ¦ -. . ; ¦ . . .
4745. V .. ¦;¦ - ." .
S2.*5. BAWBE¦ ies, While they last,Ay,
r '-y .
NEK'S. Q»y Mankato,
floor apt, wanted fcy 2
Good Thitig* to Eat
"A 65 2-BEDROOM—1st
respohsJWe adult women. Partly or tinOISC !*HARPeNllV(»"i)ir rilHmj. Mo mefii
LARGE SELECTION, certified tatd pofurnished. Central or west and dtalred.
removad. Fr»d Kranz. tt.
Minn,
¦
¦
¦¦ Charlei,
¦
• ¦ • ?. ' '-¦ ¦ - ¦ "
tatoes. WINONA POTATO MARKET, 118
Wrltt M.36 Dally Ntvrt.?
.
Tal, W-J-l
? . .
,- .;
Market St..
3 or 4 BEDROOM home wanted in WiM ISCELLA'S EOUS Farm Machinery: Ford
Salts executiveA Good rtferencti.
7 tt. movy«r, Minnesota i trailer mow- Guni, Sporting Goojdy
66 nona,
Tel, t-tstn. Mr. WIHls, wttkdays.
•r, Fortl 4 TOW tractor cultivator. New
Holland hay crimpers, Buerken'a 7x14
HIGH SCHOOL, teacher wants J-bedroom
wagon boxrw with V» I d e t andMneh
unfurnished apt. or houia by July 1,
flooring WIS Lundell wagon holjt», »ivJohn Jtnuschka, Spring Vallty, Minn.
. eral tactions of New Holland hay carTel,
. Dlimond >2|14.
Have
your
Zebco
,
rtel
cleaned
rier at reduced prices , F ord 150 My
baler, Ford J and 3 : bottom plows,
oiled and repaired free of
Farms, Land for Sal*
98
Naw Owatonna altyators and wlndrrwcharge by factory expert June
ers. Eusl»rrttanri,>i—Lewiston, Minn.
NEAR ELOIN-350, acre farm. 317 . acres
15
at
either
bait
shop.
WE HAViTMANY dltierent typaiTol meof highly productive • croplind, modern
chanical It-sdari. Why not team one
buildings. »200 per acre. SIO.OOB will
Capitol Bait Shop
of those with a CLAY unloader and
handle. Set Adltr Realty Co., Rt. 4,
really take the work out af ftodlhg ill-. Rocltesltr. ¦ Minn.
v 175 E, Third St;
age. OAK RIDGE SALES t, SERVICE.
Minneiska, Minn. Tel. Altura 7114.
/ West End Bait ShopP Py " ' Houses for Sale

BOrtram Boyum , Execut or
Ingman Thorsoo, Estate
Rushford? Minnesota
. ?or? see ? ., ¦?¦.-¦ .
J. F. Herrick^ Attorney
Lanesboro, Minnesota : V

_-

'• ' ¦f or

¦

Tel 9835 or 632.8.

"
*iv^Rm WANTE--^il50 Kllchen hei(-T
¦ .
Apply X<wpee Lunch. - 151 E. 3rd. • ¦•

WOMEN¦¦ WANTED
¦'

37 Farm, Implements, Harness 48 Furniture,Rugi, LlnoUum 64 Wanted to Rent

75

ELECTRIC and gas ranges, water healers.
High
trade-ins.
Install-Servlce.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E.. Sth
7479
St.
Tel.
Adolph AMctialowskl.
_

"
F.
CENTRAL
LOCATION.
fbedroom
home. Close to churches, schools and
grocery itore. Priced at only Sl.000
ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, IS* Walnut Sf. Tel. 42« or alter hours E. R.
. . Clay: 8-3737, Wm. R. Pagtl *S01, E. A.
Abts 3116. Gto, Pelowsk i 1-2701.

3 BEDROOM, all modern home, oil burning fifrnact, full basement, large wall
kept lot, new doubJt garage. 962 Ollmore.
BY OWNER leaving -town. One story, 3bedroom home, living room, large kltch.
en with dining area, disposal, dishwasher., drapes throughout, new : gas? furnace, double garage, glassed In front
¦ '¦
porch. S12.400, _Tel._ 6454, ¦;¦ '¦. ¦. ..y
"'
WEST BRbADWAY-1650, new. 2-bedroom,
garage altached, also, niw 3-bedroom,
16i3 W. - Broadway, arid our own residence at? 471 Wayne. Hilke Homes, Inc.
.Tel. .4127. ", ..
E. COMPACT 3"btdroom, story and halt
home, all' hardwood flooring. Largt carpeted 'living room. Full basement, oil
lurnace and 1 car garage. Convenient
midwest location to shopping center and
cily bus. . Priced under $10,000. ABTS
AGENCY, . INC., Realtors, 15? Walnut
St . T«l. «42 or alter hours: E. R. Clay
J-3737, Wm. R. Pagel «01. E. A. Abls
. 3184, Geo, Pelowski 8-2701.
~
"
"
TWO BEbR06MS, srxl8J !ot. (ront porch,
double garage, disposal, Ian, oil heat.
'
v'
_ GKloab. JW2 Gilmore. Tt 1^2048. ;.
" "
""
DE LUXE :D UP_ ix-J roomt u^-4 Voomt
down, large picture window "In family
room . 6 rooms of wood paneling. Basement •„ floor , tiled. Many , extras. ' Must
see to appreciate. Arnold Kohner. 1076
Gilmore Ave. . .:
DO. 2-BEOROOM ranch sty le home. . Attached breejeway and 1-car garage. All
hardwood flooring. - Automatic: forced ' air
oil furnace. 60 It. frontage. . Located west
in city. Jefferson School district . I block
to- bus. Priced , under , S11.000; . ABTS
AGENCY. INC., Realtors, lit Walnut St.
Tel . 424J or alter hours: E. R. Clay
B-2727,. -E. A. Abts 3U4. Wm. R. Pagel
- ' .' ¦: :
:
. 4501.: Geo', Pelowski S-2701.
"
LEA V ING to¦ further education. 3 bidroom all modern home, oil heat and
full basement. Large corner lot near
school. Call days Elklns at Tel. 16R12.
¦ Trempealeau, -Wis.
~
~
~
IF Y 6 U WANf "to buv, sill or trade
during our absence, contact Phil Phosky.
Tel. _ W84- HOMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE

^sr^KiNG,
_ rtacfroom home7Tti?^?237.

?
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4 BEDROOMS—Reasonably ' priced.- Shewn
'by appointment only. Tel: »4»2.
Used Cars
lf>9
Auction Sale*
BANl-T^DIRECTOR -S HOIAE-PInk . rambler, 3 bedrooms. Across from Jttfar- CHEVROLET—1»56 Station Wagan; tu-tone
ALVIN KOKMBR
blue and white, V-B; Powerglide. radio,
son School, bus on corner, large finAUCTIONEER, City *nd ttatt llethl»J
heater, Baab' s Standard, Junction and
ished recreationalVroom, glass shower In
and bonded. 252 Lltxrty St. (Corntr
Glfmort. 3795,
bathroom, large screened In porch, builtE. 5th-and Liberty). Tel. 4»M.
in chtats In bedrooms, Extremely large
' area Of Hhtn clouts and ttoragt space.
Beautiful landscaping.
Robert Andrus.,
Station Wagon, radio, healer, 38 mpg.,
' ¦ ¦. . : ¦, . ¦
Tel, 71»7.
.
ont local pwntr, lew mileage, made let
Evtrett J. KiXintr
WESfHOWARO^TMs 6-room hou»« has . Germany by GM. thlt car ha« had
H7I0, after houit *tU
H» Wt8nut
3 bedrooms ind bath, new gas turntce
entremtly lint cart, and Is like
¦
and garage. On bus lint. 17,250. Terms ' "•*• 'i '
¦¦
'
¦'-- » ,W3 *- JUNE *^-Wad. IJ noon, a ', milts ». of
ml-m '"-- " -'
11,500, belanct llkt rent.

•? 19^0~^PEL

] 959 PONTIAC

W. STVkHR
¦'

1958 VOLKSWAGEN

FRANK WEST AGENCY

175 Lafayetlt St.
• Ttl. S160 or 4400 evenings . -? .. .
"G060VIEW--1 am a Irxiesome, but i
friendly little house with basemen! on
9th St. I -offer warmth , welcome and
<52xlOO ft, lot. I can be bought tor S3.904.
Please hurry I 'm (onesime. Call MS.

AY; STARR
374 W; Mark.

WEST 5th- 1700 block. See this 2 Dedroom
modern home. Attractive living room in
knotty pine, large kitchen, bullt-ln cabinet, exhaust fan; oil furnace, large lot
50x200, oh bu» line, pa ved strttts. F or
quick sale, S7.700.

W. STAHR

. 374 W. Mark

V,

-?

.

rod, on* local owntr, tf ,000 tcfual
milts, spotius
¦ and a gain ' . throout. - lhlt li dlfftnHtt ¦
.:? .. :81«W

Look them over in the com*
• fort of a well lighted, InsinV
showropm:
V
¦
-¦I 'tit Home ol Out-Ytar
Personal Warranty Cars.

Imperial - Chrysl er
Plymouth - Valiant

Nystrom Motors , Inc.
t

Wanted—Real Estate

V/ HANK" JEZEWSKI

You'll Want
To Move Right In

1B0B

t r O

IC.EL.OV ER

no Exchange Blfjg .

I

STOP !
? ; LOOK [?

ftgffljy ^jf ^^

^^

FOR SALE

USED CARS

Eusterrhann's

Lewiston.

J

55 Lincoln V-8

' ''

Tel.

Hit

FUR N I T U RE

I

f

ft^s^^:!*'*^^

'55 Plymouth V-8

it 1nnc

601 Main SI.

:

WALZ

feEStfPgi

f *i$i^' ' W^r mf i P-^

Fountain City, Wis.

Hil. Dueilman—Auctioneer
Fountain City, Wis.

!?: A U C T I ON

'SZs&'SS' s

j-B EOROOvThcuse wanted by teacher tnd
lamily, Ttl. »-3»55.
~
'
"
"
'
WANTED TO RENT . — 3-bedroom home .
*y rttponilble parly Write- stating rent
and location lo A-37 Dully News,

Ford . AV
Phone 3171

^S^T-^*
^
^*^

'55 Mercury V-8

Little Gem

?

|
Located in Harmony, Minnesota , on tod A-ve. N.E., 1 Wock |
s|
East
of ffarmony Motel, or 3 blocks North of the A & VV Root |
|
f
'^, Beer Drive-in. Watch for the auction arrows, on
^
I
Saturday, June 9
|
¦
¦
¦
¦" ' "•§
' ¦ Starting atl*.«) o'clock P.M.
---"
I
1
The following furniture will be sold: This furniture Is old M
I but well kept , and most is in excellent condition. Many items |j
|(
i are considered as antiques.
Birdseye maple bedroom set ; including bed , vanity, and m
P,
Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC
night stand; Steel bed, very good dresser and night stand; |
|
|
|
Wooden bed , appears to be maple ; Steel rollaway bed; Night ?|
CHEVROLET
|
stand; Oak rocker ; High-back rocker ; Old-time rocker ; Par- |
|
I lor set , consisting of love bench , rocker and chair; Cedar m
I960 1 TON PANEL TRUCK
China closet ; Buf- ;.?|
New motor, like new tires , $200 I chesf; Writing desk-bookcase combination;
or shoe- j |
under book value. Can be seen :!; fet ; Piano ; White sewing machine; Singer harness; Oil-burnmachine;
Monarch
kitchen
range
's
sewing
maker
1
|^
at Sam's D.S. Station , 608 Huff
| wash- |
ing room heater ; Duo-thern oil burning heater; Electric
|
or Tel. 9311.
?! chairs and extra leaves; Oak kitchen cabiaet with . porcelain M
Hauser A.rt Glass Co.
|
£ ing machine with round tubs; Kitchen tabl« , drop-leaf , with |
'. '
Used Cars
109 1' top.
P\
>)
|
- MANY MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS TERMS: CASH. All items must be paid Eor on day of sale. %
li
. ANNIE GREG0RSON, OWNER
H
j*
I
ARTHUR BAKKEN , Rushford , Guardian
4
U
HOWARD KNUTS-ON, Auctioneer.
*s
?j
BERTRAM BOYUM , Rushford , Clerk.
|

y

Good Buy - East

' -?¦
;?. ' : ,

•'"

'^^¦¦ ^V? :;- -^.V; :^

'61 Ford V-8

A Thinking Man

?Wi $ : -

A

W. STAHR

Magazine Picture Home

Tel. 8-2711

Friday A ?June 8

Living room and parlor - set :
Davenport and chair; Occasional . .". chair' s:' " Platform rocker and foot stool; Dining
room table , buffet and 6 v
chairs; Cedar chest; sewing ;
machine ;? Eleetrolux vacuum ¦
table :
At Our? Display ad cleaner; Round center set;
3
4 piece oak bedroom
on page
piece Walnut bedroom set; 2,
6x9 rugs; End table, picture
frames; Antique table lamp;
5 piece antique silver set ;
Antique rocker ; Antique glove
box ; Book case ; electric? fan ;
Check protector; typewriter' ¦;¦'
Medium sized safe ; Washing
machine: G.E. refrigerator j
V«^^CHEVi
9 ft. ; Frigidatire stove, ?oven
Te). 2396
J05 Johnson
and warming .oven ; Antique
?Open Every Night "Til 9
pitcher and bowl ; Formica top ;
kitchen table and 2 chairs;
Whistling tea kettle: Universal
pressure. cooker : Electric Ictilfe
sharpener; 5 piece staltiless
st«el copper bottom pans with
.4 4 p p 4 / K - ] y 4 p4. .
covers ; Coffee maker, waffle
"¦iroii ; Demijohn 5 gal.
Aiid many many articles too
numerous to mention.
• 1961 Falcon -4-doOT.
VAL THONEY ESTATE!
;
" also ; .
• 1960 Falttbn 4-door.
MRS.
SCHAFFNER
• 1956 Chevrolet Hardtop .
Household, 6 ft. Frigidaire re• 3956 Ford Fairlane l-door.
frigerator; Round table and
3955
Chevrolet
Bel
Air
4*dr.
•
4 chairs; Ne-w davenport and
chair ; Sewiftg machine ;. Day
• 1954 Chevrolet 2-door.
bed; daVenpcrt and 2 chairs;
• 1953 Chevrolet 4-door.
Bedroom set, like newV Oeca- ?
BARGAIN BUYS
sional table; 3 end tables: .
1955
Ford?
V-8.
4-door
•
Rocking chairs: new radio;
¦
'.
Straight
stick.
•
.
Dresser and bed.
Plymouth 4-door.
And many articles to numer• 1953
¦?¦? Overdrive.
ous to mention.
Used post office equipment.
• 1952 Mercury 2-door.
MRS ROSE S-CHAFFNER Estate
Badger Finance — Clerk

Nothing To Do

Promote Your Family

?Hbiusehol(l

VENABLES

75 W- 2nd

iw Exchange Bldg.

Sam Weisman & Sons

JUNE 9—Sat. IJ nodJi. rt .. mile S, of
Eleva fa "Yi; then 2 mllet W . on
"Y", then J miles S. on Town Road.
Nels Tweet, owner; Wyhers Bros.. . auc: tioneert; Northern Inv, Co. cltrK ¦
JUNE 11—Mon. T . p.'fn... ' 2VJ miles E. of
Gilmatiloh on State Hgwy. 121, then J'
miles S. on Town Ro^d , Desmond Davis,
auctioneer*
owner j
Francis Werleln,
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

in the evening, starting at 5:30
sharp at the Val Thoney residence
on Hill Street ire Fountain City,

Shop Our Lot Now

OVE
¦¦ R
Ii SEt
¦ ¦
V - -: - . ""' . '¦?
T«J. - 2349

Need Lots of Room?

JUNE f-^-Sat. 12 noon.? 8 miles NE. of
Founta in City , or 7 - miles S. .ol Waumaridta eO Hgwy, 18. Donald Ootbotrt,
auctioneer ,owner;
Francis
Warleln,
:
Northern; Inv. Co,/.cleric. -' . '
.. .-

:?M JGTION?
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WHITEH0U5E—1957 model fiberglass runabout, red and. white; 60 h.p. Mercury
motor . Prtfer to sail as a unit along
with extras. Would consider taking Fishing boat and motor In trade. Contact
Gary Nelson. Tel, B-3<00 or -3306.
~
EVINRUOE-35 Xp^motor; tlaciricr~25
ft. controls, 2 tanks; new tire extinguisher . Reasonable. Bob (Vera, Tel. 7M2.
""
hip.
AL-MA^CR?AFT—FD "runabout ?3J
' Johnson elactric motor. Financed If dtsir ed. Tel, 9765.
FORD- MARINE—85 ' h.p. conversion rrif>
tor. with reverse peer, very good condition, reasonable. Tel. 4|9l.
LARSOlPl 960T"l6 ; ft„ fully "equlpptdT"7M
Mercury motor,.sharp
and last. 428 W.
¦
¦
¦¦
'
' ' ' tin. ¦;-- . A .. .
; ' . . -¦ -. .
ALUMACRAFT—16 ft. boat, 18 h.p. John1
son .motor, ' trailer, : Truman Jteobson,
Whitehall., Wis. - '
~
"
BEL Bbv—l«l. 17 fl, fiberglass: runabout
and 50 h.p. Johnson outboard motor.
: Both - purchased in 19*0 and both ir» excellent condition. Will take smaller boat
In trade and will-finance. Tel.?2474 , after
6 . Tel. 8-1866. Can,?. bt seen at Winona
Marine Harbor. . .
~
ALUMAC R AFT—F iTruriabout, 40 h.p. Mtr, cury motor. 703 E. 3rd,

JUNE t—Sat. 1 p.m. Purnltura Auction.
Harmony, Minn. Jnd. Ayo. NE.. 1 block
E. of Harmony Mott). Annie? Oragor«on, owneri Howard Knutson, tuellorvter;
Strtram Boyum. clerk.
_

Gleaming Models
To Choose From.
One Full Year
Guaranteed Warranty.

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
fel..J38B and JOM
P.o; Box 3t»

~
~
~
RUNAisOUT—14 lt. pTywood boTiom llberglasted. windshield, steering, c o n trols, deck hardware, canvas and custom . upholstered seats. Best offer. Tel.
5223. ' . -

JUNE »^Frl. S:3D, Val ThontV : fc»t»te.
Hill St., Fountain City, Wis. Also, Mrs.
Rest Schaffner tstato. Fountain City.
Household
Auctions.
HII. . Duellman.
Aucflotytr, Badger Tlnenct, Cltrte.
,

-^

Selection of

? V ?USED CARS
y - y 30 A ???:A

102

—
~
~
^
"'
"
WTL1 PAV HIGHE5T CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITV PROPERTY*

Boats, Motolrs, Etc.

F°r the
Finest

/

\\f/

Ttl, 602S

"^7 Tricycleis, All Sizes

;
We Often Have

Eltva «ri »3 to -VV," fhtn 1V*i mlhit
S.W. on "V." hrlarvlni Possum, owner*
ZtcK lb Myhtrs, tudlontersi Northtrrs
Inv. C*« cltrk .
.

' Bbnntville, Convertible, local owner, rad
374 W. Marti
V Tel? «t2S
with whlt« nylon top, full powar, a real
btauty and as classy at thty eomt,
KING ; E.-J jslockt, from Cathedral.' Mo_ ¦¦
. . : : , : . ¦. . . . . y y : . . . 81»W.
em J-room bungalow, Good condition,
Full basement, new oil burner, water
heater, and new roof..Will arrange lonfl
KARMANN-GHIA Coupa, black and
term financing. 810,100.
.

D. EAST LOCATION. 1 block from bus
line. 5 rooms, ?.bedrooms. Modest faxes.
Price only «5,0M: ABTS AGENCY , INC.,
ELECTRIC RANGE, S3ji Call evenings. 606
Realtors, 159 Wa (nut St. Ttl. 4J42 or
. Main St. ^
after hours: : E. R. Clay 8*2737. Wm.
"
107
FLOREN ci gaTTarlgeT" apartment size!
R . Pagel 4501; E. A : -Abls 31B4, Gfto. Motorcycles, Bicycles
tlBj oil burning clok stove, iio.
Call
Pelowski . S-2701,
¦
.___ . . '
8)2.
Ttl.
t-3117.
E—24
lra„
BOY'S
BjCYCL
anyllmti
BU3-3)3«,
lt,
Wis.
Eau
Gal
"
. .
_
M.OOO HOUSE contract IncludiniT^intarasr
"T
"
GAS RANGES, largest " saiectlon 'ln town?
WU- sell for '14 ,900;- .'. Inquire al 26» W. THETlE« i«2 Triumph Thunderbird Is
here now. If yeu am looking for a fine
for natural or bottled gas, GAIL-ROSS
Howard. Tel:? 3688. . ¦ '¦ ' .
large machine, this could please ^ou
APPLIANCE, formerly Winona Skelgas
FOR SALE by owner. 3-bedroom rambler,
most . Other smaller machines aV low as
t Appllanca. Tel, 4310. . . :
buitl-lns, double garage. Ready fo movt
8187.50. See Allyn Morgan, Lake Blvd..
Into.
Can
be
financed.
Sunset
Addition.
Typewriters
77 T e l . . 8-3S7S. :
~
TYPEWRITERS arid adding machines for E. &EAUTIFUL 3- or 4-bedroom home In
40O MANKATO A"VE.
KOLTER'S
.sail dr rent. Reasonable rates, free
west location. Built-in stove Jnd ovendtllvtry. Set us tor all your office supLarge landscaped lot with patio. Low Trockij tractors, Trailers 108
plies, desks, flies or office Chalra. Lund
taxes. Immediate possession. A dream.
Typewriter Co. Tel, 5I».
AB.TS: AGENCY. INC., Realtors, 159? INTERNATIONAL—1955 1 ton, very clean,
Tel.
4874, Lewlslon,
good condition.
Walnut St. Tel. 4242V or alter hours:
¦
TYPEWRITER i. ADDING MACHINE
¦¦ - ' ¦
¦
.
. ' . . . . . . ' -?.
E. R. Clay 8-2737. Wm; R. Pagel 4501, E. .; Minn, , .
Sales—Service—Rental
A.
Abts
3184,
&eg.
Pelowski
t-2701,
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
CHEVROLET—1957, truck, V-8. Just over161 E, 3rd . . , . .
' , .: Tel, 8-3300.
FOR SALE by fcuHder. Nearly naw 1 hauled. Also milk route. Orllt A.: Mog: ?
.
er, Lewlslon. Mlnnr,.
. .
residence. 471 Wayne St. imWashing, Ironing Machines 79 bedroom
mediate occupancy. Also ntw a and S MOBILE MOMES-New and Ultd, ' Ntw
bedroom
homes
and
cholct
building
lots
"
55x10, reduced 81,000. Used, like ntw
MAYTAG AND w»GIDAIRE - Fast. ex.
In Hilke Subdivision. Tel. S-3Mt.
50x10 was 86,000 nrw. Priced now S3,(75.
- pert service. . Complete stock ol parts
good
buys at reduced
Many other
'
A
H. Choate t. Co. Tei, 2871.
prices. Red Top Moblla Homte, 18*5
¦ ¦ W - 5tb, ¦ ¦ ¦ ? ' ¦¦ - . ' : ¦
¦ ¦ ¦¦ . '.
' "
.
Wanted^-fo Buy
81
DODGE—1950, .1 ton wrecker with power
GOOD) USED* baby stroller and high
winch, very nice looking, 5695 ; 1952
chair wantedi Tel. ^791,
:
v
IV, ton Studebaker, short wheel base,
vary good tires ar«d .in good coodltion,
Ll GHTWEIGHT . collapsible
wheelchair ,
painted Insidt tnd Outside, 1550; 1»5J
adlustable leg rests. Write Box 623,
mts!i!Kt..mi.w.m,.mmJ
§m ^mii »y
^ mKsmiimms
Pontiac, 4-dr., automatic transmission,
. Lanesboro, Minn.
~~
good rubber, 8325; 1959 Plymouth, 4-dr.,
HIGHESfTuNK PRICES
6 cylinder, automatic, . good condition,
M. * W. IRON A N D , METAL CO.
t9S0. Call before 6, p.m. at AT 5-5375,
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
but enioy living In this, splc and span
Arkansas, Wis2 bedroom home, In apple-pie order. In
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRCN S, METAL
OUR TRUCK BODIES, and repair are
east location. New kllchen, carpeted
- CO. rays highest prices for scrap Iron,
gaining popularity-. Set us now. BERG'S
living and dining room. A REAL
metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
TRAILER, 3f50 W. 4th SI. Te). 4933._
VALUEI
222 W. 2nd.
Tel. 20S7
ECONOUNE—1961 ^ Ion pickup. 1.000
Closed Saturdays
~
milts, like new, with or without ply~~~^
HIGHEST PRICES PAlO
wood 6ox; 1950 International Vt ton pickend want something modern. Then this
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
up, new paint, good motor. Can be seen
3 bedroom substantial rambler Is for
furs and wool!
at Cook 's Auto Body, 4040 W. ¦ith St..
you. Big carpeted living room, separate
Goodview, Winona, Minn. • ¦ ¦ - . ¦
dining room, tile bath and shower.
~
T94a7~Vi"ion pickup. Good condibachelor,
FORD—
Large
kitchen
and
a
apartINCORPORATED
¦
:_
tion, Tei. 4xi._
ment in basement. HUGE yard too.
. ¦: ' '
450 W. 3rd
Tel. SS47
INTERNATlONAL-1950, >i ton, 4 tpted,
Rooms Without Meals
86
good heavy duly tires, steal box, tight
wood rack. Lookt and runt very good.
SLliPING_ RbOM "lor " girl. 315 ET'3r?. requests for a small houst wlffi LARG E
living room. This attractive well-built
8375. Tat, 8-1144, ;
~ ' ""
~
_
SLEEPING ROb"M f or glrl. Teir~8-2853r"
2 bedroom home In excellent local Ion
1959 GMC
>innC
Is the answer! 28 tt. living room, sun
KING E. 1»—Nice large room, modern
,or> Panel delivery,
yV
T
"
n
'
ItclUtlat— Gtotlemaa erelerced. .. Rtison. porch, office or den, and ceramic tile
Itofi * *""• «lor. In excel.
T T " ..
"
' team.
able.
lent running condition, rubber "Hf
new, lust half of new price, but looks
Apartments, Flats
90
«nd runs like ntw.
~
~
to a perfect set-up for gracious family
"
DELUXE 2-bedroom apt. Central location .
living In this beautiful 3 bedroom home
1100 class. Immediate possession. Adulti
In excellent location. Carpeting In spaonly - Tel. 3736.
cious lilvng and dining rooms. Good¦sUe- screened
WEST END—upstairs S rooms, |ust redecporch. Ceramic tile
orated. Adults only . *S6S. Tel. 6210 or
laths. Charming breakfast room and.
OD«n Mon. Wed. and Frl. Evenings
8-1667.
kitchen.
__
'
FURNISHED OR UN FU R NYSHED-A S dellred. Large downtown apartment . Inquire personally between 9 and S p.m.
or Mon. and Thurs. evenings, at Harding School and Paramount Beauty Sawhen you see- this attractive almost
lon, 74 W. 3rd .
new 3 bedroom rambler with Its KINGSIZE living room. Tile bath and larga
4TH E- 170' j- 3 rooms with balh, carkitchen wilh G.E. bulll-lns. Attached
petad, heated, air conditioned ; electric
garage. We 'll pick you up to see It.
ranoe and refrigerator. Hot soft water ,
AFTER HOURS CALL:
complete
laundry facilities.
170. Tel.
Dave Knopp 8-2809
3762 tor appointment.
-"
W. L. ( Wlb) Htlzer 8-2IS!
~"
LOCATED-VV rt^nT apf.
CENTRALLY
John Hendrickson 7441
Haat, hot water, stove, rclrlgerator furMGA— \9S9, Roadster. Excellent condition.
Laura Fisk 3116
I
nished . Adults only. Tel. 45*4 alter 5.
Can be seen at 302 W. 4th , alter 5 p.m.
~
~
rtdcn, good
BUICIC-WO, SpeclaP2-d
CK^M6NA 177>£^4 rooms and bath? Hot
water and heat,
Available
July
4.
shape, reasonably priced. Til. Fountain
Clly B-MU 7-3791 afler 7.
Adults only, Tal. 4507 before 6 p.m.
~ "
'
UPSTAIRS duplex Syoom apt . Heat and
FO Rb^l95J, v*- », straight stick , radio and
heater . Call alter 4 p.m. al 511 E.
hot water furnished. Garage, tnijulre 5J7
Jel
2349
J
^
f
E.__4th. _
Broadway.
^
"
4-dr..
DELUXE J-room apt., stove, refrigerator,
PLYMOUTH--19S5
Station Wagon,
draperies
and
carpeting
furnished sbssiia^?,^^^
good running condlllon, good Ikes. 1450.
Adulta. U7.S0. Ttl. S017 or <I7W.
557 Sioux. Ttl. _ 6110
WEST Sth - -Near SI Teresa College, Mice
" Reasonable. ' 674
E.
3 bedroom modern home, hard wood CHEVROLET—1138.
Apartments, Furnished
91 floors,
Sixth.
now carpetlno. ntw oil furnace,
"
CU3SE TO DOWNTOWN-I
room and
right on bus line, til.000. See
FORD— 195B?~ Fairlane 500. Excellent conk/fchefltMt. TV, Gentleman preferred,
dition. Priced fo tell. Will M*e trade.
Available now. Ttl. 9211.
,
Til. 8-3395 alter 5.
374 W. Mark
Tel. 6«5
NEAR WSC—mala students or married
coupla for summer monlhs only. 5
rooma. Inquire 61 E. Sth, rear.
~
'
White Fordor Sedan, new n»rrow band
CENTRAL LOCATION-Three nlcety furFordomatic, radio,
whllewall
tires.
nlahed rooms, private bath and entrance,
-Jl 895.00.
air conditioned . Reasonable rent I adult.
Wrlta A-34 Dailv News. •
'
THIRD E, 578—Newy decorated 2 bed"Unusual spur level In Glen Echo. L.
room lurnlshed apartment, Iirst door,
Sed en, local one owner, automatic
shaped living*, and dining rooms have
private entrance. Includes garage.
transmission, v.-'V chnlce-8595 08
^
brnutllul ca/petlno exposed beamed
FURNISHED roam with private bath, genceilings and Immense Ihcrmopnne 8.
tlemen preferred. Available Immediately.
window looking toward the hills. 3 bedTal, 4015 or 2137.
rooms, dellgtilful kitchen, Family and
- ~
Nofhlng wrong with this car, lust not
"
BDVVY E , 255—3-room lurnlshed apt?~ r»"laundry rooms.
sh»rp enough to bring good money,
frlQtrator, gaa ttovt. private bath and
will sell as It lor 1395 00.
entrance, 145.
"~
Will nole and consider the high values
ON_ R6bM-ki7^nitte7"prlv«le battO
In Ihls reconditioned home. Living, dinctosatl. Call al I5S W. Slh.
ing roomt <ind down s tairs bedroom aro
~" "
Convertible, rum satisfac torily, rnwdi
WE ST HOWARD-m upper apt 3 rooms
newly carpeted . Iwo additional b ^Japptarance wor*—8295.03.
and bath, adults, furnished or unfurnishrooms upstairs, l"j :eiamk tile baths,
ed, Tal. 6363.
one with Vanlly. Kitchen has built-in
stove, oven, disposal. All new panelling,
Business Places for Rent 92 815,400
Fords and Chrvrolch—Several 10 choose
'""
trom 8175.00 lo 5)95.00,
OR
MANUFACTURING
WAREHOUSE
_, Wa advertise our price* .
SPACE-7,500 tq. tl. tlrc-proo! building,
~^^
One-story, ? bedroom home. Oil fursprinkler system, elevator service, rail
nace, (MJ water heater, new bntn, ,
and truck docks. Terms-lease, Thurow InHouse fresh ly painted Inside and out .
dustries, Ins. Iel. 3475.
Combination storms and screens on
space.
PREMIUM olf ice
ond
storage
nice porch, 2 car garage. 18750,
^
Available for
rent.
5flrn«man Selovir
%*»**
^^S^T 38 Years In Winona
Co., 52' r, E. 3rd. Tel. 6066.
Lincoln Merciiry-Falcon~<Comel
1
Brand ntiw 3 bedroom rambler on large
Open Mon. 8, Frl, Eve & Sat. P,m,
Houses for Rent
95 lot In allractlvt residential area. Full
basemenf, <gas txta t and hot water ,
fl
K
"
NEAR T E A C H E R S COLLEGE-4 bedroom
Combination
screens
and
s lortns.
SpKlal, 4dr Sedan.
Ji V JO
ttomi. Avallablt Immediately. Ttl. 4015
T
^
arctic whltl with green
114,400
or 3U7,
Interior, hai automatic Iraryimltslon,
RESIDENCE PHONES
ALL MODERN house with breeitway and
E. J. Hartert . . 3971
ra^llo. heater, tinted windshield. Bulcka
double garapa. West End. Avallablt In
M.ary Lautr , , 4333
tamou i 155 h.p. V-B aluminum engine,
July. Wrltt or Inquire A-43 Dally News
burns rtg . ga-x "A mpg, sea It and
Jar»y Btrtht , . . 8-237;
drive II and prove lo yoursell thai It
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9540
Wanted to Rent
96
Is lust llkt nr".

|__

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

m

' wc *

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobite-GMC
Onan Mon. Wed. tnd Frl. Evtnlngs

HOW'S YOUR PUTTER?
Not your gol I
driveway. Will
in doubt , don 't
late model car

putter , , . the one you keep parked In the
it take you through vacation time? If you aro
take a chance. It's time to trade for a clean ,
that wilf assure you of a trouble free vacation.

STOP IN TODAY !
'SO PONTIAC . Cataiina. Adr., Hydramntic transmission ,
power brakes, steering, radio ,
heat , Moroccan Brown ,
immaculate
$2305
'57 DODGE , Coronet . 4-door. I
Srey and white with matched

-59 DODGE , Coronet , 4-dr.,
radio, heater, automat' c transmission, tu-torto brown, whitewalls, clean as a whistle and
$1595
a fast stepper
I 1 TC^^ltL^fc™ !*
^Li i„Kr l„S hS'

WiircK'ir^. s'^awoo<1 , nish
t- ood solid body . . .

910B5

™
J, * ^ ^»»

||W

'5(1 FOIU>, Fairlane , V-8. automatic, radio, heater, tu-tone green
with .matching interior , a good runner and ready to run, $695
EVERY CAH PERSONALLY GUARANTEED 1 FULL YEAR
OVER 60 MORE CARS AND TRUCKS ..
TO CHOOSE FROM

EVERSO LE-RODGERS
165 East 2nd St, - Tel, 8-319A

;; ' ? WINONA?^ DAILY ?NEWS??
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BUZ SAWYER

A
:

. ? ? .?By? Ch*$ter:Gould ;¦?' - ' 1

BEETLE BAILEY;' .- ,

By Hanna-Barbera ; ,, '.; '
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STEVE CANYON
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By Chic Young
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Short Sleeve
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With This C..p,» ,
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mothproofing and -forage until fall.

j

only the regular price of the cleaning.

Regular 30(«
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We

deliver** the loftwt
"No Starch Shirt*" in
town «t>J the mo»!comfort«bk "Surch .him "
you v« ever worn... »nd
M»ltc Finiah Sl«-Nu actiuDy workt like M*»ic

TOU Will
Ul AND
FRL TME
OlFrilJEMCB
1MME0UTUT
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p to look your best
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Bright prints and solids will keep you looking your prettiest
thru the summer months. Tops are short sleeved or sleeveless , dresses 2-piece and comfortable , shorl s and skirts have
adjustable '. waistbands ', knit inserts for better fit. All are
in »-*asy-care fabrics.

When you take them out , you pay
THE STORAGE AND MOTHPROOF-

.

Pick-up and Delivery
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ING IS FREEI
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HaddadV 10-Point Policy:
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By John Prentice ond Fred Dickenson

-

|new maternityi

. -• Bring your out-of-season clothing to HADDAD'S now for cleaning and

!
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"AT HADDAD-S
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By Milton Canniff
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50c
1 fr""6" I Free Insured Storage
I SPORT I Free Mothproofing

¦
j

By Mort Walker

1. Buttoni Rep laced

6. Torn Pockets Repaired

I

°Pen Seaml Resewn
R«P aireRemoved
3* Llni,19SButtons
d

7. Hooks and Eyas Replaced
8. All
Garment* Neatl y Bagged

f

4 * Pai,f * Cuffi Opened,
and

9.. Sla-Nu Finish on
All Garments

2l

Brmhed

Retacked

5 * Dress
ant Replaced

'

/
•

10. Prompt, Courteous ,
Efficient Service

ALL THIS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
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Let Haddad's Do Your
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Jf ordan^

Across fnm foit 0Hica

Phone 1301 ,
^

i .

60 W«it Third St.

to

$16.95

Bermudas-& Pedal Pushers

I It?

I l^i___l \ (JEtosa wa Wijkirts & sweaters 16j Ma!n St
Dry Cleaned

M$P^*«#

IHIH^I

Dresses . . . . $8.95

